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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate and begin to formulate an understanding
of supplier accommodation of customers from the supplier’s perspective, its impact on supplier
relational performance outcomes, and the associated impact on buyer’s perceptions and
evaluation of the relationship. Supplier accommodation of customers (SAC) is defined as the
supplier’s efforts to make special adjustments in response to a specific customer’s changing
needs and unforeseen changes, and is conceptualized as consisting of elements of supplier
flexibility and supplier adaptation. Extant research has focused on the buyer’s perspective of
SAC, with little regard for the supplier’s perspective of relational performance outcomes.
Because supply chains by their nature involve multiple organizations (Mentzer et al. 2001),
evaluating the supply chain implications of SAC requires consideration of the roles of all parties,
as buyer and supplier perspectives on relationship issues can differ considerably (Nyaga et al.
2010).
This focus on one side of the SAC equation risks missing some elements of the
complexity of SAC; additional areas not yet examined in extant research include the interaction
of flexibility and adaptation as elements of SAC, the potential for role conflict associated with
SAC, suppliers’ perceptions of the relational performance implications of SAC, and the link
between supplier’s perceptions of SAC and buyers’ future perceptions and performance. This
research begins to address these gaps and integrates social exchange theory and role theory to
theoretically ground two scenario-based experimental design studies. The first experiment
examines the supplier’s perspective of SAC and associated role conflict and the associated
relational and behavioral outcomes, while the second study approaches SAC from the buyer’s
perspective to investigate potential feedback effects of SAC and role conflict on buyer’s future
v

expectations and evaluations of the relationship. Both experimental studies are then followed up
by group interviews based on a grounded-theory philosophy. This qualitative follow-up provides
insights into how both experimental studies connect and yields broader findings and supply chain
implications for the dissertation research as a whole.
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CHAPTER I—INTRODUCTION
Increasing environmental uncertainty in today’s competitive business environment
requires organizations, their suppliers, and overall supply chains to be flexible and adaptive to
changing market needs (Liao et al. 2010; Sánchez and Pérez 2005). Literature grounded in
dynamic capabilities theory suggests that competitive advantage can exist in dynamic markets
only if organizations are able to continuously change the resources and capabilities on which
they rely (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000; Foil 2001; Winter 2003). Because supply chains involve
the cooperation and integration of multiple organizations (Mentzer et al. 2001), organizations’
ability to continuously change and adapt depends on other organizations within their supply
chains, true to the old adage that the chain is “only as strong as the weakest link”.
Operational flexibility research, traditionally grounded in manufacturing and operations
(Avittathur and Swamidass 2007), has been expanded to a supply chain context to examine
supply chain flexibility, responsiveness and agility (e.g. Merschmann and Thonemann 2011;
Sánchez and Pérez 2005; Swafford et al. 2006). In particular, researchers have highlighted the
importance of supply flexibility in order for firms to achieve supply chain flexibility and
responsiveness (Chan et al. 2009; Garavelli 2003; Liao et al. 2010). While supply flexibility has
been conceptualized as the ability of the buying firm to switch suppliers and obtain materials
from alternate sources of supply (Chan et al. 2009; Sánchez and Pérez 2005), supplier flexibility
focuses on the internal ability of the supplier to accept changes and respond to environmental
uncertainty (Liao et al. 2010; Noordewier et al. 1990). Much of the research examines the
importance of supplier flexibility from the perspective of the buying firm, without consideration
of suppliers’ perceptions and the associated relational performance implications.
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As organizations strive to respond to customers’ changing needs or issues arising from
environmental uncertainty and market changes, these pressures are often passed upstream to
suppliers and service providers. The importance of suppliers as a determinant in buying firms’
success is emphasized by both practitioners (Arnsenth 2010) and scholars (Dwyer et al. 1987;
Prahinski and Benton 2004). Because suppliers and service providers play such an important role
in the performance of the overall supply chain, suppliers may be asked to make special
accommodations for customers as needs change and unexpected demands arise (Cannon and
Homburg 2001, p.32).
This research focuses on supplier accommodation of customers (SAC), which is defined
as the supplier’s efforts to make special adjustments in response to a specific customer’s
changing needs and unforeseen changes. SAC is conceptualized as having two dimensions,
supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation, as is consistent with extant literature (Cannon and
Homburg 2001; Hsieh et al. 2008). Supplier flexibility is the ability of a supplier to accept and
respond to a customer’s changing needs (Avittathur and Swamidass 2007; Noordewier et al.
1990; Oh and Rhee 2008). Supplier adaptation is the degree to which suppliers respond to the
needs of a specific customer, through changes and investments in equipment, processes,
technology, products, and/or other assets (Brennan et al. 2003; Cannon and Homburg 2001;
Hallen et al. 1991).
SAC may entail any combination of flexibility and adaptation on the part of the supplier.
For example, a supplier may be highly flexible, but demonstrate minimal adaptation for a
specific customer, or a supplier may not have high flexibility capabilities but still do their best to
make high levels of adaptation. Similarly, a supplier could be both highly flexible and highly
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adaptive, or have little flexibility and do minimal adaptations for specific customers. Extant
literature has begun to examine these two elements of accommodation separately (i.e. Avittathur
and Swamidass 2007; Cannon and Homburg 2001; Hallen et al. 1991; Hsieh et al. 2008),
whereas this research will extend previous research by empirically examining the interaction of
supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation as elements of a larger, integrated SAC concept. The
customer firm that is the focus of SAC behavior is referred to hereafter as the buyer or the
buying firm, for consistency in the discussion of buyer-supplier relationship issues.
Extant literature has begun to examine these two elements of accommodation separately
(i.e. Avittathur and Swamidass 2007; Cannon and Homburg 2001; Hallen et al. 1991; Hsieh et al.
2008), although largely from the buyer’s perspective. In recognition that the role of suppliers in
value creation can often total more than that of the primary organization, buying firms have
adjusted their approach to supplier relationships in order to attain a competitive advantage
(Leenders et al. 2006; Simpson et al. 2002). Despite this focus on relationships and appreciation
of the importance of suppliers in overall supply chain performance, little research has examined
the suppliers’ perspective of SAC. Supply chains by their nature involve multiple organizations
(Mentzer et al. 2001), and therefore evaluating the supply chain performance implications of
supplier accommodation requires consideration of the roles of all supply chain parties, as buyers’
and suppliers’ perceptions of relationships and collaborative efforts can differ considerably
(Nyaga et al. 2010).
Additional areas not yet examined in extant research include the interaction of supplier
flexibility and supplier adaptation as elements of SAC, suppliers’ perceptions of the relational
performance implications of SAC, and the link between supplier’s perceptions of SAC and
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buyers’ future perceptions and performance evaluations. This dissertation will begin to fill these
gaps in previous research. Therefore, the purpose of this dissertation is to investigate and begin
to formulate an understanding of supplier accommodation of customers from the supplier’s
perspective, its impact on supplier performance and relationship outcomes, and the associated
impact on buyers’ perceptions and evaluation of the relationship.

Managerial Relevance
In order to substantiate the importance and managerial relevance of this research,
preliminary interviews were conducted with supply chain managers in three different companies.
Preliminary interviews suggest that managers feel the same bias towards the buyer’s perspective
as is shown in research, and feel that many customers expect a significant amount from their
suppliers but are not willing to contribute to creating value for both parties, as emphasized in the
quote from Benjamin below. This research highlights the importance of buying firms working
with their suppliers, considering how their expectations and behaviors may be perceived
differently by suppliers, and the impact this may have on their relationships and future
performance.
“A lot of customers still [have] the mindset that they want to get the product at the lowest
price, […] and they really don’t want to put the energy into the collaboration, and it
takes both. It can’t just be the supplier putting energy in, because you’ve got to be able to
work together. It takes a lot. It does take time, and it takes commitments from your
customers at all levels in their supply chain organization, and all levels in the supplier’s
supply chain organization. […] It happens a lot […] they’ll say yeah, we really want to
do this…and then 2 years later, they never really wanted to commit any time to do it, so it
has to be a priority for both the customer and the supplier”.
[Benjamin, Logistics Director]

4

Because the majority of previous research examines supplier accommodation from the
buying firm’s perspective, antecedents include what buying firms need to do to get suppliers to
be more accommodating, and most of the outcomes consider benefits to the buyer as the focal
firm. However, if buying firms want suppliers to be more accommodating, it is necessary to
investigate suppliers’ perceptions of SAC and the corresponding performance and relationship
implications. Preliminary interviews with managers from supplier firms suggest the importance
of this. One manager discusses how capacity constraints will eventually impact his relationships
with customers who continue to ask for more and more accommodations and expect solutions
quicker than he can provide them.
“I think that you’re going to see more of that as you move ahead with driver
demographics, fuel prices, [and] highway congestion. The railroads themselves will have
capacity issues as they try to expand, which could then start to really impact this
relationship between the shipper and the receiver”.
[Matthew, Logistics Director]
Another manager discusses how one customer shifted from a focus on flexibility and adaptation
from their service providers to a focus on cost reduction over all else, because of a shift in
management, and the impact this change in accommodation requirements had on their
performance as a service provider.
“So during this time, the thing that was important to them was flexibility, growth,
meeting retailer requirements. […] ‘Costco wants something different from Circuit City
who wants something different from Wal-Mart who wants something different from Best
Buy, and we need to make all those guys happy—that’s what’s important to us’.
Everything we did was set up to support that. Then fast forward [a few years], prices fell
through the floor…and when that started happening, flexibility and growth and meeting
diverse retailer requirements was absolutely unimportant, and it was all about cost. We
had invested in all of this equipment and technology to have the capabilities to meet these
demands for flexibility, and had to completely change how we did things to meet their
new cost focus”.
[Peter, Senior Director of Client Strategy]
5

These examples highlight different aspects of supplier accommodation that are important to
managers in both buyer and supplier firms, and demonstrates the relevance of the topic to
managers. The next section provides insights from social exchange theory and role theory.

Theoretical Justification
SAC is a phenomenon that takes place in the presence of established relationships
between buyers and suppliers. Therefore, theoretical explanation of the phenomenon requires a
theory that can explain the inner workings of the interaction between the buyer and supplier, as
well as the associated performance implications of that interaction. Social exchange theory
(SET) is applicable to this research because of the need to investigate relational outcomes of
SAC, and frames this part of the research. While SET is applicable to examine the costs and
benefits of SAC and the corresponding relational and performance implications, its ability to
explain the granular issues of the interaction is limited. In order to investigate the differences in
perceptions and expectations between buyers and suppliers regarding SAC and where potential
conflict in the relationship may come from, role theory is paired with SET. Role theory (RT) is
used to explain the mechanics of the interaction between buyers and suppliers as specifically
related to the SAC phenomenon. The combination of social exchange theory and role theory
provides a more powerful explanation of the SAC phenomenon than either theory can explain
individually. Each of these theories are discussed separately, and then integrated as the
theoretical foundation for this research.
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Role Theory
Role theory is a perspective grounded in sociology and social psychology that examines
behavioral interactions between individuals and between organizations (Biddle 1979; Gill and
Stern 1969; Kahn et al. 1964). RT has roots in the open systems perspective, whereby the
organization cannot be understood without consideration of the external environment and
associated forces (Katz and Kahn 1966; Scott and Davis 2007). The essence of RT can be
explained through the interaction between focal parties and their associated environmental
forces; RT explains differences in the roles of organizations and the interactions between them,
as well as how these roles may change and evolve over time (Kahn et al. 1964; Katz and Kahn
1966).
Although the foundations of RT originally focused on individuals within organizations
(Katz and Kahn 1966; Parsons 1949; Rommetveit 1954), seminal work by Gill and Stern (1969)
extends foundational concepts to bridge RT with inter-organizational relations, grounded in the
idea of organizations as possessing roles. The idea of an organizational role, according to
Selznick (1957), focuses on an organization’s basic methods or ways of behaving, and its
position among other organizations which carry on related activities, both of which help
distinguish one organization from another and reflects the organization’s roles and patterns of
behavior (Gill and Stern 1969).
Gill and Stern (1969) build on these concepts to highlight the roles of multiple
organizations within a marketing channel, and the associations between them. A buyer and a
supplier organization each have a role. The supplier’s role may be to manufacture products or
provide services for the customer organization, while the buying firm’s role relative to the
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supplier may be to provide them with consistent business, and to provide their final customers
with consistent products and services. As suggested by Frazier (1983) in his framework of interorganizational exchange, each organization will assume a channel role and will form
expectations of the other organizations’ behavior accordingly. However, roles may be defined
differently according to which party defines them (Kahn et al. 1964). For example, a buying firm
may define the role of a supplier differently than that supplier defines its own role.
Role behavior and expectations can be classified into in-role and extra-role behavior
(Katz and Kahn 1966). In-role behavior is that which is required or expected, and is the basis of
ongoing role performance, the absence of which leads to negative financial consequences (i.e.
penalties, lost business) (Katz 1964). “In contrast, extra-role behavior is positive and
discretionary […], not specified in advance by role prescriptions,” or recognized by formal
reward systems (Van Dyne and LePine 1998, p.108). Extra-role behavior can potentially alter the
nature of the focal party’s role if it becomes a new expectation of the role; this type of feedback
or cyclical effect is characteristic of an open systems perspective (Scott and Davis 2007).
When the buying firm expects specific behaviors from the supplier, these behaviors are
considered in-role behaviors to the buyer. The manner in which these expectations are perceived
by the supplier may be different from the supplier’s perception of what is involved in their own
role; in other words, SAC may be seen as in-role behavior by the buyer, but perceived as extrarole behavior by the supplier. This lack of synergy in role expectations between the two parties
can be a source of role conflict (Biddle and Thomas 1966; Kahn et al. 1964), as shown in Figure
1.1. Role conflict occurs when two or more sets of pressures towards the focal party are
inconsistent, such that the focal party can not comply with both sets of expectations (Kahn et al.
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1964). Role conflict stems from a lack of agreement between parties and the focal party’s own
idea of what its role should entail (Biddle 1979; Biddle and Thomas 1966; Kahn et al. 1964).

Synergistic
Expectations

Supplier's
Expectations
of their Own
Role Behavior

Buyer's
Expectations
of Supplier
Role Behavior

Potential for
Role Conflict

Figure 1.1 Buyer’s vs. Supplier’s Expectations of Supplier Role Behavior & Conflict

Previous research has examined the buyer’s perspective, but has not considered the
significance of the overlap or disagreement between the buyer and supplier perceptions of SAC
as in-role versus extra-role behavior, and the corresponding relational and performance
implications. Therefore, the first objective of this research is to investigate the relational and
behavioral outcomes of SAC from the perception of the supplier. This research will attempt to
address the following research questions:
•
•

How does SAC impact the suppliers’ perceptions of their relationships with
specific customers?
What is the interaction effect between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation
as elements of SAC, on the associated relational outcomes?
9

•
•

What is the influence of role conflict on suppliers’ perceptions of their
relationships with customers?
What is the interaction effect of SAC and role conflict on supplier’s willingness to
accommodate in the future?

Because these questions not only examine potential role conflict within the buyer-supplier
interaction but also examine relationship implications of SAC, role theory is combined with
social exchange theory to provide sufficient theoretical grounding. Social exchange theory is
particularly useful to examine the relational performance implications of SAC.

Social Exchange Theory
SET is grounded in sociology (Blau 1964; Emerson 1962; Homans 1961), social
psychology (Kelley and Thibaut 1978; Thibaut and Kelley 1959), and economics (Smith 1776).
SET provides insights into why firms engage in and maintain exchange relationships, based on
their perceptions of the costs and benefits of the relationship compared to those of alternative
relationship options (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Therefore, when a firm has multiple options, it
will choose the most beneficial relationship and will maintain that relationship as long as
expectations regarding costs and benefits of that relationship remain above a certain threshold
(Wangenheim 2003). SET suggests that suppliers will prefer and maintain a relationship with the
buying firm that offers the most beneficial relationship, based on expectations about future costs
and benefits, which depends on prior experiences and interactions with the buying firm (Thibaut
and Kelley 1959). Social exchange theory suggests that when SAC becomes too costly for the
supplier, conflict between the buyer and supplier firms may ensue, causing detrimental effects on
the performance of both firms (Gaski 1984).
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SET assumes that each party voluntarily provides benefits to the other in the exchange,
which triggers reciprocal responses (Hald et al. 2009; Thibaut and Kelley 1959). SET suggests
special behavior performed by one party will change the norms or expectations for the future,
which can have adverse effects if these behaviors are not consistently continued (Thibaut and
Kelley 1959). Because SAC is defined as the supplier’s efforts to make “special adjustments”,
social exchange theory suggests that as SAC increases, the buyer’s expectations for future
accommodation will change. If the supplier does not keep up such levels of SAC, specifically if
they see it as extra-role behavior, this could have negative effects on the relationship. This aspect
of SAC has not been addressed in existing research, which mostly examines the buyer’s
perspectives of the benefits of SAC, but does not link the buyer and supplier perspectives to look
at the impact of one on the other. Therefore, the second objective of this research is to assess the
impact of supplier accommodation on the buyers’ future role expectations and evaluations of the
relationship. To address this objective, this research will attempt to answer the following
research questions:
•
•

What is the impact of SAC on the buyers’ future role expectations of the supplier?
How is the buyer impacted by the knowledge that their role expectations of the
supplier conflict with the supplier’s own expectations for their role?

Combining Role Theory & Social Exchange Theory
The combination of role theory and social exchange theory allows for a more extensive
theoretical grounding of the SAC phenomenon. RT provides guidance for what occurs between
buyers and suppliers related to their perceptions of each others’ roles and the associated role
behaviors. Although RT suggests that feedback effects exist between the role behavior of
suppliers and the expectations of their buyers/customers, RT does not provide insights into the
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relational outcomes of this behavior, in this case SAC. Therefore, integrating social exchange
theory with role theory provides insights into not only the granular mechanics of the interaction,
but the future implications of that interaction for the buyer-supplier relationship. SET is a theory
commonly used to examine inter-organizational relationships and has a strong presence in
marketing channels and supply chain management literature. This research will extend SET by
combining it with role theory, a theory not as commonly used in supply chain management
literature, and testing them together in the context of SAC from the perspectives of both the
buyer and supplier firms. Integration of the assumptions of the two theories will be discussed in
more detail in chapter two. The next section provides an overview of the research approach used
to examine the SAC phenomenon.

Overview of Research Approach
As suggested by McGrath and Brinberg (1983), all research methods have strengths,
weaknesses, and different limitations in terms of external and internal validity. McGrath and
Brinberg recommend the use of multiple methods for investigating a phenomenon, as “all
methods are flawed, but different methods are flawed differently” and “differently flawed
methods shore up each others’ vulnerabilities” (1983, p.116). McGrath’s (1982) seminal work
on the thee-horned dilemma in scholarly research points out that methodological approaches fall
into different classes of research strategies according to which one of three main research goals
is maximized:
A. Maximum Generalizability—the ability to generalize findings to the population of
interest.
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B. Maximum Precision/Control—precision in the control/measurement/manipulation
of variables, behavior.
C. Maximum Realism of System Context—“existential realism of the context in
which the behaviors are observed” (McGrath 1982, p.74).
McGrath (1982) explains in his own words the above research strategy domain as a three-horned
dilemma: “Every research strategy either avoids two horns by an uneasy compromise but gets
impaled, to the hilt, on the third horn; or it grabs the dilemma boldly by one horn, maximizing on
it, but at the same time ‘sitting down’ (with some pain) on the other two horns.” The mixed
methods approach utilized in this research will combine qualitative and quantitative methods,
specifically grounded theory and experimental design, to address different “horns” with each
method and integrate the findings to get a more holistic picture of the SAC phenomenon.
Researchers have recognized that the utilization of multiple methods to examine a
phenomenon can produce far more robust findings that those from utilizing a single method
(Creswell 2003; Stewart 2009; Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998), through the triangulation of
multiple data sources (Denzin 1978). “Multiple methods studies may employ two or more
qualitative methods, two or more quantitative methods, or a combination of qualitative and
quantitative methods in what is called a mixed methods approach” (Davis et al. 2011, p.468).
Jick (1979) further distinguishes “within-methods triangulation (i.e. multiple quantitative or
multiple qualitative methods) from across-methods triangulation (i.e. combining qualitative and
quantitative methods)” (c.f. Davis et al. 2011, p.468). This dissertation research will combine
qualitative and quantitative methods for across-methods triangulation of data on SAC.
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This research utilizes a complementary mixed-methods design to combine qualitative and
quantitative approaches, utilizing a grounded theory approach for preliminary individual
interviews, followed by two concurrent experimental design studies, and concluding with
grounded theory group interviews to examine the convergence of findings across the two
experimental studies, as shown in Table 1.1. A mixed-methods approach is appropriate to better
understand SAC from the supplier’s perspective by potentially converging and triangulating
qualitative and quantitative data (Creswell 2003; Greene et al. 1989; Jick 1979). A
complementary triangulation approach indicates that the data from the qualitative and
quantitative approaches are given equal priority, and involves integration of the two types of data
during final data analysis and interpretation (Creswell 2003; Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998).

Table 1.1 Mixed Methods Research Approach
Preliminary
Interviews

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Follow-Up
Group Interviews

Grounded Theory
Experimental Design

Preliminary Individual Interviews
A grounded theory approach was used to collect preliminary data through individual indepth interviews with managers regarding the elements of SAC and role conflict, in order to
ensure all facets of the constructs were uncovered and realistic examples were used in the
scenario manipulations for the two experimental design studies. Preliminary interviews were
conducted with logistics and supply chain managers in customer-facing positions to gain insights
on the supplier’s perspective of SAC. This knowledge was paired with a review of the extant
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literature and measurement scales to develop the scenario manipulations used in both
experiments.

Experimental Design Studies
While the preliminary qualitative work helps develop an understanding of the meaning of
SAC from the supplier’s perspective, it does not address the impact of SAC on any relational or
performance outcomes, nor does it address how SAC from the supplier’s perspective connects to
the buyer’s perspective and expectations. Two separate quantitative studies were conducted in
order to determine the relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC from the perception of the
supplier, and to assess the impact of supplier accommodation behavior on the buyer’s role
expectations and evaluations of the supplier relationship. Both studies used a scenario-based
experimental design methodology and were conducted concurrently, as each addressed a separate
research objective.
Experimental design primarily addresses McGrath’s (1982) research goal B because it
offers high precision and control in the manipulation of variables, but also partially addresses
research goal C by doing so in a realistic context. One of the major advantages of theoreticallydriven experiments is their ability to test theory, and in doing so reveal either confirmations or
disconfirmations of the tenets of a specific theory (Walker and Willer 2007). Disconfirmed
predictions derived from an explicit theory are extremely valuable because they provide insights
into the theoretical assumptions or conditions that need improvement (Webster Jr. and Sell
2007). This research uses experimental design to test different theoretical assumptions of role
theory and social exchange theory in the context of SAC.
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The two experimental studies address two different research objectives—Experiment 1
examines the relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC from the supplier’s perspective, while
Experiment 2 examines the feedback effects of SAC from the buyer’s perspective. Experiment 1
involves a manipulation of supplier flexibility, supplier adaptation, and role conflict and
examines their effects on the supplier’s perspective of relationship effectiveness, affective
commitment, and the supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future. This involves the
application of RT and SET to examine the relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC, role
conflict, and their interaction effects. However, because Experiment 1 addresses these issues
from the supplier’s perspective, a second experimental study was conducted to examine the
feedback effects of SAC from the buyer’s perspective. The second experiment seeks to
determine the impact of supplier flexibility, supplier adaptation, and role conflict on the buyer’s
perspective of relationship effectiveness, affective commitment, and the buyer’s future role
expectations associated with SAC. The findings from these two experiments were then
converged through follow-up qualitative work in order to better understand the nature of SAC
from the supplier’s perspective, its associated relationship implications for both the buyer and
supplier, and the ways in which SAC impacts buyers’ future expectations and evaluations of the
supplier relationship.

Follow-Up Group Interviews
Following the analysis of data from both experimental studies, group interviews were
conducted to further explore the experimental results. Two group interviews were conducted, and
involved managers from multiple companies and industries, which allowed for cross-talk
between the individual managers and comparison of experiences. A grounded theory approach to
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data collection and analysis was also utilized for the group interviews. The data and insights
gained through the follow-up group interviews was then utilized to build on the findings from the
experimental studies, help address unexpected results, and provide a richer overall picture of the
SAC phenomenon (e.g. Cousins and Spekman 2003; Tate et al. 2009).

Contributions of this Research
This dissertation seeks to investigate and begin to formulate an understanding of supplier
accommodation of customers from the supplier’s perspective, and its impact on buyers’ future
expectations and evaluations of the relationship. By doing so, this research combines and tests
multiple theoretical assumptions of role theory and social exchange theory as applied to SAC.
Therefore, this dissertation research makes several key contributions to knowledge in supply
chain management, specifically in the area of buyer-supplier relationships, supplier
accommodation, and the combination and application of role theory and social exchange theory
in inter-organizational research. Additionally, this research also provides relevant insights to
managers in buyer and supplier firms.

Theoretical Contributions
This research makes several key contributions to theory. First, this research combines and
tests social exchange theory and role theory as they are applied to SAC. As has been called for
by other researchers in logistics and supply chain management (Carter 2011; Stock 1997),
rigorously applying and testing new and borrowed theories is critical to the development of a
discipline. The combination of these two theories contributes to the

knowledge base and
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theoretical base used in inter-organizational research, as both address different assumptions and
have different limitations, but when combined can provide a deeper understanding of many interorganizational phenomena common in supply chain management research.
Second, utilizing the combination of RT and SET, this research tests multiple tenets of
the theories through two different experimental studies. Experiment 1 tests the assumption that
different perceptions of role behavior between parties can cause role conflict, and combines this
key tenet of role theory with social exchange theory to assess the impact of SAC and role
conflict on relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC. Additionally, this research tests the
applicability of role theory to supplier accommodation by assuming supplier accommodation is a
type of response role behavior to buyers’ role expectations.
The final tenet of role theory tested is the idea of a feedback effect between the supplier’s
role behavior, and the buyer’s future expectations and evaluation of role behavior. This was
tested as it applies to SAC in Experiment 2. The results of this research begin to question
whether role theory may be biased toward implications of role conflict on one side of the
relationship but not the other. The results of both experimental studies suggest that supplier role
conflict has a significant negative impact on suppliers’ perceptions of the relationship, but little
to no negative impact on buyers’ perceptions of the relationship. This questions the extension of
RT to both sides of buyer-supplier relationships and suggests that role conflict may have more of
a negative impact on the organization whose role is in question.
Additionally, this dissertation extends extant research on SAC by addressing several gaps
through convergent findings from a mixed-methods approach. The preliminary qualitative work
helps further develop the conceptualization of SAC, which researchers have only recently begun
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to address as an integrated concept (e.g. Cannon and Homburg 2001; Hsieh et al. 2008).
Additionally, the two quantitative studies address SAC as a multidimensional construct made up
of supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation. Potential interaction effects of supplier flexibility
and supplier adaptation were tested in both experiments, but no significant interaction was found,
which questions previous conceptualizations of the SAC concept and may add new complexity
to the SAC phenomenon. Qualitative group interviews help explore the convergence of the
findings across Experiment 1 and 2 and connect the buyer’s and supplier’s perspectives for
overall supply chain implications, a link currently missing in extant research. Convergent
findings suggest previous theory regarding SAC from the buyer’s perspective is not enough; the
supplier’s perspective of SAC may require different theories to explain outcomes of SAC for
suppliers and service providers, as is expanded on in Chapter 6.
Finally, the mixed methods approach utilizing grounded theory and experimental design
answers the call of Boyer and Swink (2008, p.339) for researchers in operations and supply chain
management to use multiple different methods to “get a true picture of the elephant”. The design
of this dissertation research provides across-methods triangulation of data sources to gain a more
holistic picture of the phenomenon. Additionally, experimental design is a particularly applicable
and under-represented approach to theory testing in supply chain management research (recent
exceptions include Bendoly and Swink 2007; Carter and Stevens 2007; Thomas and Esper 2010),
and one which offers significant opportunity as behavioral and cognitive elements of supply
chain management are further emphasized (Boyer and Swink 2008).
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Managerial Contributions
Preliminary individual as well as group interviews following the experimental studies
suggest that supplier accommodation may be perceived quite differently between buyer and
supplier firms, and therefore research from the supplier’s perspective provides different and
interesting insights to managers in both buyer and supplier firms. This research highlights the
importance of buying firms working with their suppliers, considering how their expectations and
behaviors may be perceived differently by suppliers, and the impact this may have on their
relationships and future performance. Although buyers may initially think that more
accommodation from their suppliers means better overall performance for their firms, it is
important to consider that significant accommodation in the presence of supplier role conflict
may have negative relational performance implications. Buying firms should capitalize on the
fact that suppliers are open to accommodation with opportunities for long-term gains, and
emphasize mutual benefits and joint value in approaching their suppliers with requests for
accommodation.
This research also has important implications for suppliers and service providers. Results
across the qualitative discussions and experimental studies suggest that suppliers see
accommodation as a long-term opportunity because accommodating one customer allows them
to build capabilities and knowledge that they can then extend for a competitive advantage across
their customer base. Additionally, suppliers and service providers are able to strengthen
relationships with key customers through accommodation. However, it is important that
suppliers and service providers explain the implications as they make accommodations for their
customers, rather than continue to accommodate if it is outside what they view as their role and
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responsibilities as a supplier. Suppliers must use accommodation strategically, so as not to have
their credibility questioned by accommodating customers with too much haste.

Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is separated into seven chapters. Chapter 1 serves to introduce the
motivation for supplier accommodation of customers from the perspectives of RT and SET,
providing an overview of the theoretical foundations for the research, the research approach, and
potential contributions expected from this research. Chapter 2 then provides the literature review
to delve into these topics in greater detail and builds the theory for this dissertation. The second
chapter also offers the a priori hypotheses tested in this dissertation research. Chapter 3
discusses the methodology used to address the research questions and test the hypotheses. This
includes an examination of the research design, manipulations and measurement approaches,
data collection and analysis procedures, and qualitative methods used to further explore the
convergence of findings. Chapter 4 provides the results of both quantitative experimental studies
and an overview of the emergent themes from the qualitative work. Chapter 5 then discusses the
findings as a whole, overall implications and future research on the SAC phenomenon, and
proposes two manuscripts developed in light of the findings. Chapters 6 and 7 are devoted to
individual manuscripts stemming from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.
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CHAPTER 2—LITERATURE REVIEW & THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a thorough review of the literature on SAC and
its two main elements: supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation. The second part of the chapter
builds on the introduction of theory in Chapter 1 in order to combine role theory and social
exchange theory and apply them to the SAC phenomenon. Finally, these theories are used to
develop hypotheses to address the main objectives and research questions discussed in the first
chapter of this dissertation.

PART ONE: SUPPLIER ACCOMMODATION OF CUSTOMERS
SAC was initially conceptualized by Cannon and Homburg (2001) from the buyer’s
perspective of how suppliers help reduce costs by accommodating customers. It was then further
tested by Hsieh et al. (2008) from the supplier’s perspective, to examine the impact of suppliers’
market orientation on suppliers’ accommodation of customers. Both of these studies
conceptualized SAC as having two components—flexibility and relationship-specific adaptation.
Although contemporary marketing scholars have just begun to address the SAC concept, both
flexibility and adaptation are grounded in significant streams of literature in marketing channels,
manufacturing and operations, and most recently in a broader supply chain context. Foundational
literature in these areas on flexibility and adaptation is examined in this section to develop the
more holistic definition and understanding of SAC used in this research.

Supplier Flexibility
Flexibility is defined in the manufacturing literature as the ability to change or react with
little penalty in time, effort, cost or performance (Upton 1994). As flexibility research has
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evolved from a focus on manufacturing equipment, systems and strategy to a broader supply
chain context (Avittathur and Swamidass 2007), supply flexibility has been recognized as an
important aspect of supply chain flexibility. The importance of supply chain flexibility triggers
the need for flexibility within individual suppliers. Supplier flexibility focuses on the supplier
firm’s ability to accept changes (Avittathur and Swamidass 2007; Noordewier et al. 1990), to
change in response to environmental uncertainty (Liao et al. 2010), and the extent to which a
supplier is willing to make short-term changes to address the needs of a particular customer
(Cannon and Homburg 2001; Homburg et al. 2002; Noordewier et al. 1990).
Two themes are identifiable in the supplier flexibility literature. First, there is confusion
between supply flexibility and supplier flexibility, which at times are used interchangeably (e.g.
Chan et al. 2009; Liao et al. 2010), but in fact are conceptualized as two distinct concepts.
Supply flexibility focuses on the flexibility of the buying firm to change sources within their
supply network (Sánchez and Pérez 2005), while supplier flexibility actually looks at the
flexibility of specific supplier firms (Noordewier et al. 1990). A second theme is a disjoint in
multiple definitions for supplier flexibility, defined as a willingness to change (Cannon and
Homburg 2001; Homburg et al. 2002; Ivens 2005), an ability to change (Avittathur and
Swamidass 2007; Noordewier et al. 1990), and as a capability (Oh and Rhee 2008) A synthesis
of definitions is provided in Table 2.1. Based on this review of relevant flexibility literature,
supplier flexibility is defined for this research as the ability of a supplier to accept and respond
to a customer’s changing needs.
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Table 2.1 Key Definitions of Supplier Accommodation—Flexibility & Adaptation
Reference
Definition
SUPPLIER FLEXIBILITY
Avittathur &
Supplier flexibility is conceptualized & measured from the buyer’s perspective as: (1)
Swamidass
Distance from buyer’s production facility, (2) Willingness and ability to accept
(2007)
changes, and (3) Ability and desire to learn buyer’s system and comply with it.
Cannon &
Supplier flexibility is defined as the extent to which the supplier is willing to make
Homburg (2001)
changes to accommodate the customer’s changing needs; conceptualized as a form of
supplier accommodation.
Homburg et al.
Perceived flexibility is the extent to which the supplier is willing to make changes to
(2002)
accommodate the customer’s changing or unforeseen needs; Conceptualized &
measured from buyer’s perspective.
Hsieh et al.
Flexibility is a form of accommodation to redeploy assets to take advantage of
(2008)
opportunities and/or avoid problems and continue adding value for customers.
Noordewier et al. Supplier flexibility is suppliers’ ability to react to unforeseen changes, demonstrated
(1990)
in response to buyer requests for adjustments in price, stock levels, emergency
deliveries, etc.
Oh & Rhee
Supplier Flexibility is conceptualized as one of four competitive capabilities, and
(2008)
measured by the supplier’s capability of responding to emergent orders and
manufacturing diverse products.
SUPPLIER ADAPTATION
Blonska et al.
(2008)
Brennan et al.
(2003)
Cannon &
Homburg (2001);
Hsieh et al.
(2008)
Hallen et al.
(1991)

Supplier Adaptation is conceptualized as the suppliers’ willingness to make structural
changes for value-added benefits.
Supplier Adaptation of production planning & scheduling, stockholding & delivery,
product, information exchange, production process, financial or contractual terms or
conditions, & organizational structure
Relationship-specific adaptations are defined as changes in processes, products or
procedures specific to the needs of a particular customer; typically long term,
conceptualized as a form of accommodation.
Supplier Adaptation is measured by adaptation of products, production processes, &
stockholding.
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Supplier Adaptation
Established, long-term relationships between two firms often involve adaptations by both
parties in order to work towards matching the two companies’ operations and needs (Brennan et
al. 2003; Schmidt et al. 2007). Adaptation is often necessary for competitive success, depending
on the customer and supplier structure and changing competitive environment (Hallen et al.
1991; Turnbull et al. 1996). Adaptation is the second element of accommodation and stems from
the relationship-adaptation literature in marketing channels and exchange theory (Brennan et al.
2003; Hallen et al. 1991). Relationship-specific adaptation is defined as “changes in processes,
products or procedures specific to the needs of a particular customer” (Cannon and Homburg
2001, p.33; Hsieh et al. 2008), and has been conceptualized as accommodation focused on longterm investments (Cannon and Homburg 2001).
The literature on adaptation is vast and has been classified in several different ways.
Adaptation has been examined as internal to a single firm, in response to environmental changes,
but not necessarily specific to a particular customer or supplier (e.g. Schindehutte and Morris
2001). Additionally, researchers have classified adaptation literature by different types of
adaptation such as delivery, product and production processes (Hakansson 1982), and “soft”
adaptation of organizational structure, managerial values, and human resource elements (Moller
1995; Schmidt et al. 2007, p.531). Other researchers have differentiated between customer and
supplier adaptation (Hallen et al. 1991; Turnbull and Valla 1986), and “dyadic”, or mutual,
adaptation between firms (Brennan et al. 2003). This research focuses on supplier adaptation as
an element of SAC, and defines supplier adaptation as the degree to which suppliers respond to
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the needs of a specific customer through changes and investments in equipment, processes,
technology, products, and/or other assets.

An Integrated SAC Concept
Thus far, the SAC concept has been examined in a very limited number of studies as a
concept made up of supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation (Cannon and Homburg 2001;
Hsieh et al. 2008). As it is not feasible to draw conclusions about the SAC phenomenon from a
limited number of studies, other literature foundational to flexibility and adaptation was used.
This research seeks to link these two areas to examine an integrated SAC concept through
investigating the interaction of flexibility and adaptation as elements of SAC.
Although little research has investigated SAC in such an integrated manner, researchers
have examined antecedents and outcomes of both supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation
separately. Table 2.2 summarizes the related literature, classifying studies by antecedents and
outcomes examined, and whether the focus was on supplier adaptation, supplier flexibility, or
both as part of SAC. This review suggests that while researchers have more thoroughly
examined antecedents of supplier flexibility and adaptation, there is a lack of research focused on
outcomes of SAC from the supplier’s perspective. The focus has been on outcomes such as
reduced costs (Cannon and Homburg 2001) and increased satisfaction for the buying firm (Chan
et al. 2009; Homburg et al. 2002; Hsieh et al. 2008; Ivens 2005), with little regard to relational
and operational performance implications for suppliers (for exceptions see Brennan and Turnbull
1999; Brennan et al. 2003), or how these two areas may link for overall supply chain
performance implications. In order to understand these areas better, role theory and social
exchange theory are used to examine the buyer-supplier interaction relative to SAC.
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Table 2.2 Antecedents & Outcomes of SAC, Supplier Flexibility & Supplier Adaptation
Antecedents

Outcomes

Supplier Flexibility

• Improved buyer plant performance (Avittathur and
Swamidass 2007)
• Environmental uncertainty (Ivens 2005; Vickery et al.
1999)
• Relationship-specific investments (Ivens 2005)
• Mutuality (Ivens 2005)
• Long-term orientation (Ivens 2005)
• Supply management—supplier selection, supplier
development, and strategic alliances (Liao et al. 2010)

• Relationship quality—from buyer’s/ customer’s
perspective (Ivens 2005)
• Supply chain performance (Liao et al. 2010)
• On-time delivery (Noordewier et al. 1990)
• Adaptability of buyer (Noordewier et al. 1990)
• Manufacturer-supplier collaboration (Oh and Rhee 2008)
• Customer satisfaction (Chan et al. 2009; Homburg et al.
2002)

Supplier Adaptation

•
•
•
•

Preferred buyer status (Blonska et al. 2008)
Relational embeddedness (Blonska et al. 2008)
Customer adaptation (Brennan et al. 2003)
Supplier’s relational marketing strategy (Brennan et
al. 2003)
• Buyer/customer power relative to supplier (Brennan et
al. 2003; Hallen et al. 1991)

• Increased dependence on other party (Brennan and
Turnbull 1999)
• Buyer/ customer commitment (Hakansson 1982; Walter
and Ritter 2003)
• Strengthened relationship from the buyer’s/customer’s
perspective (Hakansson 1982)
• Potential sunk costs for supplier (Brennan and Turnbull
1999)
• Improved profits for supplier firm (Kalwani and
Narayandas 1995)
• Reciprocal adaptation by other party (Hallen et al. 1991)

SAC—Supplier
Flexibility & Supplier
Adaptation

• Customer and competitor orientation (Hsieh et al.
2008)

• Customer satisfaction—from buyer’s/ customer’s
perspective (Hsieh et al. 2008)
• Reduced buyer/ customer costs (Cannon and Homburg
2001)
• Increased customer repurchase intention—through
reduced costs (Cannon and Homburg 2001)
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Theoretical Foundations
Because SAC is a phenomenon that occurs in established relationships between buyer
and supplier firms, it requires a theory that can explain the inner workings of the interaction
between the buyer and supplier, as well as associated performance implications of that
interaction. While SET is applicable to examine the costs and benefits of SAC and the
corresponding relational and performance implications, its ability to explain the granular issues
of the interaction is limited. In order to investigate the differences in perceptions and
expectations between buyers and suppliers with regard to SAC and where potential conflict in
the relationship may come from, role theory is paired with SET. Role theory will be utilized to
explain the mechanics of the interaction between buyers and suppliers as specifically related to
the SAC phenomenon, which will demonstrate the importance of considering both the buyer and
supplier perspectives. Because each of the theories has limitations, the combination of social
exchange theory and role theory provides a more powerful explanation of the SAC phenomenon
than either theory does individually. Each of these theories will be discussed separately, and then
integrated in order to develop hypotheses for the two quantitative experimental studies.

Role Theory
RT is a perspective grounded in sociology and social psychology that examines
behavioral interactions between individuals and between organizations (Biddle 1979; Gill and
Stern 1969; Kahn et al. 1964). The essence of role theory can be explained through the role
episode framework developed by Kahn et al. (1964) and expanded upon by Katz and Kahn
(1966), as shown in Figure 2.1, with key terminology defined in Table 2.3.
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FOCAL PARTY

ROLE SENDERS
Expectations

Sent Role

Perception of
focal party’s role
& behavior;
evaluation

Information;
Role pressures;
Attempts at
influence

Received Role
Perception of
own role and
perception of
role sending

Role Behavior
Compliance;
Coping efforts;
Resistance;
“Side Effects”

Figure 2.1 The Role Episode

Table 2.3 Key Terminology & Definitions in Role Theory
Terminology

Definition

Key References

Role

A set of norms of prescriptions defining the behavior that
should be associated with a certain position (individual or
organizational)
The process of role sending and role receiving; a cyclical
process consisting of role expectations by the role sender, a
sent role, a received role, a response by the focal party to
the received role (role behavior), and the feedback effects
of this response on the role sender(s)
The actual behavior enacted by the role incumbent, also
known as role performance.

Biddle (1979);
Rommetveit (1954);
Thibaut & Kelley (1959)
Kahn et al. (1964); Katz
& Kahn (1966)

Role Episode

Role Behavior

Organizational
Set

Role
expectations
Role Sender
Sent Role

Received Role

Biddle (1979);
Rommetveit (1954);
Thibaut & Kelley (1959)
All of the organizations associated with which a focal Gill & Stern (1969)
organization is related; the focal organization behaves
according to the sets of prescriptions defining their optimal
behavior from other organizations in the organizational set
Prescriptions, beliefs and attitudes about what the focal Kahn et al. (1964); Katz
party should do in their role (i.e. customers’ expectations & Kahn (1966)
for a supplier)
Member of the organizational set putting pressures on the Rommetveit (1954)
focal party to conform to their role expectations
Influence attempts, or pressures, directed toward the focal Rommetveit (1954)
party in a certain role, to conform to the expectations of the
role sender
The focal party’s perception of what was sent by the role Kahn et al. (1964)
sender, which may be interpreted differently than the role
sender intended; received role is what has immediate
influence on the focal party’s actual behavior
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Although the foundations of role theory and the role episode framework originally
focused on individuals within organizations (Katz and Kahn 1966; Parsons 1949; Rommetveit
1954), seminal work by Gill and Stern (1969) extends these concepts to bridge role theory with
inter-organizational relations, grounded in the idea of organizations as possessing roles. The idea
of an organizational role, according to Selznick (1957), focuses on an organization’s basic
methods or ways of behaving, and its position among other organizations which carry on related
activities. These behaviors and positions among other organizations help distinguish one
organization from another and reflects the organization’s roles and patterns of behavior (Gill and
Stern 1969). Each organizational role may be defined differently according to who is defining
the role (i.e. their own perceptions versus customers’ perceptions of their role).
Gill and Stern (1969) build on these concepts to highlight the roles of multiple
organizations within a marketing channel and the associations between them. This research will
focus on the role episode between organizations, for example between buying firms and their
suppliers. The role episode shown in Figure 2.1 focuses on the supplier as the focal party, and
buying firms (customers) and other associated organizations within their organizational set as the
role senders. Katz and Kahn (1966) conceptualize the organizational role episode as the process
where one organization’s expectations and sent role influence the perceptions and role behavior
of the other organization. This is further discussed by Frazier (1983), in his framework of interorganizational exchange behavior, where one of the primary outcomes of an exchange agreement
is that each firm will assume a channel role, and form role expectations about each firm’s role
behavior (see Table 2.3 for further terminology and definitions).
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Role behavior and expectations can be classified into in-role and extra-role behavior
(Katz and Kahn 1966). In-role behavior is that which is required or expected, and is the basis of
ongoing role performance, the absence of which leads to negative financial consequences (i.e.
penalties, lost business) (Katz 1964). “In contrast, extra-role behavior is positive and
discretionary […], not specified in advance by role prescriptions” or recognized by formal
reward systems (Van Dyne and LePine 1998, p.108). Extra-role behavior can potentially alter the
nature of the focal party’s role if it becomes a new expectation of the role in the future; this type
of feedback or cyclical effect is shown in Figure 2.1, and is characteristic of an open systems
perspective (Scott and Davis 2007).
When the role sender (e.g. a buyer) expects specific behaviors from the focal party’s (e.g.
a supplier) role, these behaviors are in-role behaviors. However, the role sender’s expectations of
a role often do not align with the focal party’s perception of their role and the associated role
behavior (Katz and Kahn 1966). Therefore, what is expected by a role sender (e.g. in-role
behavior) may be considered extra-role behavior by the focal party, or supplier. This difference
in role perceptions between the role sender and the focal party can be a source of inter-role
conflict (Biddle and Thomas 1966; Kahn et al. 1964).
Role conflict occurs when two or more sets of pressures towards the focal party are
inconsistent, such that the focal party can not comply with both sets of expectations (Kahn et al.
1964). Role conflict stems from a lack of agreement between role senders, which could be
between members of the role set, or between one member of the role set and the focal party’s
own idea of what its role should entail (Biddle 1979; Biddle and Thomas 1966; Kahn et al.
1964). For example, customers may have different expectations of what should be included in
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the supplier’s role that the supplier’s own view of its role. This type of role conflict is termed
inter-sender conflict by Kahn et al. (1964), whereby pressures from one sender oppose pressures
from another sender. Therefore, this research defines supplier role conflict as the degree of
difference in role perceptions and expectations between the buyer and supplier of what the
supplier’s role should entail; incongruent expectations signify a high degree of supplier role
conflict. These concepts are expanded on within the context of SAC in the next section.

SAC as a Response to a Sent Role
The foundational RT concepts highlight the importance of considering dyadic and
network phenomena, such as SAC, from multiple perspectives. By merely considering the
buyer’s perspective, extant research has only considered the expectations of the role senders, but
has ignored the impact that they have on the focal party, the supplier. Traditional research in
supply chain management, and many theories utilized in supply chain research, focus on the
buyer or customer as the focal party, a role theoretic perspective suggests the similar importance
of the supplier’s perspective in the role episode. Figure 2.2 shows the role episode as it
specifically relates to SAC as a type of response behavior to sent roles.
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ROLE SENDERS: BUYERS/CUSTOMERS
Expectations
Sent Role
• Perception of focal • Role Pressures &
supplier’s role
Attempts at
Influence to
• Evaluation of
Accommodate
supplier’s role
o Related to request
performance/
for elements of
behavior
flexibility and/or
(specifically related
adaptation
to accommodations)

FOCAL PARTY: SUPPLIER
Received Role
• Perception of sent
role
• Perception of their
role as a Supplier
• Potential Inter-Role
Conflict from
Difference in Role
Perceptions

Response/ Role
Behavior
• SAC as
Response
Behavior

Figure 2.2 SAC in the Role Episode

Role theory suggests SAC as a type of response behavior to a sent role. It may be seen as
either in-role behavior or extra-role behavior, depending on each party’s expectations.
Customers, as part of an organization’s organizational set, develop expectations of the focal
supplier’s role, which are then sent as pressures for the supplier to accommodate the customer.
These expectations are perceived by the supplier as the sent role, which may be different from
their own perception of what is involved in their role as a supplier. Potential inter-sender role
conflict may arise if the members of a role set hold different expectations of the focal party (i.e.
different customers have different expectations), or if the expectations of one or more role
senders is different from that of the role incumbent (the supplier), as they have their own
expectations of what their role entails (Biddle and Thomas 1966; Kahn et al. 1964). The
interaction of the supplier’s perceptions of the sent role from customers and their own
perceptions of their role may or may not conflict, but will then influence a response behavior
(Biddle 1979; Biddle and Thomas 1966). Role theory would suggest that the degree of SAC and
its outcomes would be associated with the similarity between the buyer’s expectations of the
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supplier communicated through the sent role, and the supplier’s own perceptions of their role, or
minimal role conflict (Katz and Kahn 1966).
Although role theory has been applied in an inter-organizational context (e.g. Frazier
1983; Gill and Stern 1969; Solomon 1983), there is significant room for testing of this theory in
the study of inter-organizational phenomena such as SAC. Extant research has examined the
buyer’s perspective, or the “role sender” box on the left side of the framework, but has not
addressed the highlighted areas with the supplier as the focal party, how their perceptions may
differ from those of the role senders, SAC as a response role behavior, and ultimately how this
feeds back to impact buyers’ future expectations for accommodation and evaluations of
relational performance.
This dissertation research attempts to fill these gaps by quantitatively investigating the
relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC from the perception of the supplier, as well as how
SAC impacts future buyer expectations and evaluations. Because this research not only examines
potential role conflict within the buyer-supplier interaction, but also examines relationship
implications of SAC, role theory must be combined with social exchange theory to provide
sufficient theoretical grounding. SET is particularly useful to examine the relational performance
implications related to this gap in extant research.

Social Exchange Theory
Social exchange underlies relations between individuals and groups, as well as between
organizations (Blau 1964; Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Exchange takes place when one party
provides rewarding services to another and thereby obligates the second party to return similar
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benefits or rewards (Blau 1964). This unspecified obligation of reciprocal rewards between
parties is one of the major ways in which social exchange differs from strictly economic
exchange (Blau 1964).
SET provides insights into why firms engage in and maintain exchange relationships,
based on their perceptions of the costs and benefits of the relationship compared to those of
alternative relationship options (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Because of the social nature of the
exchange, the analysis of these costs and benefits involves elements beyond purely economic
costs and benefits, such as gratitude and trust (Blau 1964). When a firm has multiple options, it
will choose the most beneficial relationship and will maintain that relationship as long as
expectations regarding costs and benefits of that relationship remain above a certain threshold
(Wangenheim 2003). This suggests that suppliers will prefer and maintain a relationship with the
buying firm that offers the most beneficial relationship, based on expectations about future costs
and benefits, which depends on prior experiences and interactions with the buyer (Thibaut and
Kelley 1959). SET would suggest that when SAC becomes too costly for the supplier, conflict
between the buyer and supplier firms may ensue, causing detrimental effects on the performance
of both firms (Gaski 1984).
Social exchange theory assumes that each party voluntarily provides benefits to the other
in the exchange, which triggers reciprocal responses (Hald et al. 2009; Thibaut and Kelley 1959).
SET suggests special behavior performed by one party will change the norms or expectations for
the future, which can have adverse effects if these behaviors are not consistently continued
(Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Because SAC is defined as the supplier’s efforts to make “special
adjustments”, SET would suggest that as SAC increases, the buyer’s expectations for future
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accommodation will change. If the supplier does not keep up such levels of SAC, specifically if
they see it as extra-role behavior, this could have negative effects on the relationship. This aspect
of the phenomenon has not been addressed in extant research, which mostly examines the
buyer’s perspectives of the benefits of SAC, but does not link the buyer and supplier perspectives
to look at the impact of one on the other. This research begins to fill this gap by not only
examining the relational outcomes of SAC, but also by assessing the impact of SAC on buyers’
future role expectations and evaluations of the relationship.

PART TWO: GUIDING THEORY & HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
The first part of this chapter provided a review of the literature on SAC, supplier
flexibility and supplier adaptation, and reviewed the two theories which will be used to guide this
research. When utilizing two theories, it is important to integrate the theories to suggest what one
theory says relative to the other, and how they are combined to provide a better overall picture of
the phenomenon (e.g. Tate et al. 2011). The second part of this chapter integrates role theory and
social exchange theory as the guiding theoretical foundation for hypothesis development.
The theory and hypotheses for each of the two experimental studies are developed
separately, and convergence of the findings is discussed after the theoretical development.
Experiment 1 examines the impact of SAC and role conflict on relational and behavioral
outcomes from the supplier’s perspective, while Experiment 2 examines the impact of SAC and
role conflict on the buyer’s future expectations and evaluations of the relationship. Combining
these two experimental studies provides important insights for applying RT and the interorganizational role episode to the SAC phenomenon, and helps connect the buyer and supplier
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perspectives of SAC to provide a more holistic view of the phenomenon within supply chain
management.

Experiment 1—Guiding Theory & Development of Hypotheses
While it is widely recognized that relationships with suppliers are strategically important
(e.g. Dwyer et al. 1987; Prahinski and Benton 2004), little research in operations and supply
chain management focuses on the supplier perspective and the impact this has on overall
relationship performance as it relates to buying firms. Therefore, one objective of this
dissertation is to investigate the relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC from a role theoretic
and SET lens. As discussed in the literature review, researchers have focused on outcomes
dealing with improved satisfaction and performance for the buying firm (Cannon and Homburg
2001; Chan et al. 2009; Homburg et al. 2002; Noordewier et al. 1990), and less so on elements of
relational performance from the buyer’s perspective (for exceptions see Hakansson 1982; Ivens
2005; Walter and Ritter 2003), with very little regard for the relational outcomes from the
supplier’s perspective. Therefore, Experiment 1 examines suppliers’ perceptions of the
relationship through relationship effectiveness and affective commitment towards a relationship
with a specific buyer. Additionally, Experiment 1 investigates the impact of SAC and supplier
role conflict on the supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future, as a means of looking
into behavioral outcomes of SAC. Literature on each of these dependent variables will be
discussed as the initial hypotheses are developed.
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Main Effects of Supplier Adaptation
Much of the literature examining supplier adaptation is focused on the benefits of
supplier adaptation for buyer firm performance and satisfaction (Hakansson 1982; Hsieh et al.
2008). SET suggests adaptation from one firm will lead to reciprocal commitment and trust from
the other firm, which suggests that supplier adaptation will trigger commitment from buying
firms (Thibaut and Kelley 1959) and is consistent with extant literature. However, considering
adaptation from the supplier’s view requires a different perspective when thinking about related
theoretical explanations.
One main tenet of SET is the idea that firms engage in and maintain exchange
relationships based on their perceptions of the costs and benefits of the relationship compared to
those of alternative relationship options (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). SET suggests that suppliers
will prefer relationships with buying firms where the benefits outweigh the costs associated with
the relationship (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). From the supplier’s perspective, previous literature
suggests adaptation for specific customers is associated with additional costs (Cannon and
Homburg 2001). Extant literature may have taken a transaction cost economics approach to
examining accommodation (Williamson 1979), and therefore stressed the costs of the transaction
outweighing potential benefits for suppliers because of the adaptations required. Additionally,
managers in preliminary interviews emphasized the costs of accommodation and the importance
of considering the profitability of the request. Based on this assumption that the costs of
accommodation may outweigh the benefits for suppliers, SET suggests that if the costs of
supplier flexibility and adaptation outweigh the benefits of maintaining the relationship from the
supplier’s perspective, this could have negative effects on the relationship (Thibaut and Kelley
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1959). This suggests that in established relationships, suppliers will favor relationships involving
lower adaptation, and increased adaptation would likely lower the supplier’s perceptions of the
relationship. In particular, this research suggests that increased adaptation would impact how
suppliers view the effectiveness of the relationship, and their affective commitment towards that
specific relationship.
Relationship effectiveness is a measure of one party’s perception that a specific
relationship is productive, worthwhile, and satisfying (Ruekert and Walker Jr. 1987). Although
the concept was developed in marketing channels research and has been used to examine
marketing’s interaction with other functions (e.g. Bucklin and Sengupta 1993; Fisher et al. 1997;
Ruekert and Walker Jr. 1987), it has also been adapted and utilized in logistics and supply chain
research (e.g. Kahn et al. 2004; Moore 1998). Because relationship effectiveness examines one
party’s perceptions of the relationship in terms of productivity, whether it is worth the time and
effort, and satisfaction, it is relevant for research examining the relational impact of a specific
behavior, such as SAC.
Although a significant number of researchers have examined the concept of commitment
in the relationship marketing literature (Dwyer et al. 1987; Gilliland and Bello 2002; Kelly 2004;
Morgan and Hunt 1994), much of the commitment literature traces back to a three-dimensional
idea of commitment in the organizational behavior literature, which originated with Allen and
Myer’s (1996; 1990; 1984) work on organizational commitment. This work separates
commitment into affective, normative, and continuance commitment. Affective commitment
refers to a relational attachment to an organization or relationship, while normative commitment
refers to an obligation to be tied to an organization or relationship (Allen and Meyer 1990).
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Continuance commitment, also known as calculative commitment, refers to an economic
attachment, whereby the magnitude of the benefits of continuing the relationship exceeds the
costs of leaving the relationship (Allen and Meyer 1990; Gundlach et al. 1995; Kanter 1968).
In order to examine the relational impacts of SAC, this research focuses on affective
commitment. Much of the extant research on relationship commitment in marketing channels
and supply chain literature focuses on elements of affective commitment (Anderson and Weitz
1992; Dwyer et al. 1987; Gilliland and Bello 2002; Gustafsson et al. 2005; Morgan and Hunt
1994). Affective commitment is defined in this research as one party’s relational attachment
towards another party. It is operationalized through identification with the other party’s goals and
values, involvement with the other party, and dedication to the continuity of the relationship with
that party. Experiment 1 examines the supplier’s perceptions of affective commitment toward a
specific buying firm and investigates the relationship between the elements of SAC and the
supplier’s affective commitment towards the customer.

Adaptation Effects on Relational Outcome Variables
Grounded on the theoretical assumption that increased supplier adaptation will increase
costs from the supplier’s perspective (Cannon and Homburg 2001; Williamson 1979), this
research proposes that increased adaptation will lower the effectiveness of the relationship from
the supplier’s perspective. Similarly, although increased adaptation may increase the amount of
investment the supplier has in a specific customer, and therefore their calculative commitment,
suppliers’ perceptions of affective commitment towards the relationship may decrease if they are
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required to make significant adaptations for specific customers (Gilliland and Bello 2002).
Hence:
H1: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation will negatively
impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness and (b) affective
commitment.
Beyond these relational outcomes of SAC, role theory and social exchange theory also help
explain certain behavioral outcomes, specifically the impact of supplier adaptation on suppliers’
willingness to accommodate customers in the future.

Adaptation Effects on Future SAC
Because SAC is a behavior that may or may not be considered role behavior by the
supplier, but is likely expected from the buying firm, there may be role conflict involved. RT
suggests that role conflict may put tension on the relationship, which ultimately has an impact on
future expectations and behavior between the two parties (Kahn et al. 1964). A supplier’s
willingness to accommodate in the future will likely depend on their level of previous
accommodation, as well as the amount of role conflict they perceive. RT suggests that if
adaptation is considered a response to a sent role from customers, then suppliers’ response
depends on the pressures sent from customers to adapt to their specific needs (Kahn et al. 1964;
Katz and Kahn 1966). Additionally, SET suggests that after suppliers adapt to customers’
specific needs, it becomes costly not to utilize their investments to benefit the relationship (Blau
1964; Hallen et al. 1991; Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Integrating these ideas suggests that
suppliers will be more willing to accommodate customers in relationships already characterized
by high adaptation. Hence:
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H2: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation will positively
impact suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future.

SAC: The Interaction of Supplier Adaptation & Supplier Flexibility
Building on the direct effects of supplier adaptation, best-case and worst-case scenarios
of interaction effects between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation are examined from the
supplier’s perspective. Based on the SET assumption that suppliers will prefer relationships
where the benefits outweigh the costs, and the idea that adaptation is associated with additional
costs (Cannon and Homburg 2001), this suggests that suppliers would prefer relationships
characterized by low adaptation for specific customers. Similarly, building flexibility also
requires suppliers to undertake additional costs, so SET would suggest that suppliers will prefer
relationships involving low supplier adaptation and low supplier flexibility over those with
alternate combinations of supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation. Hence:
H3: In established buyer-supplier relationships, low supplier adaptation and low
supplier flexibility will positively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship
effectiveness and (b) affective commitment.
In other words, in Table 2.4, suppliers’ perceptions of relationship effectiveness will be highest
in cell 4 and suppliers’ perceptions of affective commitment will be highest in cell 8.

Table 2.4: Two-Way Interaction Effects—Exp. 1
Independent Variables
Adaptation
Flexibility
High
Low

Dependent Variables
Rel. Effect.

Aff. Commit.

Fut. Accomm.

High

1

5

9--H5a: (+)

Low

2--H4a: (-)

6--H4b: (-)

10--H5b: (-)

High

3

7

11

Low

4--H3a: (+)

8--H3b: (+)

12
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Alternatively, the worst case scenario from the supplier’s perspective would be high
adaptation with low flexibility, where the supplier may not have the ability to change and be
flexible, but they do their best to make adaptations for specific customers anyway. This lack of
fit between their strategy, structure and processes may hurt the supplier’s performance by
causing increased costs for them regarding this relationship (Galbraith and Nathanson 1978;
Miles and Snow 1978). Combining this idea with SET would suggest that because of higher
overall costs and fewer benefits from this type of relationship (Thibaut and Kelley 1959), the
supplier will perceive lower relationship effectiveness and affective commitment than in
relationships with alterative combinations of supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation. Hence:
H4: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation and low
supplier flexibility will negatively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship
effectiveness and (b) affective commitment.
In other words, in Table 2.4, suppliers’ perceptions of relationship effectiveness will be lowest in
cell 2, and suppliers’ perceptions of affective commitment toward the buying firm will be lowest
in cell 6.
Similarly, building on the SET assumption that increased adaptation will increase the
costs of not utilizing the associated investments that suppliers have already made (Thibaut and
Kelley 1959), suggests that suppliers with high flexibility who are involved in high adaptation
for a specific customer will be the most willing to accommodate in the future. Not only has the
supplier already invested in specific adaptations for the customer, but they also have the
flexibility to be able to continue making adjustments and small changes as necessary. Hence:
H5 (a): In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation and high
supplier flexibility will positively impact suppliers’ willingness to accommodate
customers in the future.
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In other words, in Table 2.4, suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future will be highest
in cell 9.
Similar to the worst-case alternative for the relational outcomes, a lack of fit between
supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation will also decrease suppliers’ willingness to
accommodate in the future. With high supplier adaptation but low supplier flexibility, the
supplier is likely already stretching themselves too thin and the costs are too great for them to
continue doing so in the future (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Hence:
H5 (b): In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation and low
supplier flexibility will negatively impact suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in
the future.
In other words, in Table 2.4, suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future will be lowest
in cell 10.

Supplier Accommodation of Customers & Supplier Role Conflict
Looking at SAC through a role theoretic lens suggests that SAC may be seen from the
suppliers as either in-role or extra-role behavior (Katz and Kahn 1966). SAC as in-role behavior
would mean that it is either required or expected by the buying firm for ongoing role
performance (Katz 1964), so while it may not be required, suppliers may still see special
accommodation as part of their role as a good supplier. In contrast, while buying firms may
expect accommodation from their suppliers, suppliers may see such behavior as extra-role
behavior, that not specified by role prescriptions (Van Dyne and LePine 1998). This type of
difference in role perceptions between the two parties can be a source of role conflict (Biddle and
Thomas 1966; Kahn et al. 1964).
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Three-way Interaction Effects of Supplier Adaptation, Flexibility & Role Conflict
Research grounded in a role theoretic perspective suggests that the presence of role
conflict triggers tension in the relationship between the two parties (Gill and Stern 1969; Kahn et
al. 1964). Integrating RT with the basic assumptions of SET suggests that the tension from
supplier role conflict will lower the supplier’s perception of the effectiveness of the relationship
and the supplier’s affective commitment toward the buying firm. Additionally, because the costs
are more than the benefits received from the relationship (Thibaut and Kelley 1959) and the
supplier does not see SAC as within their role as a supplier, suppliers will be less willing to
accommodate in the future. Hence:
H6: In established buyer-supplier relationships, low supplier adaptation, low supplier
flexibility and low supplier role conflict will positively impact suppliers’ perceptions
of (a) relationship effectiveness, (b) affective commitment, and (c) suppliers’
willingness to accommodate customers in the future.
In other words, in Table 2.5, suppliers’ perceptions of relationship effectiveness and affective
commitment will be highest in cells 8 and 16, respectfully. Suppliers’ willingness to
accommodate customers in the future will be highest in cell 24.
Table 2.5 Three-Way Interaction Effects—Exp. 1
Independent Variables
Adaptation
Flexibility

Role Conflict

Rel. Effect.

Aff. Commit.

Fut. Accomm.

High

High

1

9

17

Low

2

10

18

High

3--H7a: (-)

11--H7b: (-)

19--H7c: (-)

Low

4

12

20

High

5

13

21

Low

6

14

22

High

7

15

23

Low

8--H6a: (+)

16--H6b: (+)

24--H6c: (+)

High
Low

Low

High
Low

Dependent Variables
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Alternatively, the worst-case scenario from a supplier’s perspective would be a situation
of high supplier role conflict combined with a lack of fit between low supplier flexibility and
high supplier adaptation, as discussed previously. This lack of fit increases the costs of the
relationship for the supplier, and when combined with higher supplier role conflict, further
increases the tension on the relationship (Kahn et al. 1964) and reduces the supplier’s perception
of relationship effectiveness and affective commitment. This combination would also make the
supplier less willing to accommodate in the future because the costs would be greater than the
benefits they are getting from the relationship (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Hence:
H7: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation, low supplier
flexibility, and high supplier role conflict will negatively impact suppliers’
perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness, (b) affective commitment, and (c)
suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future.
In other words, in Table 2.5, suppliers’ perceptions of relationship effectiveness and affective
commitment toward the buying firm will be lowest in cells 3 and 11, respectively. Additionally,
suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future will be lowest in cell 19.

Experiment 2—Guiding Theory & Development of Hypotheses
The second experiment aims to investigate the impact of SAC on buyers’ future role
expectations and evaluations of the relationship. Integrating RT with SET suggests that if SAC is
considered a type of role behavior, then not only will it impact the relationship from the buyer’s
perspective as suggested by SET (Thibaut and Kelley 1959), but it will also impact the buyer’s
future role expectations and evaluations of the supplier’s behavior in the relationship, as
suggested by role theory (Kahn et al. 1964; Katz and Kahn 1966). This section first reviews the
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relevant outcome variables considered for Experiment 2, followed by the theoretical
development of hypotheses about the relationships between the chosen constructs.

Inter-firm Relationships & SAC—The Link back to Buyer Perceptions
Although researchers have begun to examine the relational impacts of supplier adaptation
and supplier flexibility from the buyer’s perspective, the impact of role conflict involved with
SAC has not been studied regarding its influence on buyer’s perceptions and evaluations of the
relationship. The main tenets of RT center on the idea of the role episode, as discussed and
shown in Figure 2.1, which is conceptualized as a cyclical process (Biddle 1979; Biddle and
Thomas 1966; Kahn et al. 1964; Katz and Kahn 1966). The role episode is “a complete cycle of
role sending, response by the focal [party], and the effects of that response on the role senders”
(Kahn et al. 1964, p.26). This highlights the importance of investigating the feedback effects of
SAC on buyers’ future expectations and evaluations of the supplier relationship, which is the aim
of Experiment 2. This research begins to address these gaps by examining the buyer’s
perspective of relationship effectiveness, affective commitment and buyers’ future expectations
for accommodation as the focal dependent variables. Because the literature on relationship
effectiveness and affective commitment was already reviewed, the next section addresses the
relationships between SAC, role conflict and the above three dependent variables.

Main Effects of Supplier Adaptation from the Buyer’s Perspective
Although much of the literature examining supplier adaptation is focused on the buyer’s
perspective of the benefits of supplier adaptation for buyer firm performance and satisfaction
(Hakansson 1982; Hsieh et al. 2008), examining the buyer’s perspective of SAC is still relevant
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for this research because there has been limited empirical examination of the SAC concept as a
whole and a lack of attention to the implications of a feedback effect of SAC. Because the main
tenets of SET focus on adaptation between firms and the associated costs and benefits, supplier
adaptation is used as a starting point for theoretical hypothesis development. SET assumes
exchange processes are evolving over time (Blau 1964; Thibaut and Kelley 1959), similar to the
cyclical assumption from RT; therefore, both theories would suggest that adaptation from one
party will trigger a response from the other party. Research grounded in SET suggests that
adaptation from one party will lead to increased commitment from the other party (Thibaut and
Kelley 1959). Additionally, increased supplier adaptation would increase the benefits of the
relationship from the buyer’s perspective, and make it more preferable from an SET perspective
(Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Therefore, in the context of SAC, higher supplier adaptation should
have a positive effect on relational outcomes from the buyer’s perspective. Hence:
H1: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation will positively
impact buyers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness and (b) affective
commitment.
Additionally, role theory and social exchange theory can be integrated to examine the
feedback effects of supplier adaptation. SET suggests that special behavior by one party will
change the norms and future expectations in the relationship (Thibaut and Kelley 1959), similar
to the feedback effect in the role episode discussed as the essence of role theory (Kahn et al.
1964). This suggests that supplier adaptation will change buyers’ future expectations of the
supplier, and therefore with increased supplier adaptation, the buyer expects the supplier’s role to
include even more accommodation in the future. Because SAC is defined as the supplier’s efforts
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to make “special adjustments”, SET and RT would suggest that as elements of SAC increase,
expectations for future accommodations will increase. Hence:
H2: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation positively
impacts buyers’ future expectations for accommodation.

The Interaction of Supplier Adaptation & Supplier Flexibility—Buyer’s Perspective
What may be considered beneficial from the supplier’s perspective may not be the same
for buying firms. While suppliers will favor lower adaptation and flexibility because it minimizes
the costs of the relationship, research suggests that customers/buying firms see it as “the more
the better”. Building on the theoretical assumptions that higher adaptation is more beneficial
from the buyer’s perspective, adding flexibility would also suggest that the combination of high
flexibility with high adaptation would be the best case scenario from a buyer’s perspective. This
is the case which gives the buyer the most benefits from the relationship (Thibaut and Kelley
1959). This assumption suggests a positive influence on relational outcomes from the buyer’s
perspective, but also the feedback assumption would suggest that the combination of high
flexibility and high adaptation will only increase the buyer’s expectations for future
accommodation. Hence:
H3: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation and high
supplier flexibility will positively impact buyers’ perceptions of (a) relationship
effectiveness, (b) affective commitment, and (c) buyers’ future expectations for
accommodation.
In other words, in Table 2.6, buyers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness and (b)
affective commitment toward the supplier will be highest in cells 1 and 5, respectively.
Additionally, buyers’ future expectations for accommodation will be highest in cell 9.
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Table 2.6 Two-Way Interaction Effects—Exp. 2
Independent Variables
Adaptation
Flexibility
High
Low

Dependent Variables
Rel. Effect.

Aff. Commit.

Fut. Accomm.

High

1—H3a: (+)

5—H3b: (+)

9—H3c: (+)

Low

2

6

10--H5: (-)

High

3—H4a: (-)

7—H4b: (-)

11

Low

4

8

12

In contrast, the worst-case scenario from the buyer’s perspective would likely be low
supplier adaptation paired with high supplier flexibility, meaning that the supplier has the ability
to make changes and be flexible, but is not investing in adaptations for the specific customer’s
needs. This may cause the buyer to see the benefits they are getting from the relationship as
lower than in other scenarios, and therefore have a negative impact on relational outcomes from
the buyer’s perspective. Hence:
H4: In established buyer-supplier relationships, low supplier adaptation and high
supplier flexibility will negatively impact buyers’ perceptions of (a) relationship
effectiveness and (b) affective commitment.
In other words, in Table 2.6, buyers’ perceptions of relationship effectiveness will be lowest in
cells 5 and 6, lower than in cells 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8. Additionally, buyers’ perceptions of affective
commitment will be lowest for cells 13 and 14, lower than in cells 9, 10, 11, 12, 15 and 16.
Although the buyer will likely favor higher supplier flexibility and adaptation because of
the increased benefits the relationship would provide them (Thibaut and Kelley 1959), buyers in
established relationships may realize when a supplier is stretched too thin and adjust their
expectations and requirements in order to keep the relationship stable and beneficial to both
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parties, an essential trait of exchange (Blau 1964). Therefore, when a supplier demonstrates high
adaptation with low flexibility, optimally this will decrease buyer’s future expectations for
accommodation, although this hypothesis is somewhat exploratory.
H5: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation and low
supplier flexibility will negatively impact buyers’ future expectations for
accommodation.
In Table 2.6, buyers’ future expectations for accommodation will be lowest in cell 10.

Supplier Accommodation of Customers & Role Conflict—The Buyer’s Perspective
Because role theory suggests that SAC can be perceived by the supplier as either in-role
or extra-role behavior, and therefore supplier role conflict may be present (Katz and Kahn 1966),
it is important to consider the impact of this not only on the supplier experiencing the role
conflict, but also on the buying firm. If SAC is considered in-role supplier behavior to the buying
firm, but the supplier has different perceptions of their role, role conflict may be an issue that
causes tension in the relationship (Biddle and Thomas 1966; Gill and Stern 1969; Kahn et al.
1964). Experiment 1 investigates the impact of this three-way interaction from the supplier’s
perspective, the party experiencing the role conflict, but does not illuminate the implications
from the buyer’s perspective.

Three-Way Interaction Effects—The Buyer’s Perspective
Researchers have recognized the relevance of role conflict and the critical impact it can
have on relationships (e.g. Kahn et al. 1964; Rizzo et al. 1970; Shenkar and Zeira 1992), but
normally examine the impacts of role conflict from the perspective of the party experiencing the
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role conflict. With SAC as the focus of this research, role conflict may potentially be
experienced by the supplier firm as the accommodating party. However, this research also
examines how knowledge of supplier role conflict impacts the buyer’s perspective and response
behavior. It is proposed that the main assumption that role conflict produces relationship tension
will still hold from the buyer’s perspective (Kahn et al. 1964). Therefore, low supplier role
conflict will have a more positive impact on the buyer’s evaluations of the relationship, as well
as make buying firms more likely to continue expecting suppliers to accommodate them in the
future. Hence:
H6: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation, high supplier
flexibility, and low role conflict will positively impact buyers’ perceptions of (a)
relationship effectiveness, (b) affective commitment, and (c) buyers’ future
expectations for accommodation.
In other words, in Table 2.7, buyers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness, (b) affective
commitment, and (c) buyers’ future expectations for accommodation will be highest in cells 2,
10 and 18, respectively.

Table 2.7 Three-Way Interaction Effects—Exp. 2
Independent Variables
Adaptation
Flexibility
High

High
Low

Low

High
Low

Dependent Variables
Role Conflict

Rel. Effect.
1
2--H6a: (+)
3
4
5—H7a: (-)
6
7
8

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
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Aff. Commit.
9
10--H6b: (+)
11
12
13—H7b: (-)
14
15
16

Fut. Accomm.
17
18--H6c: (+)
19--H8: (-)
20
21
22
23
24

Alternatively, combining RT with the concept of a lack of fit between low supplier
adaptation and high supplier flexibility suggests that increased role conflict would put even
further tension on the relationship, thereby reducing the buyer’s perceptions of the relationship:
H7: In established buyer-supplier relationships, low supplier adaptation, high supplier
flexibility and high role conflict will negatively impact buyers’ perceptions of (a)
relationship effectiveness and (b) affective commitment.
In other words, in Table 2.7, buyers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness and (b)
affective commitment will be lowest in cells 5 and 13, respectively.
Additionally, it is proposed that the knowledge of supplier role conflict will lower
buyer’s expectations for future accommodation because they are aware that the supplier does not
see it within their role and they are asking too much of the supplier (Kahn et al. 1964). SET also
supports this proposition because the buying firm will want to ensure that the relationship is still
beneficial for the supplier in order to receive reciprocal benefits (Blau 1964; Thibaut and Kelley
1959). Hence:
H8: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation, low supplier
flexibility, and high role conflict will negatively impact buyers’ future expectations
for accommodation.
In Table 2.7, buyers’ expectations for future accommodation will be lowest in cell 19.

Converging Findings from Experiments 1 and 2
The purpose of investigating the outcomes of SAC from both the buyer and supplier
perspectives is twofold. First, the integration of role theory and social exchange theory suggests
that buyer and supplier firms will perceive SAC differently, and therefore the relational
outcomes differ between these two groups. If buying firms have the “more is always better”
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mindset, but increased accommodation is actually detrimental from the supplier’s perspective,
this will have significant implications for how buyers and suppliers work together in the context
of SAC in order to seek mutually beneficial relationships. Second, examining the feedback
effects of SAC will begin to make the link between SAC as a type of response role behavior and
buyer’s future expectations. This is important to bridge this research with extant research that has
traditionally focused on the buyer’s perspective, in order to provide a better overall picture of
how SAC fits within supply chain relationships.
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CHAPTER 3—METHODOLOGY
As suggested by McGrath and Brinberg (1983), all research methods have strengths,
weaknesses, and different limitations in terms of external and internal validity. The use of
multiple methods for investigating a phenomenon compensates for the strengths and weaknesses
of each method (McGrath and Brinberg 1983). McGrath’s (1982) seminal work on the theehorned dilemma in scholarly research points out that methodological approaches fall into
different classes of research strategies according to which one of three main research goals (A,
B, and C, in Figure 3.1) is maximized:
A. Maximum Generalizability—the ability to generalize findings to the population of
interest
B. Maximum Precision/Control—precision in the control/measurement/manipulation
of variables, behavior
C. Maximum Realism of System Context—“existential realism of the context in
which the behaviors are observed” (McGrath 1982, p.74).
The mixed methods approach utilized to examine the SAC phenomenon combines qualitative
and quantitative methods, specifically grounded theory and experimental design. This allows the
researcher to address different “horns” with each method and integrate the findings to get a more
holistic picture of the phenomenon.
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Point of Maximum
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Sample
Surveys
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Actors

A

Field
Experiment

II

Field
Studies
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C
Formal
Theory

Computer
Simulation

Point of Maximum
Concern with
System Character
of Context

I = Settings in natural systems
II = Contrived and created settings
III = Behavior not dependent on settings
IV = No observation of behavior needed

Figure 3.1 Research Strategies
Source: McGrath (1982, p.73)

This research utilizes a complementary mixed-methods design to combine qualitative and
quantitative approaches, utilizing a grounded theory approach for preliminary individual
interviews, followed by two concurrent experimental design studies, and concluding with
qualitative group interviews to examine the convergence of findings across the two experimental
studies. A mixed-methods approach is appropriate to better understand SAC from the supplier’s
perspective by potentially converging and triangulating qualitative and quantitative data
(Creswell 2003; Greene et al. 1989; Jick 1979). A complementary triangulation approach
indicates that the data from the qualitative and quantitative approaches are given equal priority,
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and involves integration of the two types of data during final data analysis and interpretation
(Creswell 2003; Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998).
Experiments 1 and 2 both use a scenario-based design to address research objective one:
to investigate the relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC from the perception of the supplier;
and research objective two: to assess the impact of supplier role behavior on the buyer’s role
expectations and evaluations of the relationship, in the context of SAC. Experimental design
primarily addresses McGrath’s research goal B because it offers high precision and control in the
manipulation of variables, but also partially addresses McGrath’s research goal C by doing so in
a realistic context.
Following the analysis of data from both experimental studies, group interviews were
conducted to further explore the managerial implications of the findings, and help explain any
unexpected results. A grounded theory approach to data collection and analysis was used for the
group interviews (Glaser 1978b; Glaser and Strauss 1967). Each group interview involved
managers from multiple different companies and industries, which allowed for cross-talk
between managers and the comparison of experiences. The qualitative work addresses
McGrath’s research goal C of maximizing realism of the context. The data and insights gained
through the follow-up group interviews was utilized to build on the findings from the
experimental studies and provide a richer overall picture of the SAC phenomenon (e.g. Cousins
and Spekman 2003; Tate et al. 2009). The remainder of this chapter discusses the justification
and procedures for each method in detail.
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Quantitative Research Approach
“Experiments generally offer the most convincing evidence for success or weakness of
theoretical explanations. No other kind of research method produces data so directly
relevant to a theory or suggests causality as conclusively as experiments do” (Webster Jr.
and Sell 2007, p.22).
Experimental methods are not tied to any particular discipline; methodological learnings
from an experiment in economics can be utilized in sociology, psychology, or supply chain
management alike. The major differences in experiments between disciplines are the theoretical
concerns of each discipline, and therefore design characteristics may vary slightly. However,
whether in economics or sociology, “well designed experiments are unmatched for testing
theory” (Webster Jr. and Sell 2007). One of the major advantages of theoretically-driven
experiments is their ability to test theory, and in doing so reveal either confirmations or
disconfirmations of the tenets of a specific theory (Walker and Willer 2007). Disconfirmed
predictions derived from an explicit theory are extremely valuable as they provide insights into
the theoretical assumptions or conditions that need improvement (Webster Jr. and Sell 2007).
Although the artificiality of experiments is often criticized as a limitation, Webster and
Sell (2007) suggest that it is in fact the greatest benefit of experiments because of the great
degree of precision and control given to researchers utilizing experimental methods. Experiments
allow for observation of a situation designed and created by researchers rather than trying to find
similar characteristics of a natural setting, and are therefore preferred for their simplicity and
scope (Walker and Willer 2007). Experiments “offer an opportunity to include the independent
variables of theoretical interest while excluding irrelevant or confounding variables” (Webster Jr.
and Sell 2007, p.11), thereby isolating causality to the independent variables rather than external
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factors. Additionally, effects of extraneous variables are eliminated with randomization
techniques (Webster Jr. and Sell 2007).
The third advantage of using experimental design is its attractiveness for building a
program of research. Because experiments can evaluate theories under consistent conditions,
they are appropriate for cumulative research programs that work to develop theory in a certain
area over time (Webster Jr. and Sell 2007). Theory is “the bridge” between the experiment and
its corresponding natural settings (Webster Jr. and Sell 2007, p.15), as the theory should drive
the design of the experiment so as to reproduce and test the conditions of the theory through the
experiment (Walker and Willer 2007). Experiments are advantageous for research programs
because new results or differences from one experiment to another can be attributed to different
theoretical factors being tested, rather than a question of different settings or external factors.
This is key for “theoretical cumulation,” where the results from one study can be used in
subsequent studies (Webster Jr. and Sell 2007); such cumulative knowledge development is a
prime reason for theory-driven experiments being one of the best methods for advancing science
(Walker and Willer 2007; Willer 1987).
Finally, experimental settings are good for theoretical ordering, or testing theories with
temporal elements, because the antecedents and consequences can be clearly distinguished. Such
factors are difficult to assess in natural settings, as many external factors can change over
settings and time, even in a longitudinal design (Webster Jr. and Sell 2007). This characteristic of
experimental design is particularly appropriate for testing the feedback element of role theory,
specifically the impact of supplier accommodation on buyers’ future expectations and behaviors
(research objective 2).
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The four main reasons detailed above provide sufficient justification for utilizing
experimental design for theory testing in this dissertation research. Two separate experimental
design studies were used to test different theoretical assumptions, specifically addressing
research objectives one and two. The remainder of this section discusses the elements of each
experiment, including the focus of each study, variables of interest and their corresponding
measures, procedures and analysis.

Research Design
Both quantitative studies used scenario-based experimental design. The purpose of
Experiment 1 was to address the first research objective: to investigate the relational and
behavioral outcomes of SAC from the perception of the supplier. Specific research questions
addressed in Experiment 1 include: How does SAC impact the suppliers’ perceptions of their
relationship with specific customers? What is the interaction effect of flexibility and adaptation
as elements of SAC, on the associated outcomes? What is the influence of role conflict on
suppliers’ perceptions of their relationships with customers? and, what is the interaction effect of
the elements of SAC and role conflict on suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future?
While Experiment 1 examined the relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC from the
supplier’s perspective, it did not provide a link between the supplier’s and buyer’s perspectives,
which is necessary to fill in the bigger picture of SAC within a supply chain context.
Experiment 2 addressed the second research objective: to assess the impact of supplier
role behavior on the buyer’s role expectations and evaluations of the supplier relationship.
Specific research questions addressed in Experiment 2 include: What is the impact of SAC on
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the buyers’ future role expectations of the supplier? And, how is the buyer impacted by the
knowledge that their role expectations of the supplier conflict with the supplier’s own
expectations for their role? Experiment 2 links SAC with the buyer’s future expectations and
evaluations, which helps connect the findings from Experiment 1 on the supplier’s perspective to
the buyer’s perspective to provide a better holistic picture of SAC within the supply chain.
A projective technique was used in both experimental studies, whereby participants read
a scenario about a supplier and their customer, and were then asked how they thought one of the
parties would react based on the scenario. Scenario-based experimental design permits
investigation of situations that are not easily duplicated, where companies may be unwilling to
share complete details about the outcomes of the interaction (Pilling et al. 1994). The projective
technique in scenario-based experiments assumes the participants will project themselves into
the given situation and provide answers reflecting how they think the customer or supplier would
actually respond to the scenario provided. Projective scenario-based experimental methods are
well recognized in marketing (e.g. Antia et al. 2006; Chandy et al. 2003) and supply chain
research (Thomas and Esper 2010; Tokar et al. 2011). A scenario-based approach allows
researchers to explore inter-organizational phenomena in an unthreatening manner to participants
who may be reluctant to discuss specific details of actual inter-organizational interactions (Day
and Klein 1987),
Although the two experiments address separate research objectives, they are designed
similarly in that they both have common independent variables and associated manipulations.
Additionally, the sampling method, procedures and analyses are common across the two
experiments. The main difference between the two studies from a methodological standpoint is
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the difference in the focal dependent variables and associated survey questions. The next sections
address the variables of interest and corresponding treatments and measures for each experiment,
the sampling frame, procedures for conducting the experiments, and methods of analysis.

Variables and Measures
Independent (Manipulated) Variables
The independent, manipulated variables in both experimental studies are supplier
flexibility, supplier adaptation, and supplier role conflict; two levels (high and low) of each
factor results in a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design with eight treatment cells. The full tree and branch
diagram for all possible scenarios is shown in Appendix A.

Manipulation Development
Manipulation treatments for each independent variable were developed based on existing
scales. A review of existing scales for each independent variable is provided in Appendix B.
Based on the definitions reviewed and developed in chapter one, and the adaptation of existing
scales, Table 3.1 provides an overview of key facets of each construct that were tapped into with
their respective manipulation treatments. The scenario begins with information regarding the
established relationship between the buyer and supplier, and then provides information regarding
the supplier flexibility, and supplier adaptation. The scenarios were developed to trigger supplier
role conflict in two ways. First, the fact that the buyer requests specific accommodations was
meant to suggest that they expect it of their supplier and view it as within the supplier’s
responsibilities to them as a customer. Additionally, the supplier’s view is provided at the end of
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the scenario, with specific details as to whether or not they see such requests as within their role
as a supplier. The written scenario manipulations used in both experiments are provided in
Appendix C.

Table 3.1 Independent Variables & Associated Elements of Manipulation
Independent
Variable

Supplier
Flexibility

Supplier
Adaptation

Supplier Role
Conflict

Definition

Key Facets of Manipulation

The ability of a supplier to accept
and respond to a customer’s
changing needs and unforeseen
circumstances.

For this specific buyer/customer, the supplier has the
ability to…

The degree of to which suppliers
accommodate the needs of a
specific customer through changes
and investments in equipment,
processes, technology, products,
and/or other assets

For this specific buyer/customer, the supplier:

•
•
•
•

The degree of difference in role
perceptions
and
expectations
between the buyer and supplier of
what the [supplier’s] role should
entail; incongruent expectations
entail a high degree of role conflict.
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Accept changes in customer requirements
Adjust inventory to meet customer needs
Respond to unforeseen problems
Change production runs to meet emergent order
requirements

• Changes its inventory and distribution system
• Changes its product mix/assortment
• Dedicates key personnel to monitor changes in the
customer’s needs
• Invests in additional technology and equipment
• Adjusts production processes
• The requests the supplier receives from the buyer are
incompatible with their own perceptions of what their
role should entail.
• The buyer and supplier have different ideas of what
the supplier’s roles and responsibilities should be.

Dependent Variables
Experiment 1 was designed to examine the relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC.
Therefore, the impact of SAC on three dependent variables (DVs) was assessed—the supplier’s
perception of relationship effectiveness, the supplier’s perception of affective commitment, and
the supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future. Experiment 2 was designed to examine
the feedback effects of SAC on buyer’s future role expectations and evaluation of supplier’s role
behavior (SAC). Therefore, the impact of SAC on three dependent variables was assessed—the
buyer’s perception of relationship effectiveness, the buyer’s perception of affective commitment,
and the buyer’s future expectations for accommodation. Final measures are provided in
Appendix D.

Sampling Frame
Participants for the two experimental studies were drawn from separate samples. For the
first experiment, participants were drawn from a list of business executives who are all alumni of
graduate programs at a major southeastern university, and are therefore in diverse positions at
organizations across the country. Because the projective technique was used in the scenarios, the
participants’ positions should not have influenced their answers, as they were to draw upon the
information in the scenario. However, demographic data was collected to ensure a bias was not
present. An alumni email list was used to administer the questionnaire by electronic mail through
Qualtrics web-based software.
For the second experiment, participants were drawn from a list of executives in supply
management, since the buyer’s perspective was the focus of Experiment 2. This mostly
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homogenous sample helps reduce any bias related to their current positions. Participants who are
members of the Institute of Supply Management (ISM) were accessed through presidents of
individual regional chapters of ISM. Individual chapter presidents agreed to administer the
questionnaire via email to their respective membership lists. In return for their assistance, I
offered to come speak at one of their monthly meetings to share the findings of the research upon
completion.
An a priori power analysis was conducted to calculate the necessary sample size to obtain
sufficient statistical power. Statistical power represents “the probability of rejecting the null
hypothesis when the alternative hypothesis is true” (Verma and Goodale 1995, p.46). Statistical
power of 0.80 is acceptable in the behavioral sciences (Cohen 1988) and in operations
management research (Verma and Goodale 1995). The necessary sample size was calculated
based on a desired statistical power of 0.80, an alpha of 0.05, assuming equal distribution across
the sample groups, and used the standardized effect size obtained from the mean differences in
the pretest data. The smallest standardized effect size calculated across the three independent
variables was used, as the smallest difference between groups requires the largest sample size for
sufficient power, and therefore provides the most rigorous estimation of the necessary sample
size (Cohen 1988; Verma and Goodale 1995). Because of the strength of the manipulations,
calculations showed that a sample of 92 was required for a power of 0.80 in each experiment.

Procedures
Both experimental studies were conducted using Qualtrics web interface to administer the
experiments and associated questionnaires, which provides several benefits to both the
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participants and the researcher. Participants were emailed the questionnaires, and could then
answer the questions in their natural setting, without coming to a lab or having to fill out a paper
questionnaire and mail it back. This also avoided putting time pressure on the participants or
imposing interview biases that may have resulted from direct contact with the researcher or from
being placed in a laboratory setting (Walker and Willer 2007). By administering the
questionnaires via Qualtrics’ web interface, the scenarios were automatically administered
randomly, and an even distribution of participants across treatment cells was ensured.
Additionally, the web interface design of Qualtrics collected responses that could be directly
imported into statistical analysis software, such as SPSS. Therefore, the potential for data entry
error that can occur from manual data collection is reduced.
The participants each received an email providing an overview of the research and a
confidentiality statement. They were then asked to follow a link to the questionnaire in Qualtrics.
Upon being directed to the web survey, participants were randomly assigned and presented with
one of eight scenarios. Participants were presented with directions, as detailed in Appendix C.
They then read a scenario that gave background information on a buyer-supplier relationship and
the associated supplier flexibility, degree of supplier adaptation, and amount of supplier role
conflict, all of which were manipulated in the scenarios. The first paragraph states that the two
parties are in an established buyer-supplier relationship and explains the supplier’s flexibility,
followed by a second paragraph which introduces a request for adaptation from the
buyer/customer. Presented next was information about how the supplier is or has adapted to the
customer’s needs and the level of agreement between the supplier’s and the buyer’s expectations
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of the supplier. After reading the scenario, participants were asked to respond to the dependent
measures and manipulation check questions.

Pretest
Current business managers and academic experts reviewed initial versions of the
scenarios and questionnaire for readability and face validity. Undergraduate students in seniorlevel logistics courses were used for the pretest of scales and experimental manipulation. The
independent variables manipulated in both experiments were supplier flexibility, supplier
adaptation, and role conflict. In order to verify the treatments were understood and processed by
participants as intended, manipulation checks were conducted in the pretest and during both
experimental studies. Items to measure the manipulations (adapted from existing scales) were
placed at the end of the questionnaire to avoid introducing a bias or cueing responses from
participants (Foschi 2007).
Manipulation checks for supplier flexibility, supplier adaptation, and role conflict were
conducted using adaptations of existing scales (Appendix D). T-tests were conducted to assess
the success of the manipulations. Manipulations of flexibility, adaptation, and role conflict were
considered successful if the participants receiving the treatment for high flexibility, adaptation,
or conflict rate the respective variables significantly different (p <.05) than those in each of the
low treatment groups.
Confounding checks were conducted in addition to manipulation checks. Confounding
checks are used to assure that manipulations did not produce changes in related but different
constructs and check for discriminant validity (Perdue and Summers 1986). Analysis includes
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comparing the effects sizes of main effects and interaction effects of the manipulations; effect
sizes of the main effects should be sufficiently large and that of the interaction effects should be
close to zero for the confounding check to be successful (Perdue and Summers 1986). Effect
sizes can be measured using a Partial Eta Squared calculation in SPSS.

Analysis
Scale Purification
Scale purification procedures were used to assess unidimensionality, reliability,
convergent validity and discriminant validity of the constructs (Garver and Mentzer 1999).
AMOS structural equations modeling software was used to conduct a confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) to test unidimensionality and convergent validity. The estimates calculated in the
CFA were also utilized to assess discriminant validity through the comparison of average
variance extracted for each variable compared to the squared correlation between each pair of
variables, as recommended by Fornell and Larcker (1981). The fit of the measurement model
was assessed using AMOS software. Additionally, internal reliability was addressed with
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (obtained from SPSS), which should exceed 0.70 if the items
appropriately capture the constructs of interest (Nunnally and Bernstein 1994). These scale
purification procedures were used for measures of the dependent variables, as well as for
established measures used for manipulation checks.
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Realism Checks
Because both experiments were scenario-based, realism checks were an important
element of the analysis. Realism checks assessed if the scenario projected a real world situation
and the participants understood the experimental tasks, both of which are necessary for scenariobased experimental designs to be reliable (Louviere et al. 2000). Realism of the scenario-based
experimental design was assessed through items adapted from Dabholkar (1994).

Hypothesis Testing
The independent variables manipulated in both experiments were supplier flexibility,
supplier adaptation, and supplier role conflict. Because both experiments contained more than
one dependent variable, multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was appropriate to test for
the hypothesized main effects and interaction effects. First, an omnibus test was performed to
determine what overall significant effects were present in the experimental model, and was
considered significant at the p <.05 level. Next, tests were conducted to assess for main effects of
each of the three independent variables. Finally, post-hoc testing was conducted to assess
interaction effects, utilizing Tukey’s adjustment to protect against Type-I errors.

Qualitative Research Approach
Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest that qualitative research approaches increase
understanding or explanation of a phenomenon, which makes a qualitative approach appropriate
to address the convergence of findings between the two experimental studies. Qualitative
research addresses the “why”, “what” and “how” of a phenomenon (Strauss and Corbin 1998).
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SAC as a phenomenon has only begun to be addressed in the marketing literature (e.g. Cannon
and Homburg 2001; Hsieh et al. 2008), although its two primary elements—flexibility and
adaptation—are grounded in significant literature streams individually. However, because SAC
and its components have largely been examined from a buyer’s perspective, existing theory and
research do not explain differences that may stem from the supplier, the accommodating party.
Therefore, Experiment 1 addresses the relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC and role
conflict from the supplier’s perspective, while Experiment 2 addresses potential feedback effects
of SAC from the buyer’s perspective. Qualitative group interviews, based on a grounded theory
approach, were used to provide “interaction data” (Freeman 2006) from cross-talk between
managers. Group interviews were used to further explore unexplained findings, as well as to
investigate the convergence of findings across the two experiments and begin to provide insights
into overall supply chain implications of the SAC phenomenon.

Grounded Theory Group Interviews
The follow-up group interviews were conducted using the grounded theory techniques
developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967). Grounded theory (GT) has been used increasingly in
logistics and supply chain research in the last decade because of its ability to generate a deep
understanding of phenomena in early stages of research (e.g. Carter and Dresner 2001; DavisSramek and Fugate 2007; Flint and Golicic 2009; Mollenkopf et al. 2007). GT is a rich
qualitative research tradition (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Strauss 1987; Strauss and Corbin 1990),
of which key tenets are discussed to show the applicability to this research.
Grounded theory examines how people react and interact in response to problematic
situations and social processes, and seeks to discover or generate theory (Glaser and Strauss
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1967). Although GT is not a concrete “method,” it is a style of conducting qualitative research
that differs from other methods with several distinct characteristics (Strauss and Corbin 1990).
Theoretical sampling, constant comparison, and specific coding paradigms are elements that
differentiate grounded theory from other qualitative methods. Emergent theory is grounded in
field data obtained from multiple sources (e.g. in-depth interviews, field notes, and artifacts),
using a constant comparison technique for data analysis between extant literature, data and field
notes (Strauss 1987). By utilizing field data to understand personal experiences of participants,
their social problems and processes, grounded theory seeks to abstract the qualitative data to
develop a higher-level theoretical framework during the process; this simultaneous collection,
analysis and interpretation of data is the core of the constant comparison technique that is a
foundation of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967).
The original approach to GT, as articulated by Glaser and Strauss (1967), diverged into
two different approaches (the Glaserian method and Struassian method) after Glaser and Strauss
disagreed on the coding paradigm and other tenets proposed by Strauss. The more open
Glaserian method, most similar to the original approach, is utilized in this research due to its
balance between the use of literature as a foundation, so as not to “recreate the wheel,” its
interpretive allowance, deductive emphasis, and coding methods which allow for less forcefitting of predetermined categories and concepts. These foundational elements are described
within the sections below detailing the specific approach to the follow-up qualitative work.
Finally, GT research is meant to follow specific guidelines, while remaining flexible to
the researcher. The methods described are meant to be guidelines, but a grounded theory
approach uses an emergent design, and therefore must be flexible to adjust and allow for
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unexpected data and interpretations. This balance is the foundation of theoretical sensitivity,
which concerns the application of the researcher’s existing knowledge base of the phenomenon
under study, while guarding against premature assumptions and conclusions.

Sampling
Participants for the group interviews were selected from executive members of
professional supply chain management organizations who participate in roundtables in the
southeastern United States, as well as university supply chain forum members. Participants were
chosen from this cross-section of managers to ensure representation of multiple industries. This
encourages interaction between managers from different positions (i.e. marketing, sales,
logistics, and supply chain operations) within organizations at various tiers of their respective
supply chains. The first group interview was conducted as a larger discussion to examine issues
and findings stemming from the experimental results, with the second group interview conducted
as a more in-depth investigation of the emergent themes and experimental findings.

Data Collection
Grounded theory may involve several sources of data, including individuals interviews,
group discussions, observations, and other artifacts gathered in the field (Strauss 1987). Group
interviews were the primary data source used in this research as a follow-up approach to the two
quantitative, experimental design studies. For validity purposes, the primary researcher was
accompanied by one other researcher and a note taker during the group interviews. The second
person was utilized to help take notes and follow the main topics and ideas to come back to
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throughout the group discussion. A third person was also present to help take notes and catch all
of the cross-talk between managers. The discussion was audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim, with permission from all participants, to supplement notes taken during the discussion.

Data Analysis
One of the main characteristics of grounded theory research is the constant interpretation
and analysis that is required between data collection, coding, and theoretical development
(Glaser and Strauss 1967). Interpretation and analysis must be started early, while interviews are
taking place, even before formal coding has begun (Glaser 1988). Field notes and memos were
used during the group interviews to track topics for further expansion (Bernard 2006). After each
interview, the researcher took time to write memos about initial interpretations of the discussions
with participants (Glaser 1988). The field notes and transcripts were then combined to begin
coding and analysis when initial interviews were completed, adhering to the constant comparison
approach that is at the heart of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967).

Coding
Theoretical coding is a very important part of the grounded theory approach; codes are
the connection between data and theory development (Glaser 1978a). Coding is used to uncover
“meaning units” of experiences that emerge from the data (Moustakas 1994), which are then
organized into categories and themes to find patterns in the data (Polkinghorne 1989). These
“meaning units” must be analyzed very thoroughly (i.e. individual lines, and even phrases)
before categories and themes are revealed. The current research utilizes the Glaserian (1978b)
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approach to coding methods, as opposed to that outlined by Strauss and Corbin (1998). The
Glaserian approach allows for a more open and emergent style of data analysis, rather than a
strict set of rules and defined categories to be followed.
The Glaserian coding paradigm involves open and selective coding. Initial coding stages
involve open coding of meaningful concepts from individual observations in the data (Bernard
2006; Glaser 1978a).

Through open coding, categories and themes emerge, which drives

theoretical sampling and later leads to theoretical saturation. As categories emerge, related
categories begin to relate to a common theme, also known as a “core category”, to which initial
sub-categories can be related. Selective coding is then used to focus on the emerging core
category and its related concepts and variables (Glaser 1978a; McCracken 1988).

Evaluative Criteria for Qualitative Research
The trustworthiness of the qualitative research was evaluated based on two sets of
criteria, as suggested by Flint, Woodruff, and Gardial (2002). Interpretive research focuses on
five main criteria: credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability (Lincoln and Guba
1985), and integrity assessment (Wallendorf and Belk 1989).

Because a grounded theory

approach was utilized, the criteria of fit, understanding, generality and control were also be
applied to the research (Strauss and Corbin 1990).

The current research used means for

addressing these criteria as outlined in extant literature on qualitative approaches and grounded
theory methods (Lincoln and Guba 1985; McCracken 1988; Wallendorf and Belk 1989), the
specifics of which are provided in Appendix E.
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CHAPTER 4—RESULTS
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the results of both experiments,
as well as the qualitative work that was conducted following both experimental studies. For each
of the two experiments, the analysis conducted for scale purification and assessment of the
measurement model is described, followed by the results of hypothesis testing.

Experiment 1—Analysis and Results
Scale Purification
Scale purification procedures were used to assess unidimensionality, reliability,
convergent validity and discriminant validity of the constructs (Garver and Mentzer 1999).
AMOS 18.0 structural equations modeling software was used to conduct a confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA). Initial model assessment revealed good convergent validity on each of the
factors, and a moderately acceptable fit of the measurement model (RMSEA of 0.086, CFI of
0.915, NFI of 0.839, and CMIN/d.f. ratio of 1.899), but modification indices suggested potential
issues between two items which were later deleted (one from relationship effectiveness and one
from affective commitment). The fit of the refined measurement model was good (RMSEA of
0.057, CFI of 0.966, NFI of 0.892, and CMIN/d.f. ratio of 1.399) and the estimated parameter
loadings were all significant (see Table 4.1), although several in surprising directions.
Additionally, internal reliability was addressed with Cronbach’s coefficient alpha calculated in
SPSS/PASW Statistics 18.0. All alpha values exceeded the recommended value of 0.70 (see
Table 4.1), confirming the items sufficiently captured each of the constructs of interest (Nunnally
and Bernstein 1994).
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Table 4.1 Confirmatory Factor Analysis Loadings & Reliability Estimates—Exp. 1
(CFI=0.966; NFI=0.892; RMSEA=0.057; CFI/d.f.=1.399)
Chronbach’s
Alpha

SF

SA

SRC

SRE

SAfC

0.957

0.887

0.768

0.791

0.799

SF_1
SF_2
SF_3
SF_4

WFut

.875
.905
.960
.944
SA_1
SA_2
SA_3
SA_4
SA_5

.791
.733
.783
.752
.866
SRC_1
SRC_2

.665
.940
SRE_2
SRE_3
SRE_4

.717
.741
.832
SAfC_1
SAfC_2
SAfC_4
SAfC_6

.763
.586
.699
.694
1.0

SF: supplier flexibility; SA: supplier adaptation; SRC: supplier role conflict; SRE: supplier relationship
effectiveness; SAfC: supplier affective commitment; WFut: supplier willingness to accommodate in future.

The estimates calculated in the CFA were also used to assess discriminant validity
through the comparison of average variance extracted (AVE) for each variable with the squared
correlation between each pair of variables, as recommended by Fornell and Larcker (1981). The
AVE exceeded the squared correlation between all pairs of constructs, except between supplier
affective commitment and supplier adaptation, and between supplier affective commitment and
supplier willingness to accommodate in the future (see Table 4.2). This suggests sufficient
discriminant validity of supplier role conflict, supplier flexibility, and relationship effectiveness.
Discriminant validity of the constructs in question from the AVE comparison was then tested
using a nested models comparison approach in AMOS, whereby the chi-square difference test is
used to compare the fit of the nested models (Bentler and Bonnet 1980; Byrne 2009; Mathieu
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and Farr 1991). The chi-square differences between the models showed each model getting
progressively worse from the original model (Original default model = chi-square 332.295;
Affective commitment & relationship effectiveness comparison model = chi-square 412.577;
Affective commitment and willingness to accommodate in future comparison model = chi-square
528.638). Testing of both pairs revealed that all the constructs in question were in fact
statistically different (at p<.001 level) and distinct constructs and therefore the measurement
model was retained. These scale purification procedures were used for measures of the
dependent variables and measures used for manipulation checks, with final measures provided in
Appendix D.

Table 4.2 Discriminant Validity Assessment—Exp. 1
SF
0.76709

SA

SF

SRC

SRE

SAfC

SA

0.15288

0.5963

SRC

0.30692

0.16646

0.60565

SRE

0.16565

0.06605

0.47748

0.56602

SAfC

0.25604

0.61937

0.47334

0.50980

0.5110

WFut

0.19534

0.51123

0.36966

0.26214

0.57154

WFut

1.0

Diagonal (bold): Average Variance Extracted
Lower Matrix: Squared Correlations

Manipulation & Realism Checks
A pretest was conducted to test the success of the experimental manipulations, with
manipulation checks repeated on the final experimental data. The independent variables
manipulated were supplier flexibility, supplier adaptation, and supplier role conflict. Items to
measure the manipulations were placed at the end of the questionnaire to avoid introducing a
bias or cueing responses from participants (Foschi 2007). T-tests were conducted to assess the
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success of the manipulations, and all manipulations worked as intended, with significant
differences found between the high and low groups of each manipulated variable at the p<.001
level.
Additionally, realism checks were performed to assess if the scenario projected a realworld situation and the participants understood the experimental tasks, both of which are
necessary for scenario-based experimental designs to be reliable (Louviere et al. 2000).
Participants were asked if they thought the scenario was realistic and if they could imagine two
companies in the situation described, items adapted from Dabholkar (1994). The realism check
suggests participants considered the scenarios to be realistic, with an average score of 4.15 out of
5 points.

Hypothesis Testing & Results
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted on the three dependent
variables in this study with supplier flexibility, supplier adaptation, and supplier role conflict as
factors. The overall ANOVA results are provided in Table 4.3 and dependent variable cell means
are provided in Table 4.4. As hypothesized, a main effect of supplier adaptation was observed
(Wilks’ Lambda=0.689; F=16.995; p<0.001), although directionality of the effect was different
than predicted. Additional univariate tests of the between-subjects effects indicate that an
increase in supplier adaptation is associated with a significant increase in supplier’s perceptions
of affective commitment (F=31.426; p<0.001), and supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the
future (F=33.295; p<0.001). H1 is not supported because the main effect of supplier adaptation
has a positive impact on both relational outcome variables rather than a negative impact as
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predicted. However, H2 is supported, regarding the main effect of supplier adaptation on
supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future.
Next, because extant literature has conceptualized SAC as having elements of supplier
flexibility and supplier adaptation, a two-way interaction effect between these two variables was
hypothesized in H3-H5. However, the omnibus test of the MANOVA revealed no significant
two-way interaction effect between supplier flexibility and adaptation (Wilks’ Lambda=0.976;
F=0.922; p=0.433). Finally, there was also no significant three-way interaction between all three
independent variables (Wilks’ Lambda=0.997; F=0.121; p=0.948), suggesting a lack of support
for H6 and H7. Because none of the interaction hypotheses were supported, no further post-hoc
tests were necessary to examine the effects of specific combinations of these variables. The lack
of a two-way interaction between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation is especially
interesting because there were significant two-way interaction effects between each of the two
variables and supplier role conflict, although not predicted a priori (see Table 4.3). Table 4.4
provides a summary of the outcomes of all hypotheses in Experiment 1.

Table 4.3 ANOVA Results—Main & Interaction Effects—Exp. 1
Effects

Supplier Relationship
Effectiveness
F-statistic

Supplier Affective
Commitment
F-statistic

Supplier Willingness to
Accommodate in Future
F-statistic

Supplier Adaptation (SA)

(+) 0.207 (p=.650)

(+) 31.426 (p<.001)***

(+) 33.295 (p<.001)***

Supplier Flexibility (SF)

(+) 35.089 (p<.001)***

(+) 14.839 (p<.001)***

(+) 21.936 (p<.001)***

Supplier Role Conflict (SRC)

(-) 77.880 (p<.001)***

(-) 24.751 (p<.001)***

(-) 14.207 (p<.001)***

SF x SA

0.079 (p=.779)

0.003 (p=.957)

2.154 (p=.145)

SF x SRC

0.092 (p=.763)

0.334 (p=.564)

2.901 (p=.091)*

SA x SRC

5.043 (p=.027)**

5.293 (p=.023)**

4.386 (p=.038)**

0.008 (p=.929)

0.204 (p=.652)

0.126 (p=.723)

SA x SF x SRC

*** Significant at p<.001; **Significant at p<.05 level; *Significant at p<.10 level.
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Table 4.4 Summary of Outcomes for Hypotheses—Exp. 1
Effect

#

Hypothesis

H1

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation will negatively impact suppliers’
perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness and (b)
affective commitment.

Not Supported

H2

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation will positively impact suppliers’
willingness to accommodate in the future.

Supported

H3

In established buyer-supplier relationships, low
supplier adaptation and low supplier flexibility will
positively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a)
relationship
effectiveness
and
(b)
affective
commitment.

Not supported

H4

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation and low supplier flexibility will
negatively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a)
relationship
effectiveness
and
(b)
affective
commitment.

Not supported

H5a

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation and high supplier flexibility will
suppliers’
willingness
to
positively
impact
accommodate customers in the future.

Not supported

H5
b

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation and low supplier flexibility will
suppliers’
willingness
to
negatively
impact
accommodate in the future.

Not supported

H6

In established buyer-supplier relationships, low
supplier adaptation, low supplier flexibility and low
role conflict will positively impact suppliers’
perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness, (b)
affective commitment, and (c) suppliers’ willingness to
accommodate customers in the future.

Not supported

H7

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation, low supplier flexibility, and
high role conflict will negatively impact suppliers’
perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness, (b)
affective commitment, and (c) suppliers’ willingness to
accommodate in the future.

Not supported

Main
Effects

Two-Way
Interaction
Effects

Three-Way
Interaction
Effects

Outcome
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Although not hypothesized, main effects of supplier flexibility and role conflict, as well
as additional interaction effects were observed. The foundations of social exchange theory
suggest that increased supplier flexibility would also imply additional costs for suppliers, as is
consistent with the literature on supplier adaptation (Cannon and Homburg 2001), and would
therefore have a negative effect on both relational outcome variables. While a main effect of
supplier flexibility was observed (Wilks’ Lambda=0.713; F=15.185; p<0.001), additional
univariate tests indicate that an increase in supplier flexibility is associated with a significant
increase in supplier’s perceptions of relationship effectiveness (F=35.089; p<0.001), supplier’s
perceptions of affective commitment (F=14.839; p<0.001), and supplier’s willingness to
accommodate in the future (F=21.936; p<0.001). This is consistent with the opposite
directionality of the main effect of supplier adaptation on the relational variables, suggesting that
the costs may not be great enough to have a negative impact on the relational outcomes, or that
the benefits of supplier adaptation and supplier flexibility outweigh the costs from the supplier’s
perspective.
Additionally, as is consistent with a role theoretic perspective, a significant main effect of
supplier role conflict was also observed (Wilks’ Lambda=0.588; F=26.404; p<0.001), although
not predicted a priori. Additional univariate tests of the between-subjects effects indicate that
increased supplier role conflict is associated with a decrease in both relationship effectiveness
(F=78.880; p<0.001) and affective commitment (F=24.751; p<0.001) from the perception of the
supplier, and a decrease in the supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future (F=14.207;
p<0.001). Although these main effects were not hypothesized, the directionality of the
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relationships are consistent with the a priori theoretical assumptions used to develop the threeway interaction hypotheses which included supplier role conflict.
Although not predicted a priori, multiple two-way interaction effects were observed, and
therefore post hoc analysis included pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s adjustment, as well as
contrast testing to look at specific differences between groups for each two-way interaction
effect. While Tukey’s post-hoc tests assess the differences between pairs of cell means, contrast
testing allows for more powerful and more customized testing of one cell mean versus all other
means (Buckless and Ravenscroft 1990). Although supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation
did not have any significant interaction effects, each of them had a significant interaction effect
with supplier role conflict. The dependent variable cell means are provided in Table 4.5, and
suggest that supplier role conflict has an increased negative impact on supplier relationship
effectiveness and affective commitment under conditions of high supplier adaptation.
Additionally, supplier role conflict has a greater negative impact on supplier willingness to
accommodate in the future when the supplier has a high degree of flexibility. The significance
of these findings and specific interaction effects are discussed further in Chapter 5.
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Table 4.5 Dependent Variable Cell Means—Exp. 1
Dependent
variable

Supplier
Adaptation

Supplier
Flexibility

Supplier Role
Conflict

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Supplier
Relationship
Effectiveness

Low

Low

Low
High

3.542d
2.750c

0.838
0.673

High

Low
High

4.138d
3.435c

0.487
0.568

Low

Low
High

3.806b
2.525a

0.683
0.464

High

Low
High

4.487b
3.254a

0.379
0.725

Low

Low
High

3.105c
2.801b

0.768
0.674

High

Low
High

3.514c
3.238b

0.643
0.678

Low

Low
High

4.016a
3.116

0.505
0.420

High

Low
High

4.316a
3.639

0.480
0.417

Low

Low
High

2.670c
2.720bf

0.976
0.958

High

Low
High

3.860ce
3.320b

0.770
0.946

Low

Low
High

4.070a
3.420f

0.267
0.669

High

Low
High

4.730ae
3.690

0.458
0.873

High

Supplier
Affective
Commitment

Low

High

Supplier’s
Willingness to
Accommodate
in the Future

Low

High

*Cell means with the same subscript are statistically different from all other dependent variable
cell means without such subscript, within levels of that dependent variable, when accounting for
Type I error using Tukey’s adjustment at p<.05 level and contrast testing to test specific means
against all others.
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Experiment 2—Analysis and Results
Scale Purification
Identical scale purification procedures were used in both experimental studies. In the
Experiment 2 data, initial model assessment also revealed good convergent validity on each of
the factors, and a moderately acceptable fit of the measurement model (RMSEA of 0.085, CFI of
0.921, NFI of 0.845, and CMIN/d.f. ratio of 1.846), but modification indices suggested several
issues between items and their error terms. The same items from relationship effectiveness and
affective commitment that caused issues and were dropped in Experiment 1 were also causing
shared variance issues and were dropped from the final measurement model in Experiment 2,
along with one additional item from affective commitment. The fit of the refined measurement
model was good (RMSEA of 0.067, CFI of 0.956, NFI of 0.884, and CMIN/d.f. ratio of 1.528)
and the estimated parameter loadings were all significant (see Table 4.6). Internal reliability was
addressed with Cronbach’s coefficient alpha, with all alpha values exceeding the recommended
value of 0.70 (see Table 4.6), with the exception of the scale for supplier role conflict, which was
just below the recommended value (Nunnally and Bernstein 1994).
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Table 4.6 Confirmatory Factor Analysis Loadings & Reliability Estimates—Exp. 2
(CFI=0.956; NFI=0.884; RMSEA=0.067; CFI/d.f.=1.528)
Chronbach’s
Alpha

SF

SA

SRC

BRE

BAfC

0.957

0.899

0.661

0.879

0.871

SF_1
SF_2
SF_3
SF_4

BExp_Fut

.892
.913
.943
.939
SA_1
SA_2
SA_3
SA_4
SA_5

.805
.755
.800
.816
.838
SRC_1
SRC_2

.811
.609
BRE_2
BRE_3
BRE_4

.769
.874
.892
BAfC_2
BAfC_4
BAfC_5
BAfC_6

.812
.727
.886
.768
1.0

SF: supplier flexibility; SA: supplier adaptation; SRC: supplier role conflict; BRE: buyer relationship effectiveness;
BAfC: buyer affective commitment; BExp_Fut: buyer’s expectations for future accommodation

Discriminant validity was assessed using the same approach as Experiment 1. The AVE
exceeded the squared correlation between all pairs of constructs, except between combinations of
buyer relationship effectiveness, affective commitment, and supplier role conflict (see Table
4.7). This suggests sufficient discriminant validity of supplier adaptation, supplier flexibility, and
buyer’s expectations for future accommodation. Discriminant validity of the constructs in
question from the AVE comparison was then tested using a nested models comparison approach
(Bentler and Bonnet 1980; Byrne 2009; Mathieu and Farr 1991). The chi-square differences
between the models showed each model getting progressively worse from the original model
(Original default model = chi-square 210.802; Affective commitment & relationship
effectiveness comparison model = chi-square 257.445; Affective commitment and supplier role
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conflict comparison model = chi-square 230.804; Relationship effectiveness and supplier role
conflict comparison model = chi-square 231.102). Testing of the three pairs revealed that each of
the three constructs in question were in fact statistically different (at p<.001 level) and distinct
constructs and therefore the measurement model was retained. Manipulation and realism checks
were consistent with the procedures used in Experiment 1, with participants in Experiment 2
rating the scenarios as realistic with an average of 3.91 on a 5-point scale.

Table 4.7 Discriminant Validity Assessment—Exp. 2
SA

SF

SF
0.75090

SRC

BRE

BAfC

SA

0.21344

0.59335

SRC

0.22563

0.19360

0.42546

BRE

0.32376

0.12531

0.44890

0.72693

BAfC

0.24404

0.15840

0.45024

0.67900

0.64008

BExp_Fut

0.05382

0.18836

0.20160

0.25200

0.23814

BExp_Fut

1.00

Diagonal (bold): Average Variance Extracted
Lower Matrix: Squared Correlations

Hypothesis Testing & Results
A MANOVA was conducted on the three dependent variables in this study with supplier
flexibility, supplier adaptation, and supplier role conflict as factors. The overall ANOVA results
for Experiment 2 are provided in Table 4.8 and dependent variable cell means are provided in
Table 4.9. As hypothesized, a main effect of supplier adaptation was observed (Wilks’
Lambda=0.790; F=9.638; p<0.001). Additional univariate tests of the between-subjects effects
indicate that an increase in supplier adaptation is associated with a significant increase in the
buyer’s perceptions of relationship effectiveness (F=9.869; p<0.001), affective commitment
(F=3.872; p=0.052), and buyer’s expectations for future accommodation (F=26.432; p<0.001).
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The significant main effect of supplier adaptation and the positive effect on all three dependent
variables lend support for both H1 and H2.

Table 4.8 ANOVA Results—Main & Interaction effects—Exp. 2
Effects

Buyer Relationship
Effectiveness
F-statistic

Buyer Affective
Commitment
F-statistic

Buyer Expectations for
Future Accommodation
F-statistic

Supplier Adaptation (SA)

(+) 9.869 (p<.001)***

(+) 3.872 (p=.052)*

(+) 26.432 (p<.001)***

Supplier Flexibility (SF)

(+) 25.190 (p<.001)***

(+) 13.908 (p<.001)***

(+) 2.890 (p=.092)*

(-) 3.443 (p=.066)*

(-) 5.328 (p=.023)**

(-) 1.699 (p=.195)

SF x SA

0.080 (p=.778)

0.497 (p=.482)

0.049 (p=.825)

SF x SRC

0.319 (p=.573)

0.001 (p=.979)

0.018 (p=.894)

SA x SRC

1.362 (p=.246)

0.102 (p=.750)

0.240 (p=.626)

SA x SF x SRC

0.430 (p=.513)

0.176 (p=.676)

0.363 (p=.548)

Supplier Role Conflict (SRC)

*** Significant at p<.001; **Significant at p<.05 level; *Significant at p<.10 level.

Additionally, a significant main effect of supplier flexibility was also observed (Wilks’
Lambda=0.813; F=8.335; p<0.001), although not hypothesized a priori. Univariate ANOVA
tests indicate that higher levels of supplier flexibility are associated with improved relationship
effectiveness (F=25.190; p<0.001) and greater affective commitment (F=13.908; p<0.001) from
the buyer’s perspective. Similar to higher levels of adaptation, higher levels of supplier
flexibility are also associated with an increase in buyers’ expectations for future accommodation
(F=2.890; p=0.092), as is consistent with the feedback effects predicted by both SET and RT.
Although two-way interaction effects were predicted between supplier flexibility and
supplier adaptation as elements of SAC, no such effect was found from the buyer’s perspective
(Wilks’ Lambda=0.995; F=0.186; p=0.906). Therefore, hypotheses 3-5 were not supported.
Unlike Experiment 1, neither of these variables interacted with supplier role conflict. Although
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the main tenets of RT would suggest that role conflict would cause both parties to perceive
tension on the relationship (Kahn et al. 1964), there is no significant main effect nor are there
any interaction effects of supplier role conflict from the buyer’s perspective, and negative
relationship effects are limited (see Table 4.9). This lack of a three-way interaction effect
between all three independent variables (Wilks’ Lambda=0.995; F=0.194; p=0.900) also
suggests a lack of support for hypotheses 6-8. A summary of the outcomes of all hypotheses in
Experiment 2 is provided in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.9 Dependent Variable Cell Means—Exp. 2
Dependent
variable

Supplier
Adaptation

Supplier
Flexibility

Supplier Role
Conflict

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Buyer
Relationship
Effectiveness

Low

Low

Low
High

3.250
2.792

0.761
0.548

High

Low
High

3.933
3.502

1.181
0.659

Low

Low
High

3.402
3.480

0.772
0.667

High

Low
High

4.361
4.081

0.929
0.841

Low

Low
High

3.159
2.711

0.693
0.548

High

Low
High

3.549
2.178

1.205
0.615

Low

Low
High

3.237
3.008

0.525
0.711

High

Low
High

3.960
3.599

1.081
0.907

Low

Low
High

3.640
3.250

0.929
1.000

High

Low
High

3.820
3.590

1.328
1.278

Low

Low
High

4.310
4.290

0.630
0.849

High

Low
High

4.770
4.500

0.599
0.618

High

Buyer Affective
Commitment

Low

High

Buyer’s
Expectations for
Future
Accommodation

Low

High
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Table 4.10 Summary of Outcomes for Hypotheses—Exp. 2
Effect

Main
Effects

#

Hypothesis

H1

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation will positively impact buyers’
perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness and (b)
affective commitment.

Supported

H2

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation positively impacts buyers’ future
expectations for accommodation.

Supported

H3

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation and high supplier flexibility will
positively impact buyers’ perceptions of (a) relationship
effectiveness, (b) affective commitment, and (c)
buyers’ future expectations for accommodation.

Not supported

H4

In established buyer-supplier relationships, low
supplier adaptation and high supplier flexibility will
negatively impact buyers’ perceptions of (a)
relationship effectiveness and (b) affective
commitment.

Not supported

H5

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation and low supplier flexibility will
negatively impact buyers’ future expectations for
accommodation.

Not supported

H6

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation, high supplier flexibility, and
low role conflict will positively impact buyers’
perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness, (b)
affective commitment, and (c) buyers’ future
expectations for accommodation.

Not supported

H7

In established buyer-supplier relationships, low
supplier adaptation, high supplier flexibility and
high role conflict will negatively impact buyers’
perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness and (b)
affective commitment.

Not supported

H8

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high
supplier adaptation, low supplier flexibility, and
high role conflict will negatively impact buyers’
future expectations for accommodation.

Not supported

Two-Way
Interaction
Effects

Three-Way
Interaction
Effects

Outcome
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Qualitative Group Interviews
Following the quantitative analysis of both experimental design studies, group interviews
were conducted to further assess the quantitative findings. Two group interviews involved
managers from multiple companies and industries, which allowed for cross-talk between the
individual managers and comparison of experiences. A grounded theory approach to data
collection and analysis was utilized for the group interviews (Glaser 1978b; Glaser and Strauss
1967). The first group interview had a rather open discussion guide, based on the findings from
the two experiments, and had 20 active participants. The second group interview had 6
participants and was designed to gain a more in-depth understanding of issues that surfaced in
the first group interview, and further address outstanding issues from the findings of the two
experimental studies. The data and insights gained through the follow-up group interviews was
then utilized to build on the findings from the experimental studies, help address any unexpected
results, and provide a richer overall picture of the SAC phenomenon (e.g. Cousins and Spekman
2003; Tate et al. 2009).
The trustworthiness of the data obtained from qualitative group interviews was evaluated
based on two sets of criteria, as suggested by Flint, Woodruff, and Gardial (2002). Interpretive
research focuses on five main criteria: credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability
(Lincoln and Guba 1985), and integrity assessment (Wallendorf and Belk 1989). Because a
grounded theory approach was utilized, the criteria of fit, understanding, generality and control
were also applied to this research (Strauss and Corbin 1990). The current research utilized
means for addressing these criteria as outlined in extant literature on qualitative approaches and
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grounded theory methods (Lincoln and Guba 1985; McCracken 1988; Wallendorf and Belk
1989), the specifics of which are provided in Appendix E.
Both group interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim, with consent from
participants. This data was then coded using a grounded theory approach, with 116 open codes
emerging from the data. The open codes were then examined for themes and sub-themes, using
selective coding to further focus on the emerging categories (Glaser 1978b; Glaser and Strauss
1967; McCracken 1988). Five key themes emerged from the qualitative group interviews that
begin to help explain the findings from both experimental studies (see Table 4.11). Each of the
individual themes and their sub-themes will be discussed in detail in this section, and then
utilized to integrate the quantitative and qualitative findings in Chapter 5.
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Table 4.11 Overarching Themes of Group Interviews on Supplier Accommodation
Theme

“Accommodation
as Opportunity”

Description

Characteristic Quotes

Although there are costs associated with
accommodation, suppliers view
accommodation as a long-term opportunity,
where the benefits overshadow the costs of
accommodating customers. Accommodation
provides opportunity to strengthen
relationships with customers, build a
competitive advantage through learning and
increased capabilities, and additional access
to resources through customer contacts.

“Managing a
Moving Target”

As suppliers accommodate their customers,
customers/buying firms come to expect such
accommodation, and buyers’ expectations of
their suppliers shift. What was once
considered supplier accommodation then
becomes the new norm, in a cyclical feedback
process.

“Remember
What we Did for
You”

Suppliers expressed the importance of buying
firms appreciating accommodation, of
remembering when suppliers go above and
beyond their typical role behaviors. This then
influences the suppliers’ willingness to
accommodate that specific customer/buying
firm in the future.

“Cost-Benefit
Decision Making
Process”

Suppliers suggested a definite cost-benefit
approach to their decision-making process for
accommodating customers. Although they
consider the costs, suppliers comments
suggest that costs often get overshadowed by
potential benefits of accommodation.

“Accommodation
Should Mean
We’re Special”

Buyers expressed the need to feel “special”
through accommodation, and the red flags
that arise if suppliers always say yes.
Consistent ‘yes’ responses from suppliers
raise questions of credibility.
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“They tell that story every time we play golf. It
strengthened the relationship because we
went through that [accommodation]
together.”
“So, yes, it's going to cost us some money to
develop this, but we can proceed where we'll
be able to use that elsewhere. So, in essence
we'll have another tool in our toolbox.”
“Bottom line, I think it makes us more
competitive in the market place.”
“It’s hard not to change expectations. As a
buyer, you tend to, I won’t say abuse…but you
know the suppliers that will come through”.
“Yeah if you want to remain our supplier, you
have to meet our new expectations.”
“A little genuine gratitude when you go over
and above is always appreciated, because
that’s something you can go back and tell the
people who actually executed the ‘over and
above’, job well done…you got the attention
of our customers.”
“Everything is run through…what does it cost,
and what does it to do our ultimate
profitability. Everything comes back to the
bottom line.”
“[The accommodation request] always gets
more scrutiny the thinner the margin
becomes.”
“It’s back to that ‘yes’ all the time…of course
that raises red flags, because this is not a
‘yes’ world, this is a ‘maybe’ world.”
“Do you ever wonder, if they say yes all the
time, what are they doing for my
competitors?”

“Accommodation as Opportunity”
A resounding theme in both group interviews was the idea that although there are
additional costs for suppliers adding flexibility and making adaptations for specific customers,
there are just as many or more long-term opportunities and benefits. Participants spoke of
specific adaptations providing an opportunity for suppliers to expand their knowledge and build
capabilities that can then be used to serve other customers and establish a long-term competitive
advantage. Sub-themes of learning and competitive advantage, strengthened relationships,
mutual benefits, and access to resources and contacts emerged within the overarching
“Accommodation as Opportunity” theme. Although participants emphasized the importance of
recognizing the costs associated with SAC, much of the discussion seemed to be overshadowed
by the suppliers’ inclination towards the long-term benefits and opportunities associated with
both adaptation and flexibility.

Learning and Competitive Advantage
From the supplier’s perspective, accommodation is viewed as a growth opportunity, to
“stretch beyond [their] comfort zones.” One buyer even echoed this sentiment, saying “It may be
a test to see if [the suppliers] have the capabilities to go over and above.” Although
accommodations are made for specific customers, suppliers take a more holistic approach to
accommodation and consider it an opportunity to build knowledge and capabilities that can then
be transferred to other customers and build competitive advantage to attract future customers. In
considering the bigger picture, suppliers are also weighing the risks and opportunity costs of not
accommodating:
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When we get those requests for additional accommodation, I think what we tend to do is,
and we think is the right way to consider it…if it is something that your competition is
doing and you're not, then you need to try to get there. Look at it as…if I make this
investment, I can apply the accommodation across the market, it gives me a competitive
advantage in the market, and that needs to come into play. We are not serving just one
customer. If you choose not to do it, you put yourself at risk [of missing out] by not going
forward with it. […]If I can take this when it is done, then I can use it on six different
customers, and that really puts you ahead of the game, instead of looking at [each
customer]in isolation.

In this sense, participants noted that from a supplier’s perspective, accommodating a customer is
not merely an isolated incident to please a specific customer, but it is also “adding another tool
to the toolbox” of services that can be provided to other customers.

Strengthened Relationships
Participants in both group interviews discussed relationships as coming into play
significantly in accommodation, both in the decision-making process, as well as in facilitating
improved outcomes of accommodation. One participant noted: “I perceive it as strengthening
the relationship because it gives me an opportunity to go further in the relationship, even though
it may be adding cost to the relationship.” Participants discussed the existing relationship
coming into play in how accommodation is carried out, for example the communication and
collaboration between the parties involved plays significantly into the outcomes and success of
the accommodation. One participant told a story of a significant accommodation that they had to
make regarding production schedules for a key customer, and the recognition and reward that
stemmed from that accommodation: “They still tell that story every time we play golf. It helped
the relationship because we went through that [accommodation] together.” This idea resonated
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with buyer firms as well, one suggesting that they “tend to partner with” suppliers who are
willing to work with them on some accommodations.

Mutual Benefits
Although this research has focused on supplier accommodation of customers, participants
spoke about mutual benefits from reciprocal accommodation. Not only do suppliers
accommodate their customers as special needs arise, but buyers also reciprocate by
accommodating suppliers in certain instances. One buyer participant noted: “I actually had a
supplier educate me on their process to the point that their solution was far better than the one I
had dictated to them, so I had to change my business and actually accommodate them, but there
was such a win in the chain that it would have been foolish not to.” Participants from buyer and
supplier firms discussed the importance of mutual benefits in any exchange over a period of
time—“It all comes down to whether or not both sides, the buyer and seller, see value in that
accommodation, whether it’s now or down the road; it could be value in dollars, or additional
business.” Finally, participants in buying firms discussed an evolution in the approach used in
supplier management, noting that it is becoming much more balanced and focused on mutual
benefit: “We still kind of met in the middle, but they accommodated that not because we had a
big stick, but because they saw the longer term play and saw that accommodation was good for
everyone.”

Access to Resources and Contacts
Often firms enter exchange relationships with other firms not only for the direct benefits,
but also for the resources and contacts provided indirectly through a network of relationships
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(Kilduff and Krackhardt 1994; Uzzi and Spiro 2005). Discussions from the group interviews
suggest that this is the case with supplier accommodation as well; just as suppliers may build
capabilities from accommodation that can be used to serve other customers, participants also
discussed the access to additional resources and contacts available through accommodation
opportunities. One participant from a service provider firm provides an excellent example of
accommodating a large manufacturer:
They’re too big not to have on the resume, and having them as a customer has also led
to a number of [their] tier one suppliers becoming our customers. And while the initial
relationship may be a one or two percent margin, we can make a five to ten percent
margin off of a tier one. In the long run, it has been a beneficial thing for us, even though
dealing with [them] sometimes can be a bit of a pill. […] The revenue stream for this
customer is still attractive, even at a slim margin, but adding five or six tier one accounts
directly related to them…they are suppliers to [Customer X] and because we were in
their doors every day picking up for [Customer X], we were able to come upstream a
little bit and become their provider also. It has also benefitted us on the marketing
side…they’re a great resume header.
This suggests that accommodation may strengthen relationships enough to begin building
relational rent (Dyer and Singh 1998), which will be further discussed as a part of Manuscript 1
in Chapter 6.

“Managing a Moving Target”
In today’s increasingly complex and competitive business environment, organizations
and their supply chains must be flexible and adaptive to changing market needs (Liao et al. 2010;
Sánchez and Pérez 2005). Suppliers are then asked to accommodate their customers as their
needs change, which presents new complexities to managing customer expectations and
demands. Buyer and supplier firms recognized the difficulty of “managing a moving target”
related to the expectations for accommodation continually shifting. Buying firms recognize that
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as their suppliers accommodate their changing needs, this becomes the new norm and
expectations for accommodation increase. This proceeds in a cyclical pattern, with participants in
buying firms recognizing that in time they learn to expect certain aspects of accommodation. “I
think as a buyer, you learn who your suppliers are that are willing to work with you on
accommodations.” This suggests that suppliers who always accommodate their customers are
essentially training them to expect that level of accommodation, and if such accommodation is
not continued, this could have negative impacts on the buyer-supplier relationship.
Supplier firms recognize that this is occurring, suggesting that buying firms are becoming
more and more demanding.
They’re not shy about asking for the moon and not wanting to pay for it. They make, not
so much physical requests […], but it’s ‘oh I need this, and I need you to do it this way,
and I need you to do it tomorrow’, and everyone is jumping through hoops trying to get
the organization set up to accommodate them for that.
Suppliers stressed the importance of managing customer expectations, so that there is a clear
understanding of what standard business is and what is “above and beyond”. One manager said
“suppliers need to try not to allow themselves to be victims,” meaning that if buyer/customer
expectations are not in line with what they view as their role as a supplier, they need to
communicate with the buying firms. This manager suggested that communicating this
discrepancy in expectations could be conducted at a quarterly review meeting or other review,
and could potentially be an opportunity for the supplier to actually strengthen the relationship,
providing an example of a conversation between a buyer and supplier:
‘Here are the things we did, you know we’re not going to ask you for money for them, it’s
part of the relationship…but just so you know, it did cost us’. At least try to illustrate
what value you bring to the table. If there seems like an opportunity to develop a
relationship, then you [suppliers] need to demonstrate your value and that way you are
helping control your destiny.
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Participants from buying firms discussed the importance of suppliers communicating the
implications of accommodation, as in the above example. Buyers can make an attempt to adjust
expectations or at least have more of an appreciation for accommodation if suppliers are not just
saying “yes, yes, yes,” but communicating more about their decision-making process for
accommodation and the associated performance implications.
Suppliers become frustrated with trying to manage a moving target, with sentiments such
as: “Well I haven’t had to do that in the past years, so why do I have to do that now?” Changing
expectations means an evolving difference in expectations between buyers and suppliers
regarding what the supplier’s role entails. This evolving difference in expectations suggests
changing levels of role conflict, which causes relationship tension to fluctuate (Kahn et al. 1964).

“Remember What we Did for You”
Although suppliers recognize accommodation as an opportunity, they also expressed the
importance of buying firms appreciating accommodation, of remembering when suppliers go
above and beyond their typical role behaviors. “A little genuine gratitude when you go over and
above is always appreciated, because that’s something you can go back and tell the people who
actually executed the ‘over and above’ a job well done…hey you got the attention of our
customers.” This appreciation and remembrance of accommodation then influences the
suppliers’ willingness to accommodate that specific customer/buying firm in the future. “The
times when we’ve passed that message onto our suppliers…I’ve had people years later say, ‘you
know I remember when we were recognized for this and this.’”
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Supplier accommodation of customers builds goodwill in the relationship, connected both
to the individual contact as well as the company overall. This goodwill and remembrance of
accommodation may buffer the negative effects of different expectations and role conflict. From
the supplier’s perspective, even if the accommodation is not something that they see within their
role as a supplier, they consider the goodwill that has been built up in the relationship when
considering their willingness to accommodate in the future.

“Cost-Benefit Decision Making Process”
Although opportunities seem to overshadow the costs of accommodation, suppliers
definitely still use a cost-benefit approach to decision-making regarding accommodation of
customers. One supplier’s example suggests that this cost-benefit analysis is not based on purely
economic variables, but also considers social variables related to the existing relationship:
Everything is run through…what it costs, what it does to our ultimate profitability.
Everything comes back to the bottom line. If Customer A asks us to do something and
they’re a 10% margin account and this m ay cost us to a point on the margin…we think
about how long have we been with them and what’s the relationship with the customer
otherwise…then we leverage that. We always look for an extension of the relationship as
part of any decision.
Additionally, suppliers consider the “risk of not going forward with it” or the opportunity costs
of not accommodating customers’ needs as they change.
Beyond the direct costs and benefits of accommodating customers, suppliers also
consider the history of accommodation over the length of the relationship. Accommodation
requests are not approached as isolated incidents; suppliers discussed the frequency and
magnitude of accommodation over time as well. One supplier said, “The one-offs are going to
happen, but the systematic issues where we’re jumping through hoops 24-7, yeah we’ve got a
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problem. There’s a cost to provide that level of service, so yes we can do it but at a cost.” Rather
than a “yes” or “no” to each request, suppliers suggested the importance of considering the
bigger picture, as “this isn’t a ‘yes’ world, this is a ‘maybe’ world.”
Often suppliers will provide alternative options instead of merely accommodating the
customer or not. Participants speaking from both the buyer and supplier perspectives suggested
that suppliers will often provide alternative options to accommodation instead of merely saying
‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the accommodation request. This suggests that there may be a negotiation of
accommodation, which participants spoke of being beneficial from both the buyer and supplier
perspectives. One buyer commented, “So there is always that risk that they will say no, and some
suppliers might say ‘well I can't do that, but I can do this instead’. So that's my job to work with
my buyers and say ‘well they can do it 3 days sooner than you thought first, so that's still
better.’” From the supplier’s perspective, providing alternative options seems less costprohibitive, as well as still puts them in a good light with the buying firm because they are able
to compromise on a solution that meets the needs of the buying firm but not required to fully
accommodate the initial request.
Other triggers and elements that factor into both the decision-making process for supplier
accommodation, as well as the potential outcomes of supplier accommodation, include
characteristics of the relationship, buyer knowledge in the specific purchasing category, and the
length of the contract. Additionally, facilitators to successful accommodation include whether a
collaborative approach to accommodation is used, and the level of communication between
supply chain partners.
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“Accommodation Should Mean We’re Special”
Finally, buyers expressed concern for what their suppliers were doing for competitors
relative to accommodation. One participant posed a question to the group: “Do you ever wonder
if your supplier always says ‘yes’, then what are they doing for my competitor? Are they
answering yes whenever the competitor asks for something too, or what are they doing across
the street?” This suggests that buyers feel accommodation should be “special”, whereas
suppliers seek to leverage long-term capabilities and opportunities stemming from
accommodation.
This disjoint in goals of accommodation between buyers and suppliers aligns well with
the discussion on differences in expectations, as buyers and suppliers have a divergent
understanding of what accommodation really means at the core of the concept. Buyers suggested
that they do not consider something to be accommodation “unless it’s a stretch.” Buying firms
seem to be more appreciative of suppliers accommodating their changing needs if the supplier is
required to stretch beyond their typical capabilities. When suppliers respond too quickly to
accommodation requests or do so without questioning the issue, buyers question the suppliers’
credibility—“They’re probably making too much money, they’re probably at the 20% if they
always say ‘yes.’” Therefore, suppliers must be cautious of their decision making and
interactions with buying firms regarding accommodation. Suppliers in the group interview
recognized the tendency to let the potential benefits overshadow the costs and implications of
accommodation, saying “We had to step back, because you have to understand the profitability;
we can’t say yes to everything or we may lose credibility.”
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CHAPTER 5—DISCUSSION
While the previous chapter outlined the findings of each of the experimental studies and
how group interviews were used to further explore the quantitative findings, this chapter will
further discuss the convergence of the findings. The purpose of this chapter is to build on the
qualitative themes discussed in Chapter 4 and use them to explain the convergence of findings
and lack of findings across the two experimental studies. The end of the chapter addresses
conclusions of the dissertation research as a whole regarding implications and future research
opportunities.

Convergence of Findings
Often when hypotheses are not supported in experimental studies, the theoretical
underpinnings of the research are questioned, as experimental design controls for extraneous
variables and is one of the best methodological approaches for testing causality and theoretical
assumptions (Webster Jr. and Sell 2007). In both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 there were
many unexpected findings. However, even results that differ from the hypothesized outcomes
have the potential to generate very interesting insights for theory and practice (Pagell and Kristal
2011).

Main Effects of Supplier Adaptation & Supplier Flexibility across Studies
Experiment 1 focused on the supplier’s perspective of the outcomes of SAC and supplier
role conflict, and the proposed main effects of supplier adaptation were based on the assumption
that adaptation represents additional costs for suppliers, as suggested in extant literature (Cannon
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and Homburg 2001). Extant literature may have taken a transaction cost economics approach to
examining accommodation, and therefore stressed the costs outweighing potential benefits for
suppliers. Based on this assumption, SET suggests that if the costs outweigh the benefits of
maintaining the relationship, this could have negative effects on the relationship. Despite the
main effect of supplier adaptation being significant, results revealed a significant positive effect
of supplier adaptation on supplier’s perceptions of affective commitment, and a positive although
insignificant effect on supplier’s perceptions of relationship effectiveness. Although this finding
is in the opposite direction of what was predicted, it is supported and further explained by the
“Accommodation as Opportunity” theme from the qualitative group interviews, which suggested
that suppliers see accommodation of customers as an opportunity for long-term benefits and
learning that extends beyond any costs associated with the accommodation.
Although supplier adaptation was expected to have a negative impact on suppliers’
perceptions of the relationship and a positive impact on buyers’ perceptions of the relationship,
comparing the main effects across both studies reveals a positive association between supplier
adaptation and both relational outcomes in both studies. Similarly, supplier flexibility had
positive effects on both suppliers’ and buyers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the relationship
and their affective commitment toward the relationship. From an SET perspective, synthesizing
these findings suggest that both buyer and supplier firms see both elements of supplier
accommodation (i.e. flexibility and adaptation) as beneficial, to the point that the benefits
outweigh the costs of accommodation enough to have a positive impact on their perceptions of
the relationship. However, each party views accommodation as beneficial for different reasons.
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From the buyer’s perspective, SET would suggest that increased flexibility and
adaptation on the part of the supplier toward the buying firm would improve the buyer’s
perception of the relationship. One participant spoke from the buyer’s perspective and
commented on different suppliers’ approach to accommodation requests: “It’s all about how
those suppliers view the relationship,” with the idea that buyers see supplier accommodation as a
way of strengthening the relationship because suppliers are demonstrating their commitment.
From the supplier’s perspective, insights from the qualitative group interviews help suggest what
benefits the suppliers see from accommodation. As discussed as part of the “Accommodation as
Opportunity” theme, suppliers view accommodation as more beneficial than costly in the longrun because it provides them an opportunity to strengthen relationships, stretch their knowledge
base and build capabilities that can be used to serve other customers and gain a competitive
advantage, and gain access to additional information and resources through more strategic
relationships.
This qualitative theme stemming from the group interviews helps to explain the results of
Experiment 1. Although participants agreed that a cost-benefit approach is necessary, SET could
not completely explain the supplier’s evaluation of the SAC phenomenon. The assumption that
the costs for the supplier would outweigh the benefits of SAC did not hold; in fact, the
qualitative work suggests that costs of SAC are overshadowed by all of the potential benefits and
opportunities that arise from SAC. One participant even said at times they needed to “step back
and consider the profitability” of the accommodation, as they tend to get excited by the potential
benefits and say yes too quickly to any opportunity to go above and beyond for their customers.
In light of this finding, additional theoretical insights may help explain why the benefits
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outweigh the costs of SAC and why SAC has a positive rather than a negative effect on relational
outcome variables from the supplier’s perspective. This suggests a theory focused on inter-firm
resources and competitive advantage through relationships may be an appropriate lens with
which to reconsider the findings from Experiment 1. Therefore, the relational view (Dyer and
Singh 1998) will be integrated with SET and role theory to examine the relational and behavioral
outcomes of SAC from the perspective of the supplier in Manuscript 1, which will be developed
in Chapter 6.

Outcomes of Supplier Role Conflict in Buyer-Supplier Relationships
Unlike the positive effects of supplier adaptation and supplier flexibility from both
perspectives, the impact of supplier role conflict is very different to buyer and supplier firms.
Although supplier role conflict has a significant negative impact on the supplier’s perception of
the relationship as well as their willingness to accommodate in the future, it seems to have little
to no impact on the buyer’s perceptions of the relationship or their expectations for future
accommodation. This combination suggests that high levels of conflict regarding what the
supplier’s role entails can have very detrimental effects on the relationship. Not only do suppliers
perceive tension on the relationship and are less willing to accommodate in the future, but even
when buyers have the knowledge that there is an issue regarding differences in what they expect
of the supplier and what the supplier sees as their role, their expectations for future
accommodation from the supplier are not dampened in any way. This suggests that the buyer
could be aware that the supplier is strained and going above and beyond what they would expect
to do as a supplier, and the buyer still continues to expect high levels of accommodation in the
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future. This relates to the “Managing a Moving Target” theme discussed in Chapter 4, which
suggests that buyers’ expectations of their suppliers are continually shifting, and as suppliers
accommodate their customers, this then becomes the new norm, and continues in a cyclical effect
so that it is difficult for suppliers to manage accommodation as part of a moving target. This
issue has implications for both buyer and supplier firms.
The significant negative effect of supplier role conflict in Experiment 1 is only
heightened when interacting with both supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation. Because these
interaction effects were not predicted a priori, post-hoc tests were conducted to further explore
the differences. Contrary to the directionality of the main effects of supplier adaptation, results
suggest that supplier role conflict has more of a negative impact on the supplier’s perception of
relationship effectiveness in relationships characterized by high supplier adaptation. This may
connect to the suppliers’ frustration with “Managing a moving target” and underscores the
importance of buying firms understanding suppliers’ perceptions of their roles and
responsibilities, especially when requiring suppliers to make significant adaptations that may be
perceived as outside of the supplier’s typical role.
From the supplier’s perspective, when buying firms request accommodation that the
suppliers see as outside of their role, insights from the group interviews suggest that suppliers
may see the relationship as less effective because they perceive that the buying firms are not
looking out for their best interest. One qualitative study participant noted “I think it could be
demonstrated that the buyer is short-sighted if they’re demanding a lot of accommodations that
are not beneficial to [the supplier].” Similarly, results suggest that supplier role conflict has
significant negative effects on suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future, even under
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conditions of low supplier adaptation. Given the lack of impact of role conflict from the buyer’s
perspective, conditions of high supplier adaptation and high supplier role conflict could be a
dangerous combination; this suggests that suppliers may be correct in their suspicions of the
relationship deteriorating and the buyer not looking out for their best interest. In fact, results
from Experiment 2 suggest that increased supplier adaptation will only raise buyers’ expectations
for future accommodation, despite the presence of supplier role conflict. Suppliers recognize the
difficulty of managing a moving target, but are unsure on how to manage the issue, as they try to
balance providing superior service without significantly increasing buyer expectations. One
supplier commented: “It’s a little bit like the service level you set, you know now that you can
jump through hoops to get something in 48 hours that normally takes 3 weeks…guess what, now
it’s always 48 hours and you can’t go back…it’s difficult to accommodate and then ratchet
expectations back down.”
Additionally, a significant interaction was revealed between supplier flexibility and
supplier role conflict in Experiment 1, but only had a significant effect on supplier’s willingness
to accommodate in the future. Contrast testing and post-hoc paired comparisons using Tukey’s
adjustment suggested that suppliers are most willing to accommodate in the future under
conditions of high supplier flexibility and low supplier role conflict, which is also consistent with
the main effects of both independent variables. According to the foundations of SET, special
behaviors performed by one party begin to change the norms and expectations for the future,
which can have adverse effects if these behaviors are not consistently continued (Thibaut and
Kelley 1959). Both RT and SET would suggest that as elements of SAC increase, the buyer’s
expectations for future accommodation will change. If the supplier does not maintain a high level
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of flexibility toward the buying firm’s needs, this could have negative effects on the relationship,
specifically in the presence of role conflict. These insights into the feedback effects of SAC are
the motivation for Manuscript 2, which focuses on the buyer’s evaluations of the impact of SAC
on the relationship and on future expectations for accommodation, further detailed in Chapter 7.
These findings and Manuscript 2 begin to tie the findings of this research from the supplier’s
perspective to extant research from the buyer’s perspective, a link not yet examined supply chain
research thus far. These significant feedback effects highlight the importance of extending extant
research by taking a more holistic approach to examining the SAC phenomenon within the
supply chain as a whole, considering all parties involved and how their perceptions and
behaviors are connected.

Results of an Integrated Approach to Testing SAC
Lastly, one of the ways in which both of these studies extended existing research was by
investigating the potential interaction of supplier adaptation and supplier flexibility as two
dimensions of an integrated SAC concept. Given previous conceptualizations of SAC in extant
literature and the nature of the two variables, it is interesting that there are no significant twoway interaction effects between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation on any of the
dependent variables, neither from the supplier or buyer perspectives. Despite this lack of an
interaction effect, the discussions from the group interviews suggest that both flexibility and
adaptation are in fact important aspects of accommodation. Supplier adaptation becomes difficult
if the supplier does not have flexibility built up to make investments and changes for specific
customers. One buyer noted, “Flexibility in our suppliers is almost just a base requirement now.”
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Another participant noted that even with collaboration between buying firms and their suppliers,
“ultimately consumer demand is extremely fickle and ever-changing, and consumers want what
they want now…and you have to have flexibility to be a supplier in the 21st century.” The
qualitative discussion suggests that because a certain level of supplier flexibility is a requirement
before suppliers can make adaptations for specific customers, there may be a causal issue
between the two dimensions which cannot be uncovered in this research since both are
manipulated, independent variables. This leaves definite room for future research on the
relationship between these two dimensions of SAC.

Contributions of Dissertation Research
Overall, the findings of this research highlight several theoretical and managerial issues
that are essential to consider for further research and management of buyer-supplier
relationships. As pressure heightens for supply chains to be flexible and adaptive, a deeper
understanding of the SAC phenomenon is relevant for both managers and researchers.

Theoretical Contributions and Implications
This dissertation makes noteworthy contributions to the body of knowledge in buyersupplier relationships, specifically related to supplier accommodation of customers. This section
discusses major theoretical contributions and implications of this research, as are summarized in
Table 5.1. First, this research combines and tests both social exchange theory and role theory as
they are applied to SAC. As has been called for by other researchers in logistics and supply chain
management (Carter 2011; Stock 1997), rigorously applying and testing new and borrowed
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theories is critical to the development of a discipline. The combination of these two theories
contributes to the knowledge base and theoretical base used in inter-organizational research, as
both address different assumptions and have different limitations, but when combined can
provide a deeper understanding of many inter-organizational phenomena common in supply
chain management research.
Using the combination of RT and SET, this research tests multiple tenets of the theories
through two different experimental studies. Experiment 1 tests the assumption that different
perceptions of role behavior between parties can cause role conflict, and combines this key tenet
of role theory with social exchange theory to assess the impact of SAC and role conflict on
relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC. Additionally, this research tests the applicability of
role theory to supplier accommodation by assuming supplier accommodation is a type of
response role behavior to buyers’ role expectations. The findings of this research suggest that
managers do in fact evaluate accommodation opportunities on a cost-benefit basis with both
economic and social factors, as is consistent with SET assumptions. While accommodation by
definition is geared toward a specific customer, suppliers may consider requests for
accommodation as more of an opportunity, either for advancement within a specific relationship
and/or to ultimately expand their knowledge and capabilities to better serve other potential
customers. However, these potential benefits and associated positive relational implications can
be moderated by the negative effects of role conflict, as is consistent with role theory.
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Table 5.1 Summary of Theoretical Contributions & Implications
Theoretical Contribution

Addresses calls in previous
research to combine multiple
theories—provides support for
the application of role theory,
social exchange theory, and the
relational view to examine SAC.

Associated Theoretical Implications
• Managers in supplier firms evaluate accommodation opportunities on a
cost-benefit basis using economic & social criteria, consistent with SET
• Results suggest SAC may build relational rent and competitive advantage
through relationships, as is consistent with the relational view
• Findings suggest importance of considering SC phenomena from a role
theoretic perspective, given the negative impact associated with potential
role conflict regarding SAC
• Findings question the boundaries of RT—relational tensions caused by
role conflict may be biased toward the focal organization whose role is in
question (i.e. supplier role conflict has more of a negative impact on
suppliers than buying firms)

The lack of an interaction effect
between supplier flexibility and
supplier adaptation found in this
research questions the core
conceptualizations of SAC in
existing research.

• Extant research has examined SAC as consisting of supplier flexibility and
adaptation, but researchers have not considered the interaction of these two
elements—the current research finds no interaction
• Results suggest that there may be a causal relationship between supplier
flexibility and supplier adaptation
• Future conceptualization of SAC may need to consider the frequency and
magnitude of accommodation

Results highlight differences in
conceptualization and outcomes
of SAC from buyer and supplier
perspectives. This suggests that
previous research focused on the
buyer’s perspective of SAC is
not enough.

• Research on SAC and other phenomena surrounding buyer-supplier
relationships must consider both buyer and supplier perspectives
• Findings suggest supplier role conflict associated with SAC may have a
different impact on buying firms than on supplier firms
• Results suggest alternate theories may be required to explain the potential
outcomes and benefits of SAC for suppliers and service providers (i.e.
relational view, relational or social capital perspectives)

Methodological approach using
experimental design and followup qualitative interviews answers
Boyer and Swink’s (2008) call
for researchers to use multiple
methods to investigate supply
chain phenomena.

• Qualitative insights can be used inductively to develop preliminary theory
and measurement instruments, but are also very beneficial to follow-up
quantitative studies to gain in-depth managerial insights and explanations
for unexpected quantitative results
• Experimental design offers significant opportunities in supply chain
management research, specifically focused on behavioral elements
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This research also tests the feedback effects of role theory, examining the effects of
supplier accommodation on the buyer’s future expectations and evaluation of the relationship.
This is addressed through research objective two, and tested in the second experiment. The
results of both experimental studies suggest that supplier role conflict has a significant negative
impact on suppliers’ perceptions of the relationship, but little to no negative impact on buyers’
perceptions of the relationship. These results raise questions as to whether role theory may be
biased toward implications of role conflict on one side of the relationship but not the other. This
questions the extension of RT to both sides of buyer-supplier relationships and suggests that role
conflict may have more of a negative impact on the organization whose role is in question.
The second major area of theoretical contribution stems from the lack of findings
regarding an interaction effect between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation as it relates to
the core conceptualization of SAC. Extant research in marketing has conceptualized SAC as
consisting of two elements—supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation (Cannon and Homburg
2001; Hsieh et al. 2008). Thus far, researchers have tested these two elements of SAC as separate
first-order constructs, but have not examined the interaction of supplier flexibility and supplier
adaptation as elements of SAC. Given the extant literature, both experimental studies
hypothesized and tested for interaction effects between supplier flexibility and supplier
adaptation, although no significant interaction effects were found. This is particularly interesting
given the prior conceptualizations of SAC. From the supplier’s perspective in Experiment 1, both
supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation interacted with supplier role conflict, but not with
each other. However, role conflict had little to no effect on the buyer’s evaluations of the
relationship or on the buyer’s future expectations for accommodation. These findings and the
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insights from the group interviews suggest that while both flexibility and adaptation are
important in supplier accommodation, there may be more complexity to SAC than was
previously uncovered. For example, participants suggested that a certain level of flexibility is “a
base requirement” for suppliers to have in order for them to be able to make adaptations for
specific customers, suggesting there may be a causal connection between supplier flexibility and
supplier adaptation and questioning conceptualization of SAC as having both elements on the
same level. Participants’ examples suggest that the conceptualization of SAC may need to
include consideration of the frequency and magnitude of the accommodation, specifically in
considering future accommodation behavior and expectations.
Third, this dissertation extends extant research by suggesting that the buyer perspective
of SAC is not sufficient. Experiments 1 and 2 examine the buyer and supplier perspectives of the
relational implications of SAC, the associated supplier role conflict, and connections with future
accommodation expectations and behavior. Additionally, qualitative group interviews explored
the convergence of the findings across experiments and connect the buyer’s and supplier’s
perspectives for overall supply chain implications, a link currently missing in extant research.
Convergent findings suggest previous theory regarding SAC from the buyer’s perspective is not
enough; different theories may be required to explain the potential outcomes of SAC for
suppliers and service providers. For example, the “Accommodation as Opportunity” theme from
the group interviews suggests that accommodation may build relational rent (Dyer and Singh
1998) or relational capital (Autry and Griffis 2008) through developing joint value, capabilities
and knowledge for competitive advantage between buyer and supplier firms.
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Finally, the mixed methods approach utilizing grounded theory and experimental design
answers the call of Boyer and Swink (2008, p.339) for researchers in operations and supply chain
management to use multiple different methods to “get a true picture of the elephant”. Although
this contribution relates to the methodological approach, it has important implications for
researchers, as the design of this research provides across-methods triangulation of data sources
to disconfirm or validate theoretical predictions and gain a more holistic picture of the
phenomenon. Using qualitative insights to develop preliminary ideas as well as follow-up on
quantitative findings is an approach not commonly used, and can add value for supply chain
researchers moving forward. Additionally, experimental design is a particularly applicable and
under-represented approach to theory testing in supply chain management research (recent
exceptions include Bendoly and Swink 2007; Carter and Stevens 2007; Thomas and Esper 2010),
and one which offers significant opportunity as behavioral and cognitive elements of supply
chain management are further emphasized (Boyer and Swink 2008).

Managerial Implications
The results of this research include several implications for supply chain managers in
both buyer and supplier firms. Because of the importance of SAC within buyer-supplier
relationships, this section provides implications and strategic recommendations from both the
procurement and marketing perspectives.
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Implications and Strategic Recommendations: the procurement perspective
Buying firms must recognize that suppliers are open to accommodation with
opportunities for long-term gains. Suppliers seek opportunities to advance specific customer
relationships, as well as to develop knowledge and capabilities on a broader scale to build a longterm competitive advantage. Buying firms should strategically leverage the opportunities
available to suppliers as they accommodate the buying firms’ changing needs.
Additionally, it is important that buying firms clearly communicate their expectations
with suppliers to ensure that suppliers understand what is expected as standard service and what
potential accommodations may be expected. Results of this research suggest that buyer and
supplier firms have a divergent understanding of the meaning of accommodation, with buyers
looking to “stretch” suppliers beyond what they see as their role and responsibilities. Clear
communication will help minimize the level of supplier role conflict present, and therefore
minimize any associated negative impacts on the relationship.

Implications and Strategic Recommendations: the marketing perspective
The findings of this research also have important implications for suppliers, when
considering SAC from the marketing perspective. The experimental results underscore the
importance of suppliers addressing role conflict as it arises, in an effort to minimize the
deterioration of the relationship. One manager suggested that “suppliers should not allow
themselves to become victims,” and should communicate with customers before the relationship
deteriorates too much due to differing expectations and potential role conflict associated with
SAC.
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Suppliers should approach accommodation strategically. Discussions with buyers
highlighted the importance of suppliers explaining the implications of accommodation, rather
than simply agreeing to buyers’ requests too quickly and becoming the “victim” of conflict in the
relationship. Hasty supplier accommodation causes buyers to question the credibility of
suppliers. Therefore, it is important that suppliers use accommodation strategically to meet
customers’ needs, as it can be a balancing act to capitalize on the long-term benefits of
accommodating customers’ changing needs while retaining credibility as a supplier.

Limitations & Future Research
This research represents a mixed-methods approach to investigating the SAC
phenomenon in such a way that a program of research can begin to be developed. Findings
suggest many opportunities for future research in this area. However, two important limitations
of this research and their corresponding future research implications must be recognized. First,
because of the experimental nature of the two quantitative studies, supplier flexibility and
supplier adaptation were both manipulated variables. Therefore, no additional investigation into
potential causality between the two variables could be conducted. Based on the lack of an
interaction effect between the two variables and the findings from the discussion in the group
interviews, future research should continue to investigate these two dimensions of SAC. Findings
suggest there could be some causality between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation, or that
their relationship may be more complex than this research was able to delineate.
An additional area for future research is the idea of supplier’s willingness to
accommodate in the future. One advantage of using this type of experimental methodology was
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the ability to test temporal elements of the SAC phenomenon and address potential feedback
effects suggested by both RT and SET. While this is a positive contribution of this research, one
limitation of the research is that the supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future was
measured with a single item in Experiment 1. Future research should explore alternate facets of
this construct for more robust measurement. For example, participants in the group interviews
suggested that important considerations for the supplier’ willingness to accommodate in the
future may be the frequency and magnitude of the accommodation in the past versus what is
expected in the future. Additionally, the “Remember What we did for You” theme suggests the
importance of remembrance or appreciation of accommodation on the part of the buyer. This
recognition of supplier accommodation has the potential to improve suppliers’ willingness to
accommodate in the future, and potentially dampen the negative effects of supplier role conflict.
These relationships should be investigated in future research.
Beyond future research stemming from the limitations of this research, there are
significant opportunities for further investigation stemming from the qualitative insights.
“Accommodation as Opportunity” was clearly one of the biggest themes that emerged from the
group interviews, and suggests numerous long-term opportunities and benefits that become
available to suppliers through SAC. Extant research has only begun to address the potential
benefits of SAC (and its two dimensions separately) from a supplier’s perspective (e.g. Hsieh et
al. 2008; Kalwani and Narayandas 1995). Future research should further explore the depth and
breadth of potential benefits stemming from accommodation for suppliers and service providers.
For example, researchers may consider how the outcomes of SAC change for suppliers as
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additional dimensions of SAC are considered (i.e. frequency, magnitude). Manuscript 1 in
Chapter 6 is a first step in addressing this area more extensively.
Finally, there are significant opportunities to examine the link between the buyer and
supplier perspectives relative to SAC. Extant research has focused on the buyer’s perspective of
the benefits of SAC, but has not assessed the impact of SAC and supplier role behavior in
general on the buyer’s future role expectations and evaluations of the relationship. Experiment 2
begins to focus on the feedback effects of the supplier’s accommodation behavior on the buyer’s
future evaluations, and Manuscript 2 in Chapter 7 will delve into this topic further. An
examination of how the knowledge that role conflict is present influences the buyer’s perceptions
of the relationship and their future expectations is a significant contribution to existing research,
and future researchers should consider such feedback effects further, not only relative to the SAC
phenomenon, but in other supply chain areas as well.
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CHAPTER 6—EXPERIMENT 1 MANUSCRIPT
TESTING THE EFFECTS OF SUPPLIER ACCOMMODATION OF CUSTOMERS AND
ASSOCIATED ROLE CONFLICT IN SUPPLY CHAIN RELATIONSHIPS:
SUPPLIERS’ HIDDEN OPPORTUNITIES

INTRODUCTION
Increasing environmental uncertainty in today’s competitive business environment
requires organizations, their suppliers, and overall supply chains to be flexible and adaptive to
changing market needs (Liao et al. 2010; Sánchez and Pérez 2005). Literature grounded in
dynamic capabilities theory suggests that competitive advantage can exist in dynamic markets
only if organizations are able to continuously change the resources and capabilities on which
they rely (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000; Foil 2001; Winter 2003). Because supply chains involve
the cooperation and integration of multiple organizations (Mentzer et al. 2001), an organization’s
ability to continuously adapt depends on other organizations within their supply chains.
Operational flexibility research, traditionally grounded in manufacturing and operations
literature (Avittathur and Swamidass 2007), has been expanded to a supply chain context to
examine supply chain flexibility, responsiveness and agility (e.g. Merschmann and Thonemann
2011; Sánchez and Pérez 2005; Swafford et al. 2006). In particular, researchers have highlighted
the importance of supply flexibility in order for firms to achieve flexibility and responsiveness in
their supply chains (Chan et al. 2009; Garavelli 2003; Liao et al. 2010). Supply flexibility has
been conceptualized as the ability of a buying firm to switch suppliers and obtain materials from
alternate sources of supply (Chan et al. 2009; Sánchez and Pérez 2005). In contrast, supplier
flexibility focuses on the internal ability of the supplier to accept changes and respond to
environmental uncertainty (Liao et al. 2010; Noordewier et al. 1990). Much of the existing
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research examines the importance of supplier flexibility from the perspective of the buying firm,
without consideration of suppliers’ perceptions and the associated relational performance
implications.
As organizations strive to respond to customers’ changing needs or issues arising from
environmental uncertainty and market changes, these pressures are often passed upstream to
suppliers and service providers. The importance of suppliers as a determinant in buying firms’
success is emphasized by both practitioners (Arnsenth 2010) and scholars (Dwyer et al. 1987;
Prahinski and Benton 2004). Because suppliers and service providers play such an important role
in the performance of the overall supply chain, suppliers may be asked to make special
accommodations for customers as needs change and unexpected demands arise (Cannon and
Homburg 2001, p.32).
This research focuses on supplier accommodation of customers (SAC), which is defined
as the supplier’s efforts to make special adjustments in response to a specific customer’s
changing needs and unforeseen changes. SAC is conceptualized as having two dimensions,
supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation, as is consistent with extant literature (Cannon and
Homburg 2001; Hsieh et al. 2008). Supplier flexibility is the ability of a supplier to accept and
respond to a customer’s changing needs and unforeseen circumstances (Avittathur and
Swamidass 2007; Noordewier et al. 1990; Oh and Rhee 2008). Supplier adaptation is the degree
to which suppliers respond to the needs of a specific customer, through changes and investments
in equipment, processes, technology, products, and/or other assets (Brennan et al. 2003; Cannon
and Homburg 2001; Hallen et al. 1991). Supplier flexibility focuses on a supplier’s preparedness
to make changes as customers need them. Supplier adaptation focuses on actual behavior and
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changes or investments for specific customers. SAC may entail any combination of flexibility
and adaptation on the part of the supplier; for example, a supplier may have a high level of
flexibility in their production processes, but demonstrate minimal adaptation for a specific
customer when asked to make last minute changes in the production schedule, or vice versa.
Extant literature has examined these two elements of accommodation separately (i.e.
Avittathur and Swamidass 2007; Cannon and Homburg 2001; Hallen et al. 1991; Hsieh et al.
2008), although largely from the buyer’s perspective. In recognition that the role of suppliers in
value creation can total more than the contribution of the buying firm, firms have adjusted their
supplier relationship management strategies to attain a competitive advantage (Leenders et al.
2006; Simpson et al. 2002). Despite this appreciation of the importance of suppliers in overall
supply chain performance, little research has examined the suppliers’ perspective of SAC.
Evaluating supply chain performance implications requires consideration of all parties’ roles, as
buyers’ and suppliers’ perceptions of relationships can differ considerably (Nyaga et al. 2010).
Therefore, the overarching purpose of this research is to investigate the relational and
behavioral outcomes associated with supplier accommodation of customers and associated
supplier role conflict from the perspective of the supplier. Extant research has not considered the
potential interaction of supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation as elements of SAC, relational
outcomes of SAC from the supplier’s perspective, nor has it considered a potential moderating
effect of role conflict on the relational and behavioral outcomes associated with SAC. This
research seeks to address these gaps in extant research, guided by the following research
questions:
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1)
2)
3)

How does SAC impact suppliers’ perceptions of their relationships with specific
customers?
What is the interaction effect between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation
as elements of SAC?
What is the influence of potential role conflict on suppliers’ perceptions of their
relationships with customers and their future accommodation behavior?

These research questions are investigated through the lenses of social exchange theory
(SET), the relational view, and role theory (RT). Utilizing a combination of theories to ground
this research addresses previous calls for researchers to integrate multiple theories from other
disciplines to underpin research in supply chain management (Boyer and Swink 2008). SET is
used to undergird the examination of the costs and benefits of SAC and the corresponding
relational and performance implications (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). The relational view (Dyer
and Singh 1998) is paired with SET in order to explain why the benefits of SAC may outweigh
the costs from a supplier’s perspective. RT is used to explain the differences in perceptions and
expectations between buyers and suppliers with regard to SAC and where potential conflict in
the relationship may come from (Kahn et al. 1964; Katz and Kahn 1966). This combination of
theories provides a more powerful explanation of the SAC phenomenon than is provided by any
one theory.
Using these theoretical foundations, this research tests the effects of both elements of
SAC and associated role conflict on relational and behavioral outcomes using a scenario-based
experimental methodology. Experimental design allows for quantitative testing of potential
interaction effects between the dimensions of SAC and role conflict, providing further insights
into the complexity of SAC which have not yet been addressed in previous research. Qualitative
discussions with managers were then used to further investigate the quantitative findings and
provide deeper insights into the phenomenon.
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The next section reviews literature foundational to supplier flexibility, adaptation, and
supplier accommodation of customers. This foundational literature is then integrated with theory
to develop hypotheses regarding the relationships between the variables of interest. The details of
the experimental methodology are then reviewed, including the variables of interest and
associated manipulations, sampling frame and procedures. An overview of the analysis and
experimental results is provided, followed by a more in-depth discussion of the findings. This
paper concludes with implications for managers, theoretical contributions of the research, and
opportunities for future research surrounding the SAC phenomenon.

LITERATURE REVIEW
SAC was initially conceptualized by Cannon and Homburg (2001), who showed how
suppliers help reduce costs by accommodating customers. It was then further tested by Hsieh et
al. (2008) to examine the impact of suppliers’ market orientation on suppliers’ accommodation
of customers. Both of these manuscripts conceptualized SAC as having two components—
flexibility and relationship-specific adaptation. Although contemporary marketing scholars have
just begun to address the SAC concept, both flexibility and adaptation are grounded in
significant streams of literature in marketing channels, manufacturing and operations, and most
recently in a broader supply chain context. Foundational literature on flexibility and adaptation is
examined to develop the more holistic definition and understanding of SAC used in this research.

Supplier Flexibility
Flexibility is defined in the manufacturing literature as the ability to change or react with
little penalty in time, effort, cost or performance (Upton 1994). As flexibility research has
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evolved from a focus on manufacturing equipment, systems and strategy to a broader supply
chain context (Avittathur and Swamidass 2007), supply flexibility has been recognized as an
important aspect of supply chain flexibility. The importance of supply chain flexibility triggers
the need for flexibility within individual suppliers. Supplier flexibility focuses on the supplier
firm’s ability to accept changes (Avittathur and Swamidass 2007; Noordewier et al. 1990), to
change in response to environmental uncertainty (Liao et al. 2010), and the extent to which a
supplier is willing to make short-term changes to address the needs of a particular customer
(Cannon and Homburg 2001; Homburg et al. 2002; Noordewier et al. 1990).
Two themes are identifiable in the supplier flexibility literature. First, there is confusion
between supply flexibility and supplier flexibility, which at times are used interchangeably (e.g.
Chan et al. 2009; Liao et al. 2010), but in fact are conceptualized as two distinct concepts.
Supply flexibility focuses a buying firm’s ability to flexibly change sources within their supply
network (Sánchez and Pérez 2005), whereas supplier flexibility actually looks at the flexibility of
specific supplier firms (Noordewier et al. 1990). A second theme evident in extant research is a
disjoint in multiple definitions of supplier flexibility, defined as a willingness to change (Cannon
and Homburg 2001; Homburg et al. 2002; Ivens 2005), an ability to change (Avittathur and
Swamidass 2007; Noordewier et al. 1990), and as a capability (Oh and Rhee 2008). Because the
core manufacturing and operations research has conceptualized flexibility as an ability or
capability, supplier flexibility is defined for this research as the ability of a supplier to accept
and respond to a customer’s changing needs.
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Supplier Adaptation
Established relationships between firms often involve adaptations by multiple parties to
work towards matching the firms’ operations and needs (Brennan et al. 2003; Schmidt et al.
2007). Adaptation is often necessary for competitive success, depending on the customer and
supplier structure and changing competitive environment (Hallen et al. 1991; Turnbull et al.
1996). Adaptation as an element of SAC stems from relationship-adaptation literature in
marketing channels and exchange (Brennan et al. 2003; Hallen et al. 1991). Relationship-specific
adaptation is defined as “changes in processes, products or procedures specific to the needs of a
particular customer” and has been conceptualized as accommodation focused on long-term
investments (Cannon and Homburg 2001, p.33; Hsieh et al. 2008).
The literature on adaptation is vast and has been classified in several different ways.
Adaptation has been examined as internal to a single firm, in response to environmental changes
(e.g. Schindehutte and Morris 2001). Additionally, researchers have classified adaptation
literature by type, such as adaptation of delivery, product and production processes (Hakansson
1982), and “soft” adaptation of organizational structure, managerial values, and human resource
elements (Moller 1995; Schmidt et al. 2007, p.531). Other researchers have differentiated
between customer and supplier adaptation (Hallen et al. 1991; Turnbull and Valla 1986), and
“dyadic,” or mutual, adaptation between firms (Brennan et al. 2003). This research focuses on
supplier adaptation as an element of SAC, and defines it as the degree to which suppliers
respond to the needs of a specific customer through changes and investments in equipment,
processes, technology, products, and/or other assets.
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An Integrated SAC Concept
Extant literature on SAC as a whole is rather nascent and therefore other literature
foundational to flexibility and adaptation was reviewed. This research links these two literature
bases to examine an integrated SAC concept, investigating the interaction of supplier flexibility
and supplier adaptation as elements of SAC. This research proposes that it is not sufficient to
merely examine flexibility and adaptation as separate elements of SAC, but that this relationship
needs to be further investigated by examining the interaction effects between the two
dimensions.
Researchers have examined antecedents and outcomes of supplier flexibility and supplier
adaptation separately, with minimal attention to the outcomes of SAC as an integrated concept.
A review of extant literature shows that while researchers have more thoroughly examined
antecedents of supplier flexibility and adaptation, there is a lack of research focused on outcomes
of SAC from the supplier’s perspective. Research has focused on outcomes such as reduced costs
and increased satisfaction for the buying firm (Cannon and Homburg 2001; Chan et al. 2009;
Homburg et al. 2002; Hsieh et al. 2008; Ivens 2005), with little regard to relational and
operational performance implications for suppliers (for exceptions see Brennan and Turnbull
1999; Brennan et al. 2003). Additionally, little attention has been given to how these two areas
may link for overall supply chain performance implications.

SAC and Supplier Role Conflict
Because SAC typically occurs in established relationships between buyer and supplier
firms, theoretical explanation of the phenomenon requires a theory that can explain the granular
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issues of the interaction between the buyer and supplier, as well as associated performance
implications of the interaction. Role theory is used to examine the potential for role conflict
associated with supplier accommodation, and the relational performance implications of role
conflict. RT is a perspective grounded in sociology and social psychology that examines
behavioral interactions between individuals and between organizations (Biddle 1979; Gill and
Stern 1969; Kahn et al. 1964). A role is a set of norms or prescriptions defining the behavior that
should be associated with a certain position (Biddle 1979; Rommetveit 1954).
RT explains differences in the roles of focal parties and the interactions between them,
and how these roles may change and evolve over time (Kahn et al. 1964; Katz and Kahn 1966).
Although the foundations of RT originally focused on individuals within organizations (Katz and
Kahn 1966; Parsons 1949; Rommetveit 1954), seminal work by Gill and Stern (1969) extends
these concepts to bridge RT with inter-organizational relations, grounded in the idea of
organizations as possessing roles. An organizational role, according to Selznick (1957), involves
an organization’s basic methods or ways of behaving, and its position among other organizations
which carry on related activities, both of which help distinguish one organization from another
and reflect the organization’s roles and patterns of behavior (Gill and Stern 1969).
Gill and Stern (1969) build on these concepts to highlight the roles of multiple
organizations within a marketing channel, and the associations between them. As suggested by
Frazier (1983) in his framework of inter-organizational exchange, each organization will assume
a channel role and will form expectations of other organizations’ behavior. For example, the
supplier’s role may be to manufacture products or provide services, while the buying firm’s role
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may be to provide the supplier with consistent business, and to better serve their final customers.
Such roles may be defined differently according to who defines them (Kahn et al. 1964).
Role behavior and expectations can be classified into in-role and extra-role behavior
(Katz and Kahn 1966). In-role behavior is that which is required or expected, and is the basis of
ongoing role performance, the absence of which leads to negative financial consequences (i.e.
penalties, lost business) (Katz 1964). In contrast, extra-role behavior is discretionary and not
specified by role prescriptions, or recognized by formal reward systems (Van Dyne and LePine
1998, p.108). Extra-role behavior, if exhibited, could potentially alter the nature of the focal
party’s role if it changes the norms and becomes a new expectation of the role; this cyclical
feedback effect is characteristic of an open systems perspective (Scott and Davis 2007).
When the buying firm expects specific behaviors from the supplier, these behaviors are
considered in-role behaviors to the buyer. The manner in which these expectations are perceived
by the supplier may differ from the supplier’s perception of what is involved in their own role. In
other words, SAC may be seen as in-role behavior by the buyer, but perceived as extra-role
behavior by the supplier. This lack of synergy in role expectations can be a source of role
conflict (Biddle and Thomas 1966; Kahn et al. 1964). When the buyer and supplier firms have
different expectations of what the supplier’s role should entail, this is referred to as supplier role
conflict. Extant research has not considered the significance of the divergence between the
buyer’s and supplier’s perceptions of SAC as in-role versus extra-role behavior, and the
corresponding relational performance implications. This research attempts to fill this gap by
quantitatively investigating the relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC and associated
supplier role conflict from the supplier’s perspective. The next section integrates RT, SET and
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the relational view for a more comprehensive theoretical grounding of the SAC phenomenon,
and to develop hypotheses regarding the relationships between the focal variables.

THOERETICAL FOUNDATIONS & HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
A review of literature in operations, supply chain management, and marketing reveals
minimal research on the relational outcomes of SAC, especially from the supplier’s perspective.
Therefore, this research examines suppliers’ perceptions of relationship effectiveness and
affective commitment towards a relationship with a specific buying firm. Additionally, this
research examines the impact of SAC and role conflict on the supplier’s willingness to
accommodate in the future, to investigate potential behavioral outcomes of SAC.
Relationship effectiveness is a measure of one party’s perception that a specific
relationship is productive, worthwhile, and satisfying (Ruekert and Walker Jr. 1987). Although
the concept was developed in marketing channels research (e.g. Bucklin and Sengupta 1993;
Fisher et al. 1997; Ruekert and Walker Jr. 1987), it has also been adapted and utilized in logistics
and supply chain research (e.g. Kahn et al. 2004; Moore 1998). Relationship effectiveness is
relevant for research examining the relational impact of a specific behavior, such as SAC.
Although a significant number of researchers have examined commitment in the
relationship marketing literature (Dwyer et al. 1987; Gilliland and Bello 2002; Kelly 2004;
Morgan and Hunt 1994), much of the research originates with Allen and Myer’s (1996; 1990;
1984) work on organizational commitment. This work separates commitment into affective,
normative, and continuance commitment. Affective commitment refers to a relational attachment
to an organization or relationship, while normative commitment refers to an obligation to be tied
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to an organization or relationship (Allen and Meyer 1990). Continuance commitment, also
known as calculative commitment, refers to an economic attachment, whereby the magnitude of
the benefits of continuing the relationship exceeds the costs of leaving the relationship (Allen
and Meyer 1990; Gundlach et al. 1995; Kanter 1968). This research focuses on affective
commitment, as is consistent with much of the extant research on relationship commitment in
marketing channels and supply chain management (e.g. Anderson and Weitz 1992; Dwyer et al.
1987; Gilliland and Bello 2002; Morgan and Hunt 1994).
Beyond these relational outcomes, both role theory and social exchange theory suggest
the potential for feedback effects of SAC (Kahn et al. 1964; Thibaut and Kelley 1959). RT and
SET may help explain certain future behaviors associated with SAC, specifically on suppliers’
willingness to accommodate customers in the future. This research examines the impacts of
supplier flexibility, supplier adaptation, and supplier role conflict on the suppliers’ willingness to
accommodate customers in the future.

Main Effects of Supplier Adaptation & Supplier Flexibility
One main tenet of SET is the idea that firms engage in and maintain exchange
relationships based on their perceptions of the costs and benefits of the relationship compared to
those of alternative relationship options (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Because of the social nature
of exchange, SET suggests that cost-benefit analysis moves beyond purely economic elements to
include criteria such as gratitude and trust (Blau 1964). While SET takes a cost-benefit approach
to analyzing the relational implications of specific behaviors, it does not suggest whether SAC
will be more costly or beneficial to suppliers. Because minimal literature suggests adaptation as
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being costly to suppliers (e.g. Cannon and Homburg 2001), the relational view is utilized to
examine potential relational benefits stemming from SAC.
The relational view suggests that “a firm’s critical resources may span firm boundaries
and be embedded in interfirm resources and routines” and posits that interfirm linkages may be a
source of relational rent and competitive advantage (Dyer and Singh 1998, p.660). Relational
rent is profit that is above and beyond what can be earned by each firm in isolation, but can only
be created through the contributions of both parties in the relationship (Dyer and Singh 1998).
From the supplier’s perspective, the relational view suggests that the increased investment in
relationship-specific assets and knowledge-sharing inherent in supplier adaptation will increase
the relational benefits available to the supplier, which are greater than the benefits available to
either firm individually (Dyer and Singh 1998). Integrating the relational view with the tenets of
SET (Thibaut and Kelley 1959) suggests that in established relationships, increased supplier
adaptation will have positive impacts on the supplier’s perception of the relationship. Hence:
H1: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation will positively
impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness and (b) affective
commitment.
Similar to supplier adaptation, extant literature suggests that supplier flexibility can also
be beneficial to suppliers, increasing their potential for on-time delivery (Noordewier et al.
1990), improving customer satisfaction (Chan et al. 2009; Homburg et al. 2002), and improving
collaboration with supply chain partners (Oh and Rhee 2008). Based on the theoretical tenets of
the relational view and SET, if these benefits outweigh suppliers’ costs to develop flexibility for
their customers, supplier flexibility should also have a positive impact on suppliers’ perceptions
of the relationship. Hence:
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H2: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier flexibility will positively
impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness and (b) affective
commitment.
Beyond relational implications of supplier adaptation and supplier flexibility, both RT
and SET suggest potential feedback effects and implications for future behavior (Kahn et al.
1964). SET suggests that as suppliers build flexibility and adapt to customers’ specific needs, the
opportunity costs of not utilizing their investments to benefit the relationship become too great
(Blau 1964; Hallen et al. 1991; Thibaut and Kelley 1959). This suggests that high supplier
flexibility and high supplier adaptation will improve suppliers’ willingness to accommodate
customers in the future. Hence:
H3: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation will positively
impact suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future.
H4: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier flexibility will positively
impact suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future.

Main Effects of Supplier Role Conflict
Because SAC is a behavior that may or may not be considered role behavior by the
supplier, but is likely expected from the buying firm, there may be role conflict involved. RT
suggests that role conflict may put tension on the relationship, which has a negative impact not
only on supplier’s perceptions of the relationship, but also ultimately on future expectations and
behavior between the two parties (Kahn et al. 1964). A supplier’s willingness to accommodate in
the future will likely depend on their level of previous accommodation, as well as the amount of
role conflict they perceive. RT suggests that if suppliers see SAC as outside of their role,
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increased conflict may have a negative impact on their future accommodation behavior (Kahn et
al. 1964; Katz and Kahn 1966). Hence:
H5: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier role conflict will
negatively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness, (b) affective
commitment, and (c) suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future.
Beyond the main effects of each independent variable, this research proposes that there are also
interaction effects between the independent variables.

Interaction of Role Conflict with the Elements of SAC
Looking at SAC through a role theoretic lens suggests that SAC may be seen from the
suppliers as either in-role or extra-role supplier behavior (Katz and Kahn 1966; Thibaut and
Kelley 1959). SAC as “in-role supplier behavior” would mean it is either required or expected by
the buying firm for ongoing supplier role performance (Katz 1964), and suppliers may still see
accommodation as part of their role as a good supplier. In contrast, while buying firms may
expect SAC, suppliers may see such behavior as “extra-role supplier behavior”. This difference
in role perceptions can be a source of role conflict (Biddle and Thomas 1966; Kahn et al. 1964).
RT suggests that the presence of role conflict may trigger tension in the relationship (Gill
and Stern 1969; Kahn et al. 1964). Although the relational benefits of SAC may outweigh the
costs (Dyer and Singh 1998; Thibaut and Kelley 1959), if the supplier does not see SAC as
within their role, this interaction may yield overall negative implications. As such, the positive
effects of supplier adaptation and supplier flexibility would be dampened by the negative effects
of increased supplier role conflict. Hence:
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H6: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation will more
positively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness, (b) affective
commitment, and (c) suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future in
relationships characterized by low supplier role conflict than in those characterized
by high supplier role conflict.
H7: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier flexibility will more
positively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness, (b) affective
commitment, and (c) suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future in
relationships characterized by low supplier role conflict than in those characterized
by high supplier role conflict.

SAC: The Potential Interaction of Supplier Adaptation & Supplier Flexibility
Extant literature (e.g. Cannon and Homburg 2001; Hsieh et al. 2008) has conceptualized
SAC as a combination of supplier adaptation and supplier flexibility, but has measured each as
separate first-order constructs, without considering their potential interaction. There may be a
greater integration between the variables that has not been tapped in extant literature. Therefore,
this research builds on the main effects to posit an interaction effect as an exploratory
hypothesis:
H8: In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier adaptation will more
positively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship effectiveness, (b) affective
commitment, and (c) suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future in
relationships characterized by high supplier flexibility than in those characterized by
low supplier flexibility.

METHODOLOGY
A between-subjects scenario-based experiment was conducted. Whether in economics or
sociology, “well designed experiments are unmatched for testing theory” (Webster Jr. and Sell
2007), and in doing so reveal either confirmations or disconfirmations of the tenets of a specific
theory (Walker and Willer 2007). Experiments offer an opportunity to isolate causality to the
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independent variables rather than external factors (Webster Jr. and Sell 2007). Finally, scenariobased experimental design permits the investigation of phenomena about which companies may
be unwilling to share complete details (Pilling et al. 1994; Rungtusanatham et al. 2011). For
these reasons, experimental design was deemed appropriate for this research.
This investigation of the proposed hypotheses yields a 2 (supplier flexibility: high vs.
low) x 2 (supplier adaptation: high vs. low) x 2 (supplier role conflict: high vs. low) betweensubjects factorial design. The projective technique was used, whereby participants read a
scenario about a supplier and their customer and were asked about one of the parties’ reactions
based on the scenario. The projective technique assumes the participants will project themselves
into the scenario and provide answers reflecting how they think the customer or supplier would
respond. This removes bias from the participants’ individual positions and is well recognized in
marketing research (e.g. Antia et al. 2006; Chandy et al. 2003).

Variables & Measures
The independent, manipulated variables are supplier flexibility, supplier adaptation, and
supplier role conflict; two levels of each factor results in a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design with eight
treatment cells. Manipulation treatments for each independent variable were developed based on
preliminary discussions with managers and a review of existing scales; the resulting scenarios
are shown in Appendix C. Table 6.1 provides an overview of key facets of each construct that
were tapped into with their respective manipulation treatments. Because this experiment was
designed to investigate the relational and behavioral outcomes of SAC and associated role
conflict, the impact of SAC and role conflict on three dependent variables is assessed—the
supplier’s perception of relationship effectiveness, the supplier’s perception of affective
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commitment, and the supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future. Existing scales were
reviewed for the measurement of the dependent variables, with final measures in Appendix D.

Table 6.1 Independent Variables & Associated Elements of Manipulation
Independent Variable

Definition

Key Facets of Manipulation
For this customer, the supplier has the ability to…

Supplier Flexibility

The ability of a supplier to accept
and respond to a customer’s
changing needs and unforeseen
circumstances.

The degree of to which suppliers
accommodate the needs of a
specific customer through changes
and investments in equipment,
processes, technology, products,
and/or other assets

For this specific buyer/customer, the supplier:

Supplier Adaptation

Supplier Role Conflict

The degree of difference in role
perceptions and expectations
between the buyer and supplier of
what the [supplier’s] role should
entail; incongruent expectations
would entail a high degree of role
conflict.
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•
•
•
•

Accept changes in customer requirements
Adjust inventory to meet customer needs
Respond to unforeseen problems
Change production runs to meet emergent
order requirements

• Changes its inventory and distribution system
• Changes its product mix/assortment
• Dedicates key personnel to monitor changes in
the customer’s needs
• Invests in additional technology and
equipment
• Adjusts production processes
• The requests the supplier receives from the
buyer are incompatible with their own
perceptions of what their role should entail.
• The buyer and supplier have different ideas of
what the supplier’s roles and responsibilities
should be.

Sampling Frame
Research participants were graduate alumni of a major southeastern university and are in
diverse positions and industries. Because the projective technique was used in the scenario, the
participants’ positions should not have influenced their answers. Participants had an average of
10 years of work experience, with their time spent fairly evenly between working with
customers, internal colleagues, and suppliers, and are therefore not biased in one direction or the
other. The final sample size was 123 out of an original list of 680, a response rate of just over
18%. This yielded an average of 15 participants per treatment cell, with statistical power of 0.90,
well over the acceptable level of 0.80 in the behavioral sciences (Cohen 1988) and operations
management (Verma and Goodale 1995).

Procedures
The experiment was conducted using Qualtrics web interface, with questionnaires sent to
participants via electronic mail. This avoids time pressures or imposing interview biases that may
result from direct contact with researchers or from participants being placed in a laboratory
setting (Walker and Willer 2007). By utilizing a web interface, the scenarios were automatically
administered randomly with an even distribution of participants across treatment cells. Upon
entering the web survey, participants were presented with directions and one of eight scenarios.
The scenarios provide background information on a buyer-supplier relationship and the
associated supplier flexibility, degree of supplier adaptation, and level of supplier role conflict,
all of which are manipulated in the scenarios. Participants then responded to questions regarding
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manipulated and dependent variables. Use of scenarios to operationalize independent variables is
widely used and credible in business research (e.g. Carter and Stevens 2007; Mantel et al. 2006).

ANALYSIS
Scale Purification
Scale purification procedures were used to assess unidimensionality, reliability,
convergent validity and discriminant validity of the constructs (Garver and Mentzer 1999).
AMOS 18.0 software was used to conduct a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Initial model
assessment revealed good convergent validity on each factor, and a moderately acceptable
measurement model fit (RMSEA of 0.086, CFI of 0.915, NFI of 0.839, and CMIN/d.f. ratio of
1.899), but modification indices suggested potential issues between two items which were later
deleted (one from relationship effectiveness and one from affective commitment). The fit of the
refined measurement model was good (RMSEA of 0.057, CFI of 0.966, NFI of 0.892, and
CMIN/d.f. ratio of 1.399) and the estimated parameter loadings were all significant (Table 6.2).
Internal reliability was addressed with Cronbach’s coefficient alpha calculated in SPSS/PASW
Statistics 18.0. All alpha values exceeded the recommended 0.70 level, confirming the items
sufficiently captured each of the constructs of interest (Nunnally and Bernstein 1994).
The CFA estimates were also used to assess discriminant validity through the comparison
of average variance extracted (AVE) for each variable with the squared correlation between each
pair of variables, as recommended by Fornell and Larcker (1981). The AVE exceeded the
squared correlation between all pairs, except between supplier affective commitment and
supplier adaptation (Sup_AfC vs. SAdapt), and between supplier affective commitment and
supplier willingness to accommodate in the future (Sup_AfC vs. WAFut) (see Table 6.3). This
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suggests sufficient discriminant validity of supplier role conflict, supplier flexibility, and
relationship effectiveness. Discriminant validity of the constructs in question was then tested
using a nested models comparison approach in AMOS 18.0, whereby the chi-square difference
test was used to compare the fit of the nested models (Bentler and Bonnet 1980; Byrne 2009;
Mathieu and Farr 1991). The chi-square differences between the models showed each model
getting progressively worse from the original model (Original default model = chi-square
332.295; Sup_AfC vs. SAdapt comparison model = chi-square 412.577; Sup_AfC vs. WAFut
comparison model = chi-square 528.638). Testing revealed that all constructs in question were in
fact statistically different (at p<.001 level) and the measurement model was retained.

Table 6.2 Confirmatory Factor Analysis Loadings & Reliability Estimates
(CFI=0.966; NFI=0.892; RMSEA=0.057; CFI/d.f.=1.399)
Chronbach’s
Alpha

SF

SA

SRC

SRE

SAfC

0.957

0.887

0.768

0.791

0.799

SF_1
SF_2
SF_3
SF_4

WFut

.875
.905
.960
.944
SA_1
SA_2
SA_3
SA_4
SA_5

.791
.733
.783
.752
.866
SRC_1
SRC_2

.665
.940
SRE_2
SRE_3
SRE_4

.717
.741
.832
SAfC_1
SAfC_2
SAfC_4
SAfC_6

.763
.586
.699
.694
1.0

SF: supplier flexibility; SA: supplier adaptation; SRC: supplier role conflict; SRE: supplier relationship
effectiveness; SAfC: supplier affective commitment; WFut: supplier willingness to accommodate in future.
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Table 6.3 Discriminant Validity Assessment
SA

SF

SF
0.76709

SRC

SRE

SAfC

SA

0.15288

0.5963

SRC

0.30692

0.16646

0.60565

SRE

0.16565

0.06605

0.47748

0.56602

SAfC

0.25604

0.61937

0.47334

0.50980

0.5110

WFut

0.19534

0.51123

0.36966

0.26214

0.57154

WFut

1.0

Diagonal (bold): Average Variance Extracted
Lower Matrix: Squared Correlations

Manipulation & Realism Checks
Because of the scenario-based nature of the experiments, manipulation checks were
essential to verify the treatments were understood and processed by the participants as intended.
Business managers and academic experts reviewed the scenarios and questionnaire for face
validity. A pretest was conducted to test the success of the experimental manipulations, with
manipulation checks repeated in the final experiment. Items were at the end of the questionnaire
to avoid introducing a bias (Foschi 2007). All manipulations worked as intended, with t-tests
revealing significant differences (p<.001) between high and low groups of each variable.
Additionally, realism checks assessed whether the scenario projected a real-world
situation and participants understood the experimental tasks, both of which are necessary for
reliability of scenario-based experiments (Louviere et al. 2000). Items were adapted from
Dabholkar (1994). The realism check suggests participants considered the scenarios to be
realistic, with an average score of 4.15 out of 5 points.
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Hypothesis Testing
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted on the three dependent
variables with supplier flexibility, supplier adaptation, and supplier role conflict as factors. The
overall ANOVA results are provided in Table 6.4 with dependent variable cell means in Table
6.5. A main effect of supplier adaptation was observed as predicted (Wilks’ Lambda=0.689;
F=16.995; p<0.001). Univariate tests of between-subjects effects indicate that high supplier
adaptation leads to a significant increase in supplier’s perceptions of affective commitment
(F=31.426; p<0.001) and supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future (F=33.295;
p<0.001) which provides support for H1b and H3, respectively. However, supplier adaptation
had no significant effect on supplier’s perceptions of relationship effectiveness (F=0.207;
p=0.650), which shows insufficient support for H1a.

Table 6.4 ANOVA Results—Main & Interaction Effects
Effects

Supplier Relationship
Effectiveness
F-statistic

Supplier Affective
Commitment
F-statistic

Supplier Willingness to
Accommodate in Future
F-statistic

Supplier Adaptation (SA)

0.207 (p=.650)

31.426 (p<.001)***

33.295 (p<.001)***

Supplier Flexibility (SF)

35.089 (p<.001)***

14.839 (p<.001)***

21.936 (p<.001)***

Supplier Role Conflict (SRC)

77.880 (p<.001)***

24.751 (p<.001)***

14.207 (p<.001)***

SA x SRC

5.043 (p=.027)**

5.293 (p=.023)**

4.386 (p=.038)**

SF x SRC

0.092 (p=.763)

0.334 (p=.564)

2.901 (p=.091)*

SF x SA

0.079 (p=.779)

0.003 (p=.957)

2.154 (p=.145)

*** Significant at p<.001; **Significant at p<.05 level; *Significant at p<.10 level.
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Similarly, a main effect of supplier flexibility was observed (Wilks’ Lambda=0.713;
F=15.185; p<0.001). Additional univariate tests indicate that high supplier flexibility is
associated with a significant increase in supplier’s perceptions of relationship effectiveness
(F=35.089; p<0.001), supplier’s perceptions of affective commitment (F=14.839; p<0.001), and
supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future (F=21.936; p<0.001). These results provide
support for H2a, H2b, and H4.
Finally, as is consistent with a role theoretic perspective, a significant main effect of
supplier role conflict was also observed (Wilks’ Lambda=0.588; F=26.404; p<0.001). Univariate
tests of the between-subjects effects indicate that increased supplier role conflict is associated
with a decrease in both relationship effectiveness (F=78.880; p<0.001) and affective
commitment (F=24.751; p<0.001) from the perception of the supplier, and a decrease in the
supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future (F=14.207; p<0.001). These results provide
strong support for H5a-c.
Significant interaction effects are also present, including a significant two-way
interaction effect between supplier adaptation and supplier role conflict (Wilks’ Lambda=0.934;
F=2.668; p=0.051). Additional univariate tests reveal a significant interaction effect on each of
the three dependent variables, as shown in Table 6.4. Post-hoc analysis included pairwise
comparisons using Tukey’s adjustment, as well as contrast testing to look at specific differences
between groups, which allows for more powerful and customized testing of one cell mean versus
all other means (Buckless and Ravenscroft 1990). Results show high supplier adaptation has
more of a positive impact on all three dependent variables in the presence of low supplier role
conflict than in relationships characterized by high supplier role conflict, which supports H6a-c.
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Table 6.5 Dependent Variable Cell Means
Dependent
variable

Supplier
Adaptation

Supplier
Flexibility

Supplier Role
Conflict

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Supplier
Relationship
Effectiveness

Low

Low

Low
High

3.542d
2.750c

0.838
0.673

High

Low
High

4.138d
3.435c

0.487
0.568

Low

Low
High

3.806b
2.525a

0.683
0.464

High

Low
High

4.487b
3.254a

0.379
0.725

Low

Low
High

3.105c
2.801b

0.768
0.674

High

Low
High

3.514c
3.238b

0.643
0.678

Low

Low
High

4.016a
3.116

0.505
0.420

High

Low
High

4.316a
3.639

0.480
0.417

Low

Low
High

2.670c
2.720bf

0.976
0.958

High

Low
High

3.860ce
3.320b

0.770
0.946

Low

Low
High

4.070a
3.420f

0.267
0.669

High

Low
High

4.730ae
3.690

0.458
0.873

High

Supplier
Affective
Commitment

Low

High

Supplier’s
Willingness to
Accommodate
in the Future

Low

High

*Cell means with the same subscript are statistically different from all other dependent variable
cell means without such subscript, within levels of that dependent variable, when accounting for
Type I error using Tukey’s adjustment at p<.05 level and contrast testing to test specific means
against all others.
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Similar to the effects of supplier adaptation when combined with role conflict, the effects
of supplier flexibility on suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future are more positive
under conditions of low supplier role conflict than in the presence of high supplier role conflict.
However, supplier role conflict produces no significant differences in the effects of supplier
flexibility on suppliers’ perceptions of relationship effectiveness or affective commitment (see
Table 6.4). This provides support for H7c, but not for H7a or H7b.
Finally, because extant literature has conceptualized SAC as having elements of supplier
flexibility and supplier adaptation, an exploratory hypothesis suggested a two-way interaction
effect between these two variables. However, the omnibus test of the MANOVA revealed no
significant two-way interaction effect between supplier flexibility and adaptation (Wilks’
Lambda=0.976; F=0.922; p=0.433). Therefore, H8 was not supported and no further post-hoc
tests were necessary. Table 6.6 provides a summary of the outcomes of the hypotheses tested in
this research.
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Table 6.6 Summary of Outcomes for Hypotheses
Effect

#

Hypothesis

H1

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier
adaptation will positively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a)
relationship effectiveness and (b) affective commitment.

H1a—Not Supported
H1b—Supported

H2

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier flexibility
will positively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship
effectiveness and (b) affective commitment.

Supported

H3

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier
adaptation will positively impact suppliers’ willingness to
accommodate in the future.

Supported

H4

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier flexibility
will positively impact suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the
future.

Supported

H5

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier role
conflict will negatively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a)
relationship effectiveness, (b) affective commitment, and (c)
suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future.

All supported

H6

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier
adaptation will more positively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a)
relationship effectiveness, (b) affective commitment, and (c)
suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future in relationships
characterized by low supplier role conflict than in those
characterized by high supplier role conflict.

H6a—Supported
H6b—Supported
H6c—Supported

H7

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier flexibility
will more positively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a) relationship
effectiveness, (b) affective commitment, and (c) suppliers’
willingness to accommodate in the future in relationships
characterized by low supplier role conflict than in those
characterized by high supplier role conflict.

H7a—Not Supported
H7b—Not Supported
H7c—Supported

H8

In established buyer-supplier relationships, high supplier
adaptation will more positively impact suppliers’ perceptions of (a)
relationship effectiveness, (b) affective commitment, and (c)
suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future in relationships
characterized by high supplier flexibility than in those characterized
by low supplier flexibility.

Not supported

Main
Effects

Two-Way
Interaction
Effects

Supported?
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Following analysis of the experimental results, researchers had the opportunity to engage
in discussions with managers from buyer and supplier firms to gain a better understanding of the
findings. These insights were utilized to build on the quantitative findings, help address
unexpected results, and provide a richer overall picture of the SAC phenomenon (e.g. Cousins
and Spekman 2003; Tate et al. 2009). Emergent ideas from qualitative discussions are used to
provide depth to the discussion of the experimental results in this section.
The main effects of supplier adaptation and supplier flexibility proposed in this research
were based on the assumption that increased SAC would provide significant relational benefits,
as proposed in H1 and H2. This was based on the tenets of the relational view which suggest that
the investment in relationship-specific assets, knowledge exchange and joint learning achieved
through SAC may be a source of relational rent and a competitive advantage (Dyer and Singh
1998). Based on this assumption, SET would suggest that if the benefits outweigh the costs of
maintaining the relationship, this will have positive relationship implications (Thibaut and Kelley
1959). As predicted in H1 and H2, results revealed a positive association between both elements
of SAC and the supplier’s perception of the relationship, which is supported and further
explained by post-hoc managerial discussions.
A resounding thought from managers was the idea that although there are additional costs
for suppliers adding flexibility and making adaptations for specific customers, there are just as
many or more long-term opportunities and benefits. Managers spoke of specific adaptations
providing an opportunity for suppliers to expand their knowledge and build capabilities that can
then be used to serve other customers and establish a long-term competitive advantage. One
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manager noted: “I perceive it as strengthening the relationship because it gives me an
opportunity to go further in the relationship, even though it may be adding cost.” Much of the
managers’ comments suggest that suppliers see SAC as an opportunity for long-term benefits
and learning that extends beyond any costs associated with the accommodation.
Managers discussed accommodation as an opportunity for suppliers because it allows
them to strengthen relationships, stretch their knowledge base and build capabilities that can be
used to serve other customers and gain a competitive advantage, and gain access to additional
information and resources through more strategic relationships. This supports H1 and H2, which
reveal a positive association of supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation with the two relational
outcome variables. These insights from managers align well with the theoretical underpinnings
of the relational view, which suggests that relational rent is built through investment in
relationship-specific assets, through knowledge exchange resulting in joint learning, and a
combination of resources all to lower transaction costs and create more effective, informal
governance mechanisms (Dyer and Singh 1998). Therefore, SAC may be a means of building
relational rent for an ultimate competitive advantage in buyer-supplier relationships.
This may also help explain the positive association with both elements of SAC and
suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future, as predicted in H3 and H4, because as
relational rent is built through SAC, the supplier is more willing to continue to accommodating
that customer in the future. One manager commented that “once you raise the bar up, the bar is
going to stay up.” Dyer and Singh (1998, p.672) suggest that relational rent can be preserved
through “inter-organizational asset interconnectedness,” and that initial investments have a
snowball effect on future interactions and investments because of the increased
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interconnectedness between the firms, also consistent with feedback effects of RT and SET
(Kahn et al. 1964; Thibaut and Kelley 1959).
Despite the positive relational implications of supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation
as elements of SAC, results also suggest that potential supplier role conflict can have significant
negative implications, which provides support for H5. Experimental results indicate supplier role
conflict has a significant negative impact on the supplier’s perception of the effectiveness of the
relationship, their affective commitment toward the relationship, as well as their willingness to
accommodate in the future. These negative effects are only heightened when interacting with
supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation, and can significantly dampen the positive effects
stemming from both elements of SAC. For example, contrary to the directionality of the main
effects of supplier adaptation, results suggest that supplier role conflict has more of a negative
impact on the supplier’s perception of relationship effectiveness in relationships characterized by
high supplier adaptation, as predicted in H6a. This underscores the importance of buying firms
understanding suppliers’ perceptions of their roles and responsibilities, especially when requiring
suppliers to make significant adaptations that may be perceived as outside of the supplier’s
typical role.
From the supplier’s perspective, when buying firms request accommodation that
suppliers see as outside of their role, managers’ insights suggest that suppliers may see the
relationship as less effective because they perceive that buyers are not looking out for their best
interest. One manager noted “I think it could be demonstrated that the buyer is short-sighted if
they’re demanding a lot of accommodations that are not beneficial to [the supplier].” Similarly,
experimental results suggest that supplier role conflict has significant negative effects on
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suppliers’ willingness to accommodate in the future, as predicted in H5c, even under conditions
of low supplier adaptation.
Additionally, a significant interaction was revealed between supplier flexibility and
supplier role conflict, but only had a significant effect on supplier’s willingness to accommodate
in the future, which provides support for H7c but not for H7a or H7b. Post-hoc tests indicate that
suppliers are most willing to accommodate in the future under conditions of high supplier
flexibility and low supplier role conflict, which is also consistent with the main effects of both
independent variables. According to the foundations of SET, special behaviors performed by
one party begin to change the norms and expectations for the future, which can have adverse
effects if these behaviors are not consistently continued (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Both RT and
SET would suggest that as elements of SAC increase, the buyer’s expectations for future
accommodation will change. If the supplier does not maintain a high level of flexibility toward
the buying firm’s needs, this could have negative effects on the relationship, specifically in the
presence of role conflict. These findings begin to tie the findings of this research from the
supplier’s perspective to extant research from the buyer’s perspective, a link not yet examined in
marketing or supply chain research thus far. These significant feedback effects highlight the
importance of extending extant research by taking a more holistic approach to examining the
SAC phenomenon within the supply chain as a whole, considering all parties involved and how
their perceptions and behaviors are connected.
Managers talked about considering multiple perspectives as well, and the idea of a
“blurred line” and “gray area” between customer service and accommodation—in other words,
where does customer service end and SAC begin? Managers emphasized the importance of firms
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clearly delineating expectations in the initial contract negotiation, and conducting a type of
scenario planning, whereby potential accommodation situations are discussed between the buyer
and supplier in order to avoid conflict regarding handling such situations in the future. From a
theoretical standpoint, this insight from managers emphasizes the critical importance of
considering SAC from a role theoretic perspective, as role conflict could arise when the “line”
for customer service versus SAC differs from the perspective of the buyer and supplier firms.
Finally, one of the ways the current research extended existing research was by
investigating the potential interaction of supplier adaptation and supplier flexibility as two
dimensions of an integrated SAC concept. Given previous conceptualizations of SAC in extant
literature and the nature of the two variables, it is interesting that there are no significant twoway interaction effects between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation on any of the
dependent variables. Despite this lack of an interaction effect and lack of support for H8,
managers’ comments suggest that both flexibility and adaptation are in fact important aspects of
accommodation. Supplier adaptation becomes difficult if the supplier does not have the
flexibility to make investments and changes for specific customers. One manager noted,
“Flexibility in our suppliers is almost just a base requirement now.” This suggests that because a
certain level of supplier flexibility is a requirement before suppliers can make adaptations for
specific customers, there may be a causal issue between the two dimensions which cannot be
uncovered in this research since both are manipulated, independent variables. This leaves
definite room for future research on the relationship between these two dimensions of SAC.
Overall, the findings of this research highlight several theoretical and managerial issues
that are essential to consider for further research and management of buyer-supplier
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relationships. As pressure heightens for supply chains to be flexible and adaptive, a deeper
understanding of the SAC phenomenon is relevant for both managers and researchers. Therefore,
these findings add significant contributions to the body of knowledge in buyer-supplier
relationships, specifically related to supplier accommodation of customers and role conflict.

IMPLICATIONS
Although SAC has been studied from the buyer’s perspective in the marketing literature,
research from the supplier’s perspective is lacking. A better understanding of SAC and its
potential impact on supply chain relationships from the perspective of the supplier can provide
valuable insights for both buyer and supplier firms. This research represents a first step in
addressing the effects of SAC and associated role conflict from the supplier’s perspective.

Theoretical Implications & Contributions
This research makes three major contributions to theory and has significant implications
for researchers, summarized in Table 6.7. Beyond contributing to extant research by examining
the other side of the SAC equation, this research further supports the three theoretical
perspectives used as a foundation to the development of research hypotheses and the associated
investigation. The findings of this research suggest that managers do in fact evaluate
accommodation opportunities on a cost-benefit basis with both economic and social factors, as is
consistent with SET assumptions. While accommodation by definition is geared toward a
specific customer, suppliers may consider requests for accommodation as more of an
opportunity, either for advancement within a specific relationship and/or to ultimately expand
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their knowledge and capabilities to better serve other potential customers. Results suggest that
SAC may potentially build relational rent and competitive advantage through relationships, as is
consistent with the relational view. However, potential benefits and associated positive relational
implications can be moderated by the negative effects of role conflict, as is consistent with RT.
Findings from this initial research suggest the importance of examining this phenomenon from a
role theoretic perspective to consider the potential role conflict associated with SAC, and
additional research to further explore this link is justified. Additionally, the integration of role
theory, social exchange theory, and the relational view to ground this research addresses
previous calls for researchers to merge multiple theories from other disciplines to underpin
research in supply chain management (Boyer and Swink 2008).

Table 6.7 Summary of Theoretical Contributions & Implications
Theoretical Contribution
Addresses calls in previous
research to combine multiple
theories—provides support for
the application of role theory,
social exchange theory, and the
relational view to examine SAC

Associated Theoretical Implications
• Managers in supplier firms evaluate accommodation opportunities on a
cost-benefit basis using economic & social criteria, consistent with SET
• Results suggest SAC may build relational rent and competitive advantage
through relationships, as is consistent with the relational view
• Findings suggest importance of considering SC phenomena from a role
theoretic perspective, given the negative impact associated with potential
role conflict regarding SAC

The lack of an interaction effect
between supplier flexibility and
supplier adaptation found in this
research questions the core
conceptualizations of SAC in
existing research

• Extant research has examined SAC as consisting of supplier flexibility and
adaptation, but researchers have not considered the interaction of these two
elements—the current research finds no interaction
• Results suggest that there may be a causal relationship between supplier
flexibility and supplier adaptation
• Future conceptualization of SAC may need to consider the frequency and
magnitude of accommodation

Methodological approach using
experimental design and followup qualitative interviews answers
Boyer and Swink’s (2008) call
for researchers to use multiple
methods to investigate supply
chain phenomena

• Qualitative insights can be used inductively to develop preliminary theory
and measurement instruments, but are also very beneficial to follow-up
quantitative studies to gain in-depth managerial insights and explanations
for unexpected quantitative results
• Experimental design offers significant opportunities in supply chain
management research, specifically focused on behavioral elements
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Another theoretical contribution of this research stems from the lack of findings
regarding an interaction effect between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation as it relates to
the core conceptualization of SAC. Extant research in marketing has conceptualized SAC as
consisting of two elements—supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation (Cannon and Homburg
2001; Hsieh et al. 2008). Thus far, researchers have tested these two elements of SAC as separate
first-order constructs, but have not examined the interaction of supplier flexibility and supplier
adaptation as elements of SAC. Given the extant literature, this research hypothesized and tested
for interaction effects between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation, although no
significant interaction effects were found. This is particularly interesting given the prior
conceptualizations of SAC. Both supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation interacted with
supplier role conflict, but not with each other. This suggests that other potential facets of SAC
that have not yet been uncovered may be of importance, and that alternate conceptualizations
should be explored in future research. For example, managers suggested that the
conceptualization of SAC may need to consider the frequency and magnitude of accommodation.
Finally, the methodological approach utilizing experimental design and follow-up
qualitative work answers the call of Boyer and Swink (2008, p.339) for researchers in operations
and supply chain management to use multiple methods to “get a true picture of the elephant.”
Using qualitative insights to develop preliminary ideas as well as follow-up on quantitative
findings is an approach not commonly used, and can add value for supply chain researchers
moving forward. Additionally, experimental design is a particularly applicable and underrepresented approach to theory testing in supply chain management research (recent exceptions
include Bendoly and Swink 2007; Carter and Stevens 2007; Thomas and Esper 2010), and one
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which offers significant opportunity as behavioral and cognitive elements of supply chain
management are further emphasized (Boyer and Swink 2008).

Managerial Implications
The results of this research may include several implications for supply chain managers
in both buyer and supplier firms. Because of the importance of the SAC phenomenon for buyer
and supplier firms, this section provides strategic recommendations from both the procurement
and marketing perspectives.

Strategic Recommendations: the procurement perspective
Buying firms must recognize that suppliers are open to accommodation with
opportunities for long-term gains. Suppliers seek opportunities to advance specific customer
relationships, as well as to develop knowledge and capabilities on a broader scale to build a longterm competitive advantage. Buying firms should strategically leverage the opportunities
available to suppliers as they accommodate the buying firms’ changing needs.
Additionally, it is important that buying firms clearly communicate their expectations
with suppliers to ensure that suppliers understand what is expected as standard service and what
potential accommodations may be expected. Results of this research suggest that buyer and
supplier firms have a divergent understanding of the meaning of accommodation, with buyers
looking to “stretch” suppliers beyond what they see as their role and responsibilities. Clear
communication will help minimize the level of supplier role conflict present, and therefore
minimize any associated negative impacts on the relationship.
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Strategic Recommendations: the marketing perspective
The findings of this research also have important implications for suppliers, when
considering SAC from the marketing perspective. The experimental results underscore the
importance of suppliers addressing role conflict as it arises, in an effort to minimize the
deterioration of the relationship. One manager suggested that “suppliers should not allow
themselves to become victims,” and should communicate with customers before the relationship
deteriorates too much due to differing expectations and potential role conflict associated with
SAC.
Suppliers should approach accommodation strategically. Discussions with buyers
highlighted the importance of suppliers explaining the implications of accommodation, rather
than simply agreeing to buyers’ requests too quickly and becoming the “victim” of conflict in the
relationship. Hasty supplier accommodation causes buyers to question the credibility of
suppliers. Therefore, it is important that suppliers use accommodation strategically to meet
customers’ needs, as it can be a balancing act to capitalize on the long-term benefits of
accommodating customers’ changing needs while retaining credibility as a supplier.

LIMITATIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH
Because of the experimental nature of this research, supplier flexibility and supplier
adaptation were both manipulated variables. Therefore, no additional investigation into potential
causality between the two variables could be conducted. Based on the lack of an interaction
effect between the two variables and the findings from the discussion in the group interviews,
future research should continue to investigate these two dimensions of SAC further. Findings
suggest there could be some causality between supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation, or that
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their relationship may be more complex than this research was able to delineate. Future research
should begin by investigating a possible causal relationship between supplier flexibility and
supplier adaptation.
An additional area for future research is the idea of supplier’s willingness to
accommodate in the future. One advantage of using this type of experimental methodology was
the ability to test temporal elements of the SAC phenomenon and address potential feedback
effects suggested by both RT and SET. While this is a positive contribution of this research, one
limitation of the research is that the supplier’s willingness to accommodate in the future was
measured with a single item. Future research should explore alternate facets of this construct for
more robust measurement. For example, managers suggested that important considerations for
the supplier’ willingness to accommodate in the future may be the frequency and magnitude of
the accommodation in the past versus what is expected in the future. They also spoke of the
importance of remembrance or appreciation of accommodation on the part of the buyer. This
recognition of supplier accommodation has the potential to improve suppliers’ willingness to
accommodate in the future, and potentially dampen the negative effects of supplier role conflict.
These relationships should be investigated in future research.
Beyond future research stemming from the limitations of this research, there are
significant opportunities for further investigation stemming from post-hoc discussions with
managers. Managers reflected on numerous long-term opportunities and benefits that become
available to suppliers through SAC. Extant research has only begun to address the potential
benefits of SAC (and its two dimensions separately) from a supplier’s perspective (e.g. Hsieh et
al. 2008; Kalwani and Narayandas 1995). Future research should further explore the depth and
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breadth of potential benefits stemming from accommodation for suppliers and service providers.
For example, researchers may consider how the outcomes of SAC change for suppliers as
additional dimensions of SAC are considered (i.e. frequency, magnitude).
Finally, there are significant opportunities to examine the link between the buyer and
supplier perspectives relative to SAC. Extant research has focused on the buyer’s perspective of
the benefits of SAC, but has not assessed the impact of SAC and supplier role behavior in
general on the buyer’s future role expectations and evaluations of the relationship. Future
research should focus on the feedback effects of the supplier’s accommodation behavior on the
buyer’s future evaluations, potentially investigating how the knowledge that role conflict is
present influences the buyer’s perceptions of the relationship and their future expectations.
Continued integration of role theory, social exchange theory and the relational view will provide
significant opportunities for future research to further examine the complexity of the SAC
phenomenon.
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CHAPTER 7—EXPERIMENT 2 MANUSCRIPT
EXPLORING THE LIMITS OF THE BENEFITS OF SUPPLIER ACCOMMODATION
FROM THE BUYING FIRM’S PERSPECTIVE
INTRODUCTION
As organizations strive to respond to customers’ changing needs in an increasingly
complex business environment, suppliers and service providers may be asked to make special
accommodations for customers as needs change and unexpected demands arise (Cannon and
Homburg 2001). Previous research has suggested that increased supplier flexibility and
adaptation are beneficial from a buying firm perspective, as supplier flexibility can increase ontime delivery and adaptability of the buyer (Noordewier et al. 1990) and supplier adaptation has
been shown to increase buyer commitment (Hakansson 1982; Walter and Ritter 2003). In
collaborative relationships, exchange is part of an ongoing relationship and geared toward
mutual benefits (Daugherty 2011; Dwyer et al. 1987; Mentzer et al. 2000). This suggests that in
established, collaborative relationships, supplier accommodation of customers should be winwin, but what if accommodation is win-lose?
Supplier accommodation of customers (SAC) is defined in this research as the supplier’s
efforts to make special adjustments in response to a specific customer’s changing needs (Cannon
and Homburg 2001; Hsieh et al. 2008; Noordewier et al. 1990). SAC is conceptualized in extant
literature as having two dimensions—supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation (Cannon and
Homburg 2001; Hsieh et al. 2008). Supplier flexibility is the ability of a supplier to accept and
respond to a customer’s changing needs and unforeseen circumstances (Avittathur and
Swamidass 2007; Noordewier et al. 1990; Oh and Rhee 2008). Supplier adaptation is the degree
to which suppliers respond to the needs of a specific customer, through changes and investments
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in equipment, processes, technology, products, and/or other assets (Brennan et al. 2003; Cannon
and Homburg 2001; Hallen et al. 1991). SAC may entail any combination of flexibility and
adaptation on the part of the supplier; for example, a supplier may be highly flexible, but
demonstrate minimal adaptation for a specific customer, or vice versa. Moreover, the supplier
may be high or low on both flexibility and adaptation, or not engage in any accommodation.
Researchers have examined SAC from the buying firm’s perspective, primarily focusing
on such benefits as reduced costs (Cannon and Homburg 2001) and increased buying firm
satisfaction (Chan et al. 2009; Homburg et al. 2002; Hsieh et al. 2008; Ivens 2005). However,
research has not fully addressed the supplier’s view of accommodation to investigate when
accommodation may have a win-lose outcome. Researchers have suggested that buyers and
suppliers often have very different views of collaborative relationship issues (Nyaga et al. 2010).
Particularly, if suppliers do not see SAC as part of their role and responsibilities as a supplier,
role theory suggests this could be a source of role conflict and have negative effects on the
relationship (Biddle 1979; Kahn et al. 1964; Katz and Kahn 1966). This aspect of the
phenomenon has not been addressed in extant research, and supplier role conflict could be a
potential boundary condition associated with tempering the benefits of SAC for the buying firm.
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to explore boundary conditions of the benefits of
supplier accommodation behavior from the buyer’s perspective. This research will do so by
addressing the following specific research questions:
•
•

What is the impact of SAC on the buyers’ future expectations of the supplier, and
what are the limits to the benefits of SAC?
How are the buyers’ expectations and evaluations of the relationship potentially
tempered by the knowledge that expectations for supplier accommodation conflict
with the supplier’s own expectations for their role?
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Role theory (RT) and social exchange theory (SET) were used as theoretical lenses to
attempt to answer these research questions. This research involved a scenario-based experiment,
grounded in the role theoretic assumption that the buyers’ perceptions of the relationship and
future expectations for accommodation would be altered based on their knowledge of supplier
role conflict regarding accommodation (Biddle 1979; Kahn et al. 1964). Additionally, a social
exchange perspective was also used, which suggests that such role conflict could cause tension
and be potentially damaging to the relationship, as buyers may perceive that the potential costs
outweigh the benefits of accommodation (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). However, the results of the
experiment were not as expected. Specifically, the results suggest that supplier role conflict does
not have a significant negative effect on the buyers’ evaluations of the relationship or cause a
significant decrease in the buyers’ future expectations for accommodation. Because of these
results, a qualitative grounded theory study was conducted to further explore the experimental
results, as suggested by Kaufman (2011).
As discussed in a recent special issue of the Journal of Supply Chain Management,
unexpected and counter-intuitive findings have the potential to make significant contributions
and “should be the reason we do research” (Pagell and Kristal 2011, p.3). The results of the
experimental study were interesting although unexpected, and qualitative methods following the
experiment allowed the why to be addressed—why does role conflict have no negative effect on
buyers’ expectations for accommodation and perceptions of the relationship? Are buyers
unaware of the potential detrimental effects of role conflict on the relationship, or are they just
blinded by the potential benefits of supplier accommodation?
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Experimental results raised these questions, and a grounded theory qualitative approach
provided an opportunity to better understand the counter-intuitive results. An overview of the
theoretical assumptions made for the initial experimental study is first reviewed. This is then
followed by an overview of the experimental results that led to a follow-up qualitative study.
Questions raised by the experimental results became the impetus for a grounded theory study,
which will be the focus of the discussion for the remainder of the paper.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Because SAC occurs in established relationships between buyer and supplier firms, two
theoretical lenses were used to explain the inner workings of the interaction between buyers and
suppliers, and associated performance implications of the interaction. While SET is applicable to
examine the costs and benefits of SAC and the corresponding relational and performance
implications, its ability to explain granular issues such as differences in perceptions and
associated behavior is limited. In order to investigate the differences in perceptions and
expectations between buyers and suppliers regarding SAC, and the source of potential conflict in
the relationship, RT is paired with SET. The combination of these two theories provides a more
powerful explanation of SAC than either theory can individually.

Role Theory
RT is a perspective grounded in sociology and social psychology that examines
behavioral interactions between individuals and between organizations (Biddle 1979; Gill and
Stern 1969; Kahn et al. 1964). The essence of role theory can be explained through the role
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episode framework developed by Kahn et al. (1964) and expanded upon by Katz and Kahn
(1966), as shown in Figure 7.1, with key italicized terminology defined in Table 7.1.

FOCAL PARTY

ROLE SENDERS
Expectations

Sent Role

Perception of
focal party’s role
& behavior;
evaluation

Information;
Role pressures;
Attempts at
influence

Received Role
Perception of
own role and
perception of
role sending

Role Behavior
Compliance;
Coping efforts;
Resistance;
“Side Effects”

Figure 7.1 The Role Episode

Although the foundations of RT and the role episode framework originally focused on
individuals within organizations (Katz and Kahn 1966; Parsons 1949; Rommetveit 1954), Gill
and Stern’s (1969) seminal work extends these concepts to bridge RT with inter-organizational
relations, based on the assumption that each organization possesses a role. An organizational
role focuses on an organization’s basic methods or ways of behaving, and its position among
other related organizations (Selznick 1957), both of which help distinguish one organization
from another (Gill and Stern 1969).
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Table 7.1 Role Theory Terminology & Definitions
Terminology

Definition

Key References

Role

A set of norms or prescriptions defining the behavior that
should be associated with a certain position (individual or
organizational)
The process of role sending and role receiving; a cyclical
process consisting of role expectations by the role sender, a
sent role, a received role, a response by the focal party to
the received role (role behavior), and the feedback effects
of this response on the role sender(s)
The actual behavior enacted by the role incumbent, also
known as role performance.

Biddle (1979);
Rommetveit (1954);
Thibaut & Kelley (1959)
Kahn et al. (1964); Katz
& Kahn (1966)

Role Episode

Role Behavior

Role
expectations
Role Sender
Sent Role

Received Role

Biddle (1979);
Rommetveit (1954);
Thibaut & Kelley (1959)
Prescriptions, beliefs and attitudes about what the focal Kahn et al. (1964); Katz
party should do in their role (i.e. customers’ expectations & Kahn (1966)
for a supplier)
Member of the organizational set putting pressures on the Rommetveit (1954)
focal party to conform to their role expectations
Influence attempts, or pressures, directed toward the focal Rommetveit (1954)
party in a certain role, to conform to the expectations of the
role sender
The focal party’s perception of what was sent by the role Kahn et al. (1964)
sender, which may be interpreted differently than the role
sender intended; received role is what has immediate
influence on the focal party’s actual behavior
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Katz and Kahn (1966) conceptualize the organizational role episode as the process where
one organization’s role expectations and sent role influence the received role and role behavior
of the other organization (see Table 7.1). This is further discussed by Frazier (1983) in his
framework of inter-organizational exchange behavior, where one of the primary outcomes of an
exchange agreement is that each firm will assume a channel role, and form role expectations
about each firm’s role behavior. For example, buying firms will form expectations of what is
included in the role of their suppliers, and vice versa.
Role behavior and expectations can be classified into in-role and extra-role behavior
(Katz and Kahn 1966). In-role behavior is that which is required or expected, and is the basis of
ongoing role performance, the absence of which leads to negative financial consequences (i.e.
penalties, lost business) (Katz 1964). In contrast, extra-role behavior is not specified in advance
by role prescriptions or recognized by formal reward systems (Van Dyne and LePine 1998).
Extra-role behavior could potentially alter the nature of the focal party’s role if it becomes a new
expectation of the role in the future; this type of feedback or cyclical effect is shown in Figure
7.1, and is characteristic of an open systems perspective (Scott and Davis 2007).
When the buying firm expects specific behaviors from the supplier, these behaviors are
considered “in-role supplier behaviors” to the buyer. The manner in which these expectations are
perceived by the supplier may differ from the supplier’s perception of what is involved in their
own role; for example, SAC may be seen as “in-role supplier behavior” by the buyer, but
perceived as “extra-role supplier behavior” by the supplier. This lack of congruence in role
expectations can be a source of role conflict (Biddle and Thomas 1966; Kahn et al. 1964). This
research focuses on supplier role conflict regarding SAC, which is defined as the degree of
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difference in role perceptions and expectations between the buyer and supplier of what the
supplier’s role should entail; incongruent expectations would signify a high degree of role
conflict. It is likely that buyers may reconsider their expectations for accommodation if they are
aware that suppliers view SAC as a source of role conflict. This research not only examines
potential supplier role conflict within the buyer-supplier interaction, but also examines
relationship implications of SAC by combining role theory with social exchange theory.

Social Exchange Theory
SET is grounded in the study of individuals, groups, and social processes involved
between them (Blau 1964; Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Social exchange underlies relations
between individuals and groups, as well as between organizations (Blau 1964; Thibaut and
Kelley 1959). Exchange takes place when one party provides rewarding services to another and
thereby obligates the second party to return similar benefits or rewards (Blau 1964). This
unspecified obligation of reciprocal rewards between parties is one of the major ways in which
social exchange differs from strictly economic exchange (Blau 1964).
SET provides insights into why firms engage in and maintain exchange relationships,
based on their perceptions of the costs and benefits of the relationship compared to those of
alternative relationship options (Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Because of the social nature of the
exchange, analysis of these costs and benefits involves elements beyond purely economic costs
and benefits, such as gratitude and trust (Blau 1964). When a firm has multiple options, it will
choose the most beneficial relationship and will maintain that relationship as long as
expectations regarding costs and benefits of that relationship remain above a certain threshold
(Wangenheim 2003).
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SET assumes that each party voluntarily provides benefits to the other in the exchange,
which triggers reciprocal responses (Hald et al. 2009; Thibaut and Kelley 1959). SET suggests
special behavior performed by one party will change the norms or expectations for the future,
which can have adverse effects if these behaviors are not consistently continued (Thibaut and
Kelley 1959). Because SAC is defined as the supplier’s efforts to make “special adjustments”,
SET would suggest that as SAC increases, the buyer’s expectations for future accommodation
will change. This is similar to the feedback effects that are foundational to RT (Kahn et al. 1964;
Katz and Kahn 1966).

Combining Theoretical Assumptions
Theoretical tenets of RT and SET were used to develop an experimental study
investigating the feedback effects of SAC on buying firms’ evaluations of the relationship and
buyers’ future expectations for accommodation. Combining the two theories suggests that as
suppliers accommodate customers through both flexibility and adaptation, this will not only
improve the buyer’s evaluation of the relationship, but will also shift their expectations for future
accommodation. In order to explore the boundary conditions of the benefits of SAC to buying
firms, supplier role conflict is investigated as potentially negatively moderating the positive
relationship between accommodation and buyers’ relationship perceptions and expectations. RT
suggests that the presence of supplier role conflict may put tension on the relationship (Biddle
1979), as well as decrease buyer’s future expectations for supplier accommodation.
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OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The theoretical assumptions from role theory and social exchange theory were used to
develop hypotheses which were tested using a scenario-based experiment. The experiment tested
hypotheses with supplier flexibility, supplier adaptation and supplier role conflict as
independent, manipulated variables, investigating the impact of these three variables and their
potential interactions on buyers’ perceptions of relationship effectiveness and affective
commitment, and on buyers’ future expectations for supplier accommodation. Participants were
provided a vignette about a relationship between a hypothetical buyer and supplier (Appendix
C). Low and high levels of each of the three independent variables were manipulated within the
scenarios, creating a 2 x 2 x 2 experiment with 8 potential scenarios. After reading the scenario,
participants were asked to respond to the dependent measures and manipulation check questions
(Carter and Stevens 2007; Mantel et al. 2006; Thomas and Esper 2010; Tokar et al. 2011).
Statistically significant main effects of supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation were
observed, both with positive effects on buyers’ perceptions of relationship effectiveness and
affective commitment. Additionally, increases in supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation were
found to be associated with a significant increase in buyers’ expectations for future
accommodation. Interestingly, however, supplier role conflict had no statistically significant
impact on buyers’ evaluation of the relationship, nor did it have a significant dampening effect
on buyers’ expectations for future accommodation.
Experimental results suggest that not only do supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation
increase buyers’ expectations for more supplier accommodation in the future, but the presence of
role conflict has no negative effect on buyers’ expectations or evaluations of the relationship.
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Therefore, even when buyers have the knowledge that their expectations for supplier
accommodation conflict with the supplier’s view of their role, the buyer still continues to expect
more accommodation. This increase in expectations is consistent with RT and SET, which
suggest that norms shift as suppliers accommodate their customers and accommodation will then
be continually expected (Kahn et al. 1964; Thibaut and Kelley 1959). However, RT would
suggest that role conflict should also have a significant impact on buyers’ future expectations and
evaluations of the relationship (Biddle 1979; Kahn et al. 1964). Since this was not the case and
there was no significant main effect or interaction effect involving role conflict in the
experimental findings, the results of the experiment warranted further assessment. Therefore,
qualitative grounded theory work was conducted to assess the incongruence in the meaning of
accommodation to buyer and supplier firms, the process by which buyers request
accommodation from their suppliers, and buyers’ considerations of potential conflict in
expectations between buyer and supplier firms regarding accommodation.

GROUNDED THEORY METHODOLOGY
Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest that qualitative research approaches help explain and
increase understanding of a phenomenon, which makes a qualitative approach appropriate to
further explain the unexpected results of the experimental study. Qualitative group interviews
were used to provide “interaction data” (Freeman 2006) from cross-talk between managers. Two
group interviews were utilized to explore unexplained experimental findings and provide insights
into potential boundary conditions of the benefits of SAC.
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The follow-up group interviews utilized the grounded theory (GT) tradition developed by
Glaser and Strauss (1967). GT has been utilized more in logistics and supply chain research in
the last decade because of its ability to generate a deep understanding of phenomena in early
stages of research (e.g. Carter and Dresner 2001; Davis-Sramek and Fugate 2007; Flint and
Golicic 2009; Mollenkopf et al. 2007).
GT examines how people react and interact in response to problematic situations and
social processes, and seeks to discover or generate mid-level theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967).
Although GT is not a concrete “method”, it is a style of conducting qualitative research that
differs from other approaches (Strauss and Corbin 1990). Theoretical sampling, constant
comparison, and specific coding paradigms are elements that differentiate grounded theory from
other qualitative methods. Emergent theory is grounded in field data obtained from multiple
sources (e.g. in-depth interviews, field notes, and artifacts), using a constant comparison
technique for data analysis between extant literature, data and field notes (Strauss 1987). By
utilizing field data to understand personal experiences of participants, their social problems and
processes, GT seeks to abstract the qualitative data to develop a higher-level theoretical
framework during the process (Glaser and Strauss 1967). Finally, GT research is meant to follow
specific guidelines, while remaining flexible to the researcher, using an emergent design to allow
for unexpected data and interpretations.

Sampling & Data Collection
Based on the experimental results, a protocol was developed to conduct an initial group
interview using grounded theory techniques. Participants for the group interviews were selected
from members of professional supply chain management organizations throughout the
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southeastern region of the United States. Participants were chosen from this cross-section of
managers to ensure representation of multiple industries. Participants for each group interview
were selected based on their positions, experiences, and ability to contribute new theoretical
insights, as is consistent with theoretical sampling (Glaser 1978a; Kaufmann and Denk 2011).
Managers included representatives from both buyer and supplier firms to allow for interaction
between managers in different positions, organizations, and at various tiers of their respective
supply chains. Speaking with managers from buyer and supplier firms allowed for the
observation of how the buyer’s perspective may change based on hearing the supplier’s
perspective.
Two group interviews were conducted. The first group interview had a rather open
discussion guide, based on the experimental findings, and had 20 active contributors. The second
group interview had 6 participants and was designed to gain a more in-depth understanding of
themes that began to emerge in the first group interview, and further address outstanding issues
from the findings of the experimental study. For validity purposes, the primary researcher was
accompanied by one other researcher and at least one note taker during the group interviews. The
discussion was audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim, with permission from all participants,
in order to supplement the notes taken during the discussion. Field notes were combined at the
end of the first group discussion, examined for additional theoretical insights and added to the
second group interview protocol.

Data Analysis
Constant comparison techniques were used between data collection, coding, and
theoretical development, with interpretation and analysis begun as interviews were taking place
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and before formal coding began (Glaser 1978b; Glaser and Strauss 1967). Field notes and
memos were used during the group interviews to track topics for further expansion (Bernard
2006). After each interview, the researcher took time to write memos about initial interpretations
of the discussions with participants (Glaser 1988). Field notes and transcripts were then
combined to begin coding and analysis as initial interviews were completed, adhering to the
constant comparison approach that is at the heart of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967).

Coding
Theoretical coding is a very important part of the GT approach; codes are the connection
between data and theory development (Glaser 1978a). Coding is used to uncover “meaning
units” of experiences that emerge from the data (Moustakas 1994), which are then organized into
categories and themes to find patterns in the data (Polkinghorne 1989). These “meaning units”
must be analyzed very thoroughly (i.e. individual lines, and even phrases) before categories and
themes are revealed. Through open coding, categories and themes emerge, which drives
theoretical sampling and later leads to theoretical saturation. As categories emerge, related
categories begin to relate to a common theme, also known as a “core category”, to which initial
sub-categories can be related. Selective coding is then used to focus on the emerging core
category and its related properties (Glaser 1978a; McCracken 1988).

Evaluative Criteria for Qualitative Research
The trustworthiness of the qualitative research was evaluated based on two sets of
criteria, as suggested by Flint, Woodruff, and Gardial (2002). Interpretive research focuses on
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five main criteria: credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability (Lincoln and Guba
1985), and integrity assessment (Wallendorf and Belk 1989). Because a GT approach was
utilized, the criteria of fit, understanding, generality and control were also be applied to the
research (Strauss and Corbin 1990). This research utilized means for addressing each of these
criteria as outlined in extant literature on qualitative approaches and GT methods (Kaufmann and
Denk 2011; Lincoln and Guba 1985; McCracken 1988; Wallendorf and Belk 1989), the specifics
of which are provided in Appendix E.

QUALITATIVE RESULTS
This section delves into the results of the data collected from the qualitative research.
The intent of the qualitative research was to help to understand the counter-intuitive results found
during the initial experiment. After analyzing the data through constant comparison between
transcripts, field notes, and interpretations, one major theme or “core category” emerged—
Strategic Accommodation. This section will develop the overarching theme of Strategic
Accommodation by using interpretations of the data and inserting data excerpts as good
indicators of the overarching theme. Two sub-themes within the core category help explain
Strategic Accommodation—“Stretching Supplier Capabilities” and “Limiting the Benefits of
SAC.”

Overview of “Strategic Accommodation”
The idea of suppliers making strategic accommodations emerged as a central theme in
the GT study, as there is somewhat of a tradeoff in buyers’ decision making process surrounding
accommodation. Buying managers clearly want suppliers to accommodate their changing needs,
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but they want suppliers to do so strategically. Buyers suggested that while they want suppliers to
accommodate and they want to reap the benefits of such accommodation, they question supplier
credibility if suppliers grant accommodation too quickly and do not explain the implications of
accommodation. This creates a balancing act for suppliers and suggests that suppliers should
make accommodations because of the mutual benefits available to buyer and supplier firms, but
should do so strategically so as to avoid potential negative relationship implications. This
overarching theme is supported by two sub-themes and will be further explored in the next
sections.

“Stretching Supplier Capabilities”
The intent of this research was to further explore the boundary conditions of the benefits
of supplier accommodation.

The potential incongruence in perceptions of accommodation

between buyers and suppliers was investigated as was the buyers’ considerations of potential role
conflict regarding the supplier’s role and responsibilities relative to accommodation. While the
experimental findings showed a lack of impact of role conflict on dampening buyers’ future
expectations for accommodation and on buyers’ relational perceptions, this first theme of the
group interviews begins to explain why supplier role conflict has little impact on buyers’
perceptions and expectations. Discussions between buyers and suppliers in the group interviews
revealed two properties of “Stretching Supplier Capabilities” that help explain why supplier role
conflict has little impact on buyer’s evaluations of the relationship or on buyer’s expectations for
future accommodation.
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Defining Supplier Accommodation as a Stretch
Discussions in group interviews shed light on an issue foundational to the phenomenon—
the meaning of “Supplier Accommodation of Customers” (SAC) to buyer versus supplier firms.
Discussions in the first group interview questioned what is at the core idea of accommodation,
with one buyer asking:
“Is it something [the supplier] felt they had a relatively high chance of doing a good job
with based on their resources and capabilities, or was it a stretch for them? I think that
plays in heavily. If I know it is within my capability, it doesn't feel like an
accommodation, but if it is outside my comfort zone…if it’s a stretch then I need more
resources and capital.”
Other buyers discussed accommodation as anything that was outside of the original contract,
whether or not it was within the supplier’s capability or a “stretch” for them. Buyers and
suppliers in the second group interview also recognized this difference in definitions of what
accommodation really is, and that it may be continually shifting. Buyers discussed a “blurred
line” or “gray area” between what they define as customer service and what is defined as
accommodation:
“I think perception matters a lot, because from one side of the table it's just ‘hey this is
what I expect contractually as good customer service’ and from the other side of the table
its ‘wow I'm going above and beyond to accommodate’. It's the same thing, but
perceptions are different.”
Therefore, not only are buyers’ expectations regarding accommodation shifting, but
buyers and suppliers have different definitions of what is considered accommodation. From a
theoretical standpoint, this point raised by participants in the group interview emphasizes the
critical importance of considering SAC from a role theoretic perspective, as role conflict could
arise when the “line” for customer service versus accommodation is not in the same place from
the perspective of the buyer and supplier firms. Qualitative findings suggest that buyers primarily
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recognize accommodation when it is a stretch for suppliers, so that the presence of supplier role
conflict is exactly how buyers define accommodation. Therefore they may recognize that
suppliers view something as outside of their role as a supplier, but it does not have a negative
impact on the buyers’ expectations or relationship perceptions because that is exactly how they
define supplier accommodation.

Shifting Expectations
Buyers develop certain expectations of what should be involved in their suppliers’ roles,
and have expectations regarding suppliers making special accommodations for them.

As

suppliers accommodate their customers, either through building flexibility, making small
changes in processes, or making major adaptations for that specific customer, customers/buying
firms come to expect such accommodation. Discussions from the group interviews suggest that
despite initial expectations for accommodation, buyers’ expectations regarding accommodation
begin to shift as suppliers make more accommodations for buying firms’ changing needs. What
was once considered supplier accommodation then becomes the new norm, in a cyclical
feedback process, as suggested by one buyer’s comment: “Yeah if you want to remain our
supplier you have to meet our new expectations.” Another buyer also recognizes this, although
seemingly attempting to avoid it: “It’s hard not to change expectations. As a buyer, you tend to, I
won’t say abuse…but you know the suppliers that will come through.” Suppliers become
frustrated with trying to manage a moving target, with sentiments such as: “Well I haven’t had to
do that in the past years, so why do I have to do that now.” Changing expectations means an
evolving difference in expectations between buyers and suppliers regarding what the supplier’s
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role entails. This evolving difference in expectations suggests changing levels of role conflict,
which causes relationship tension to fluctuate (Kahn et al. 1964). Combined with the buyers’
definition of SAC as a “stretch” for suppliers, this helps explain buyers’ lack of recognition of
the implications of supplier role conflict.
Buying firms recognize that as their suppliers accommodate their changing needs, this
becomes the new norm and their expectations for accommodation increase. This proceeds in a
cyclical pattern, with participants in buying firms recognizing that in time they learn to expect
certain aspects of accommodation. “I think as a buyer, you learn who your suppliers are that are
willing to work with you on accommodations.” This suggests that suppliers who always
accommodate their customers are essentially training them to expect that level of
accommodation, and if such accommodation is not continued, this could have negative impacts
on the buyer-supplier relationship. This is consistent with the tenets of role theory and the role
episode (Kahn et al. 1964) shown in Figure 7.1. In the case of SAC, the supplier is the focal
party performing certain accommodations as part of what the buyer sees as their role behavior.
As the supplier makes additional accommodations, the buying firm evaluates these behaviors as
new norms of the supplier’s role, and will then begin to expect them in the future.
Suppliers are also aware that this is occurring and recognize the importance of
proceeding with caution, but are unsure on how to manage the issue, as they try to balance
providing superior service without significantly increasing buyer expectations. One manager
from a supplier firms commented:
“It’s a little bit like the service level you set, you know now that you can jump through
hoops to get something in 48 hours that normally takes 3 weeks…guess what, now it’s
always 48 hours and you can’t go back…it’s difficult to accommodate and then ratchet
expectations back down.”
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Suppliers stressed the importance of managing customer expectations, so that there is a clear
understanding of standard business versus “above and beyond.”

“Limiting the Benefits of SAC”
Several explanations for why supplier role conflict does not have a dampening effect on
the benefits of SAC emerged from the group interviews, as discussed in reference to “Stretching
Suppliers Capabilities.”

However, group interviews revealed other elements than do form

boundaries on the limits of SAC. While extant literature and the experimental findings revealed a
positive impact of SAC on buyers’ perceptions of the relationship and on buyers’ expectations
for future accommodation, the second sub-theme emerging from the group interviews suggests
that the benefits of SAC do in fact have limits. Buyers suggested that while they want suppliers
to accommodate and they want to reap the benefits of such accommodation, they question
supplier credibility if suppliers grant accommodation with too much haste or do not explain the
implications of accommodation. This creates a balancing act for suppliers and suggests that
suppliers should make accommodations because of the mutual benefits available to buyer and
supplier firms, but should do so strategically so as to avoid potential negative relationship
implications. Two main properties help explain this sub-theme—“Explaining the Implications”
and “Questioning Supplier Credibility”—and suggest that there are limits to the benefits of SAC
from the buyer’s perspective, as depicted in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2 Moderating Conditions of SAC Outcomes

Explaining the Implications
Although managers from buyer and supplier firms recognize the shift in expectations for
supplier accommodation, buyers will not take full responsibility, as it is a two-way street. One
buyer said “suppliers need to try not to allow themselves to be victims,” meaning that if the
buyer’s expectations are not in line with what the supplier views as their role, the supplier needs
to communicate that with the buying firm. This buyer suggested that communicating this
discrepancy in expectations could be conducted at a quarterly review meeting or other review,
and could potentially be an opportunity for the supplier to actually strengthen the relationship,
providing an example of a conversation between a buyer and supplier:
“‘Here are the things we did, you know we’re not going to ask you for money for them,
it’s part of the relationship…but just so you know, it did cost us’. At least try to illustrate
what value you [as the supplier] bring to the table. If there seems like an opportunity to
develop a relationship, then you need to demonstrate your value and that way you are
helping control your destiny.”
Participants from buying firms discussed the importance of suppliers communicating the
implications of accommodation, as in the above example. Buyers can make an attempt to adjust
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expectations or at least have more of an appreciation for accommodation if suppliers are not just
saying yes to every accommodation request, but communicating more about their decisionmaking process for accommodation and the associated performance implications.
“I really like [his] comment that the supplier should explain what accommodations
they’re making, not just say ‘yes, yes, yes’, but explain what its causing or doing to them.
I think if they explain what they are doing and if they develop that base of knowledge on
what they are doing and why they are doing it. Not just OK I am going to do it, but I am
going to tell them what it means to do it and not just say yes. That way [we] understand
the impact…of how big of a deal it is.”
This quote demonstrates the benefits of group interviews, as it highlights a buyer’s response to
an earlier comment by a supplier. This suggests that buying firms may respond more to a
supplier explaining the consequences of accommodation, not whether or not they feel it is within
their role and responsibilities as a supplier. This sub-theme crosses the boundaries between both
major themes and helps truly explain the idea of strategic accommodation. Buyers lack of
knowledge of the implications of supplier accommodation helps explain why supplier role
conflict does not particularly register or have an impact on buyers’ relational perceptions and
expectations. However, having knowledge of the implications of supplier accommodation helps
buyers have a bit more empathy for suppliers in the future. While this will not necessarily have a
negative impact on buyers’ perceptions of the relationship, they may be more realistic about their
expectations for accommodation from the supplier moving forward, as depicted in RP1 and
shown in Figure 7.2.
RP1: Buyer knowledge of the implications of supplier accommodation will decrease the
positive effects of supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation on buyers’
expectations for future accommodation.
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Questioning Supplier Credibility
One of the final ideas stemming from the group interviews was that buyers seem to be
questioning the credibility of their suppliers in relation to the suppliers’ reaction to
accommodation requests. Buyers expressed concern for what their suppliers were doing for
competitors relative to accommodation. One participant posed a question to the group: “Do you
ever wonder if your supplier always says ‘yes’, then what are they doing for my competitor? Are
they answering yes whenever the competitor asks for something too, or what are they doing
across the street?” This suggests that buyers feel accommodation should be “special.”
Buying firms seem to be more appreciative of suppliers accommodating their changing
needs if the supplier is required to stretch beyond their typical capabilities. However, when
suppliers respond too quickly to accommodation requests or do so without questioning the issue,
buyers question the suppliers’ credibility—“They’re probably making too much money, they’re
probably at the 20% if they always say yes.” Therefore, suppliers must be cautious of their
decision making and interactions with buying firms regarding accommodation. The following
research proposition stems from this idea and is visually depicted in Figure 7.2.
RP2: A lack of supplier credibility, or buyers questioning a supplier’s credibility,
decreases the positive effects of supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation on
buyers’ perceptions of the relationship.
Suppliers in the group interview recognized the tendency to let the potential benefits
overshadow the costs and implications of accommodation, saying “We had to step back, because
you have to understand the profitability; we can’t say yes to everything or we may lose
credibility”. Managers from supplier firms explained that accommodation represents a long-term
opportunity for suppliers, as it provides a chance for suppliers to strengthen relationships with
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customers, to build a competitive advantage through learning and increased capabilities from
accommodating customers, and may provide access to additional resources through customer
contacts. Therefore, suppliers must be cautious not to let the potential benefits cause them to
agree to accommodation too quickly, as they may risk having customers/buying firms begin to
question their credibility as a supplier, which may have negative relationship implications.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The unexpected experimental findings revealed that role conflict had no dampening
effects on the benefits of SAC or on buyers’ future expectations for accommodation presenting
counter-intuitive results. The group interviews confirmed and helped explain why supplier role
conflict had no effects on buyers’ relational perceptions or future expectations for
accommodation, and also suggested elements which do in fact have a potential dampening effect
on the relational benefits of SAC and on buyers’ future expectations for SAC. The qualitative
work builds on the experimental findings and suggests that although supplier role conflict does
not form a boundary condition for the effects of SAC, buyer knowledge of the implications of
SAC and supplier credibility do in fact have an effect on buyers’ relational perceptions and
future expectations. Overall, this suggests that buyers do in fact want suppliers to be
accommodating, but they want them to do so strategically, considering the implications and not
to accommodate hastily, so as to still make buyers feel special. The qualitative group interviews
following the counter-intuitive experimental findings helps provide a more holistic view of SAC
from the buyers’ perspective, considering boundary conditions which have not been considered
in extant research.
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Often when hypotheses are not supported in experimental studies, the theoretical
underpinnings of the research are questioned, as experimental design controls for extraneous
variables and is one of the best methodological approaches for testing causality and theoretical
assumptions (Webster Jr. and Sell 2007). However, even results that differ from the hypothesized
outcomes have the potential to generate very interesting insights for theory and practice
(Kaufmann 2011; Pagell and Kristal 2011). This research took questions raised by unexpected
results of an experimental study and further explored them using a grounded theory approach to
qualitative group interviews. The GT group interviews sought to further explore potential
boundary conditions of accommodation, examining incongruence in the meaning of
accommodation between buyer and supplier firms, the processes used by buying firms to request
accommodation, and considerations of potential conflict in expectations between buyer and
supplier firms. The overarching theme of “Strategic Accommodation” that emerged from this GT
research provides insights into these questions as well as raises other questions.
An unexpected experimental finding was that the presence of supplier role conflict in
reference to SAC had no impact on buyers’ evaluations of the relationship or on their
expectations for future accommodation. Sub-themes that emerged as part of the overarching
“Strategic Accommodation” theme suggest several explanations for this lack of recognition of
role conflict on the part of buying firms. First, the “Stretching Supplier Capabilities” sub-theme
suggests that not only is the buyer’s definition of accommodation evolving, but buyers and
suppliers have very different definitions of what is considered accommodation. Group interviews
indicate that buyers may only view suppliers’ actions as accommodation if it is a “stretch” on
their resources and capabilities. Therefore, the idea that suppliers may not see SAC as within
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their role as a supplier is exactly the reason that buying firms view it as accommodation, because
accommodation may force the supplier “out of their comfort zone.”
The “Limiting the Benefits of SAC” sub-theme also helps explain the lack of impact of
supplier role conflict. Although buying firms may recognize that their expectations for supplier
accommodation do not match the supplier’s expectations, they have little empathy for suppliers
that do not take it upon themselves to communicate with their customers to clarify what is
considered customer service and therefore within their role as they view it, and what is
considered accommodation. Managers from buying firms stressed the importance of suppliers
not just saying “yes” to accommodation requests, but explaining what they are able to do and the
implications of the changes, rather than “allowing themselves to become victims.” These insights
suggest that buyers may feel that there should be very little supplier role conflict if suppliers are
communicating the implications of accommodation and not allowing themselves to become
victims, and therefore have little empathy when supplier role conflict does become an issue.
This research sought to explore the boundary conditions of the benefits of SAC. Although
the experimental study revealed that role conflict did not temper buyers’ evaluations of the
relationship or buyers’ future expectations for accommodation, the qualitative work helps
explain the reasoning behind this. Additionally, the group interviews suggest that although role
conflict may not create boundary conditions for the benefits of SAC, buyers may consider other
aspects such as having knowledge of the implications of SAC and the credibility of their
suppliers. The “Limiting the Benefits of SAC” theme suggests that there are certain things that
may cause buyers to reconsider their accommodation request, particularly pertaining to how
suppliers respond to accommodation requests. Buying managers discussed the negative
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implications of suppliers always saying yes rather than truly analyzing the request, explaining the
implications, and not allowing themselves to become victims of accommodation. This suggests
that supplier accommodation must be approached strategically and that a balance is required for
buyers to benefit from accommodation without approaching the boundary of questioning
supplier credibility and suppliers becoming victims to costly implications of accommodation.

Theoretical Implications & Contributions
This research makes several key contributions to theory. First, the experiment tested
social exchange theory and role theory as they are applied to SAC. As has been called for by
other researchers in logistics and supply chain management (Carter 2011; Stock 1997),
rigorously applying and testing new and borrowed theories is critical to the development of a
discipline. This research tests the applicability of role theory to supplier accommodation by
assuming supplier accommodation is a type of response role behavior to buyers’ role
expectations. The idea of a feedback effect between the supplier’s role behavior, and the buyer’s
future expectations and evaluation of role behavior was tested. The cyclical feedback tenets of
SET and RT were supported, with supplier flexibility and supplier adaptation both associated
with a significant increase in buyers’ expectations for future accommodation. However, the
theoretical assumptions of RT surrounding negative implications of role conflict were not
supported. While the experimental results begin to connect the buyer and supplier perspectives of
SAC, a gap not yet addressed in extant research, the lack of an effect of supplier role conflict
from the buyer’s perspective questions the boundaries of role theory. This suggests that
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theoretical tenets of role theory surrounding role conflict may be biased toward the focal party
whose role is in question (i.e. the supplier’s role in this research).
The qualitative grounded theory approach used group interviews as an opportunity to
further explore the counter-intuitive experimental results. This research answers the call of Boyer
and Swink (2008, p.339) for researchers in operations and supply chain management to use
multiple different methods to “get a true picture of the elephant”. The design of this research
provides across-methods triangulation of data sources to gain a more holistic picture of the
phenomenon. Although this relates to the methodological design of the work, it makes a
contribution to theory by helping to provide some explanation for the disconfirmation of role
theory found in the experimental study. Using group interviews revealed several explanations for
the lack of an effect of supplier role conflict on buyers’ future expectations and evaluations of
the relationship. Although the theoretical assumptions of role conflict were not supported in the
experimental findings, group interviews suggest that buyers’ expectations for accommodation
are continually shifting, and that increased accommodation only heightens this effect.
Additionally, the group interviews revealed that buyers have little empathy for suppliers acting
as victims and claiming high levels of role conflict. Instead, buyers feel that suppliers need to be
more proactive in communicating with supply chain partners with regards to standard
expectations and the implications of accommodation.
Finally, despite providing several reasons for the lack of impact of supplier role conflict
in the experimental findings, managers from buying firms in the group interviews confirmed that
supplier role conflict has little impact on buyers’ future expectations for accommodation or
evaluations of the relationship. The discussions from group interviews suggest that buyers may
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even see the relationship as more favorable and be more appreciative of accommodation when it
is more of a stretch for the supplier. The group interviews suggest multiple explanations. Either
buyers do not care if their suppliers are stretched too thin and just need accommodated as their
needs change, or buyers could potentially be attempting to stretch the supplier to develop new
capabilities. This research explores ideas and questions not typically considered in much of the
research in supply chain management, as role theory is not often used in inter-organizational
supply chain research, but does have significant potential to be applied to more supply chain
phenomena.

Managerial Implications
Preliminary individual as well as group interviews suggest that supplier accommodation
may be perceived quite differently between buyer and supplier firms, and therefore this research
provides different and interesting insights to managers in both buyer and supplier firms. Table
7.2 provides a summary of managerial implications of this research for buyer and supplier firms.
This research highlights the importance of buying firms working with their suppliers,
considering how their expectations and behaviors may be perceived differently by suppliers, and
the impact this may have on their relationships and future performance. Although buyers may
initially think that more accommodation from their suppliers means better overall performance
for their firms, the qualitative results suggest that supplier credibility may form a boundary to the
benefits of accommodation.
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Table 7.2 Summary of Managerial Implications

Implications for
Buying Firms

Implications for
Supplier Firms

Implications for Buyer
and Supplier Firms

•

Highlights the importance of buying firms considering how their
expectations and behaviors may be perceived differently by their
suppliers, and the impact this may have on relationships and future
performance

•

The benefits of supplier accommodation do have limits—buyers
should seek to understand the implications of their suppliers’
accommodations

•

Suppliers should approach accommodation of customers
strategically—explain the implications of accommodations; avoid
accommodating customers too hastily as this risks supplier
credibility

•

Suppliers should recognize that buyers will have little empathy for
suppliers making accommodations that they do not see as part of
their supplier responsibilities; suppliers should communicate with
their customers to ensure expectations are aligned.

•

Expectations for accommodation increase over time as suppliers
make accommodations, and differences in expectations must be
carefully managed to avoid tension on buyer-supplier relationships
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Although supplier role conflict did not decrease the positive relational effects of supplier
accommodation from the buyer’s perspective, nor decrease the buyer’s future expectations for
accommodation, the qualitative group interviews revealed an alternate element that must be
considered. Buyers suggested that while they want suppliers to accommodate and they want to
reap the benefits of such accommodation, they begin to question the supplier’s credibility if
suppliers grant accommodation too quickly. Buyers suggested that suppliers explain the
implications of accommodation, not simply say ‘yes’ too quickly, as this causes reason for
buyers to question the credibility of suppliers. These findings have especially important
implications for supplier firms, as they suggest a balancing act for suppliers to accommodate
their customers but to do so strategically so as to not risk their credibility in the eyes of their
customers.
These insights suggest that buyers may feel that there should be very little supplier role
conflict if suppliers are communicating the implications of accommodation and not allowing
themselves to become victims, and therefore have little empathy when supplier role conflict does
become an issue. One important insight of this finding for supplier firms is that buyers may
respond more favorably to suppliers explaining the consequences of accommodation, rather than
suppliers simply communicating that they may not feel favorably about being asked to make
special accommodations. This research is important to make managers in both buyer and supplier
firms aware that expectations for accommodation do change over time with increases in
accommodation, and differences in expectations must be carefully managed between supply
chain partners to avoid putting tension on buyer-supplier relationships.
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Limitations & Future Research
The results of this research suggest many opportunities for future research in this area.
However, limitations of this research and their corresponding future research implications must
be recognized. First, the protocol for the qualitative group interviews stemmed from
experimental results. Because a priori hypotheses were developed for the experimental study,
theoretical lenses of RT and SET were already used to develop the first part of the study.
Therefore, the researchers could have been biased by the experimental findings when developing
the protocol for the group interviews, as qualitative research and grounded theory in particular
calls for minimizing a priori theoretical assumptions (Denzin 1978; Glaser and Strauss 1967).
Although the qualitative work was begun in this fashion, the core category of “Strategic
Accommodation” and its sub-themes still revealed many great insights and opportunities for
future research.
First, the group interviews clearly established that increased levels of accommodation
will also increase buyers’ expectations for future accommodation, which is consistent both with
the experimental findings and with key theoretical tenets of SET and RT (Kahn et al. 1964;
Thibaut and Kelley 1959). This change in expectations suggests a change in the difference in
expectations, and hence a change in the level of supplier role conflict. Future research should
investigate this idea further, specifically examining role conflict as expectations for
accommodations change, and the impact of these fluctuations on potential relationship tension.
Additionally, the “Stretching Supplier Capabilities” sub-theme helps explain differences
in buyer and supplier expectations, but also raises questions to be addressed in future research.
Specifically, the group interview discussions surrounding this sub-theme suggest that buyers
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only view suppliers’ actions as accommodation if it is a “stretch” or “out of their comfort zone”.
Managers also suggest a “gray area” between customer service and accommodation, and
confusion in different perceptions between buyers and suppliers. Therefore, future research could
investigate the role of the supplier’s flexibility capability in clearly differentiating this line.
Additionally, it would be interesting to investigate if supplier accommodation has more of a
positive impact on the buyers’ perception of the relationship when it is a “stretch” for the
supplier.
The results of the group interviews also offer several explanations for the lack of an
effect of supplier role conflict in the experimental study. The “Limiting the Benefits of SAC”
sub-theme suggests the importance of suppliers explaining the implications of accommodation,
and that buyers have little empathy for suppliers when expectations for accommodation are not
in line for what the supplier views as their role. The group interview discussions also suggest
that buyers learn to expect accommodation because of the actions of their suppliers, in a cyclical
pattern of accommodation and increased expectations for accommodation. This leads back to the
question of the impact of role conflict, and at what point the knowledge of role conflict will have
any negative effect on their future expectations for continued accommodation. Future research
could investigate this issue further, potentially considering the buyers’ tolerance or “tipping
point” for supplier role conflict and accommodation requests.
Finally, results suggest that while role conflict may not limit the benefits of SAC, there
may be boundary conditions of supplier accommodation connected to buying firms having
knowledge of the impact of SAC on supplier firms and of buyers questioning the credibility of
suppliers. Discussions from group interviews reveal buying firms as concerned about the
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credibility of their suppliers if accommodation is granted too quickly or suppliers say ‘yes’ too
often. Buyers also indicated a concern for what accommodations suppliers were making for
competitors. This suggests a fine line that suppliers must walk to accommodate customers, yet
maintain credibility and dedication in the eyes of their customers/buying firms. Future research
should investigate how supplier credibility and accommodation potential are considered in
supplier selection processes, as well as how accommodation changes buyers’ perceptions of the
supplier’s credibility and dedication to the relationship. Each of these areas offers significant
research opportunities related to the buyer’s changing expectations for supplier accommodation
and associated issues, suggesting this area is ripe for future research.
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Appendix A: Tree and Branch Diagram for all Possible Paths—Experiments 1 & 2
IVs: Supplier Adaptation (H-L); Supplier Flexibility (H-L); Supplier Role Conflict (H-L)
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8 Treatment Cells (2 x 2 x 2 design):
1: High Adaptation, High Flexibility, High Conflict
2: High Adaptation, High Flexibility, Low Conflict
3: High Adaptation, Low Flexibility, High Conflict
4: High Adaptation, Low Flexibility, Low Conflict
5: Low Adaptation, High Flexibility, High Conflict
6: Low Adaptation, High Flexibility, Low Conflict
7: Low Adaptation, Low Flexibility, High Conflict
8: Low Adaptation, Low Flexibility, Low Conflict
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Appendix B: Summary of Existing Scales
Supplier Flexibility
Reference

Definition

Measurement

Avittathur &
Swamidass,
2007

Supplier Flexibility

Measured from the buyer’s perspective as: (1) Distance from
buyer’s production facility; (2) Willingness & ability to accept
changes; (3) Ability & desire to learn buyer’s system & comply
with it.

Cannon &
Homburg,
2001

Supplier flexibility is defined as the extent to
which the supplier is willing to make changes
to accommodate the customer’s changing
needs (adopted from Noordewier et al, 1990)
**Conceptualized as a form of supplier
accommodation (Flexibility & adaptation)

Homburg et
al, 2002

Perceived flexibility is the extent to which the
supplier is willing to make changes to
accommodate the customer’s changing or
unforeseen needs (adopted from Noordewier,
John & Nevin, 1990)

Supplier flexibility: (strongly agree-strongly disagree) (adapted
from Noordewier et al 1990)
--This supplier is flexible enough to handle unforeseen problems
(reliability .76).
--This supplier handles changes well (reliability .71).
--This supplier can readily adjust its inventories to meet changes
in our needs (reliability .42)—this item adapted for this study due
to low reliability
--This supplier is flexible in response to requests we make
(reliability .71).
Measured from buyer’s perspective:
This supplier is flexible enough to handle unforeseen problems;
this supplier handles changes well; this supplier can readily adjust
its inventories to meet changes in our needs; this supplier is
flexible in response to the requests we make.

Hsieh et al,
2008

Flexibility is a form of accommodation to
redeploy assets to take advantage of
opportunities and/or avoid problems and
continue adding value for customers
(Fredericks, 2005).
*Conceptualized
as
one
form
of
accommodation with adaptation—flexibility
seen as short-term.

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the
following statements:
Our business uses modularity or keeps enough slackness to handle
unforeseen problems.
Our business uses modularity or keeps enough slackness for
responding to the rising standards of the key customer.
Our business uses modularity or keeps enough slackness for
responding to the performance requests the key customer makes.
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Original Measurement
Assessment
Chronbach’s α = 0.8397

• Chronbach’s α = 0.84
• Confirmatory factor
analysis used to confirm
convergent and
discriminant validity

• Composite reliability =
0.87
• Average variance
extracted = 0.64
• Fit Statistics: GFI = .99;
AGFI = .99; CFI = 1.00
• Chronbach’s α = 0.90
• Average variance
extracted = 0.65
• Discriminant validity
shown through CFA—
shared variance between
flexibility &
relationship -specific
adaptation is .41, lower
than the lowest average
variance extracted (.65)

• Chronbach’s α = 0.90
• Fit Statistics:
RMSEA<0.001, GFI =
0.99; AGFI = 0.97;
NFI = 0.99; CFI = 1.0
• Chronbach’s α = 0.74
for overall 2nd order
construct
• Fit Statistics: GFI =
0.83; AGFI = 0.79

Liao, Hong
& Rao, 2010

“Supplier flexibility refers to the extent of
responsive abilities through the use of
supplier-specific capabilities”.

Supplier flexibility (SF/SPL) is captured by 2 Likert-scale items:
the willingness and ability of suppliers to accommodate changes
that buyers have requested.

Noordewier,
John
&
Nevin, 1990

Supplier flexibility is seen when suppliers are
called upon to react to unforeseen (and
unforeseeable) changes, contingencies that
could not have been predicted beforehand.
Buyer requests for adjustments (in price,
maintained stock levels, emergency deliveries,
etc.) constitute opportunities for a supplier to
display flexibility.

Conceptualized as an element of relational governance, which is a
second order construct. s
Supplier Flexibility:
1. Supplier is flexible in response to requests we make.
2. Supplier can readily adjust its inventories to meet unforeseen
needs that might occur.
3. Supplier handles change well.
4. Supplier can provide emergency deliveries.

Oh & Rhee,
2008

Supplier Flexibility --viewed as a capability
(one of 4 competitive capabilities (also
dependability
improvement,
quality
improvement, & cost reduction capabilities).

MEASURES:
We are highly capable of responding to emergent orders.
We are highly capable of manufacturing diverse products.

Only reported simple
correlation coefficient
(0.64).

Original Measurement
Assessment
None reported

Supplier Adaptation
Reference

Definition

Measurement

Blonska,
Rozemeijer &
Wetzels,
2008

Supplier Adaptation conceptualized as
structural changes for value-added benefits.

**Scales adapted from Palmatier et al 2007
*From supplier perspective of their willingness to adapt and based
on giving buyers preferential status

Brennan,
Turnbull &
Wilson, 2003

Supplier Adaptation of production planning
& scheduling, stockholding & delivery,
product, information exchange, production
process, financial or contractual terms or
conditions, & organizational structure

Dichotomous measures used for each specific adaptation, to get
overall adaptation score.

Not applicable

Cannon
&
Homburg,
2001

Relationship-specific
adaptations
are
changes in process, product or procedures
specific to the needs of a particular customer;

Relationship-specific adaptations: (not at all-very much) (adapted
from Cannon and Perreault 1999)
Just for us, this supplier changed…

Not provided because
used as a formative
scale—sum of the extent
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Hallen et al,
1991

Hsieh et al,
2008

typically long-term, whereas flexibility shortterm. **Conceptualized as a form of supplier
accommodation (Flexibility & adaptation)
Supplier Adaptation measured by adaptation
of product,
production
process,
&
stockholding.

Relationship specific adaptation can be
characterized as investments in products,
processes, or procedures to meet the specific
needs of an exchange partner, such as
tailoring marketing systems, purchasing new
equipment,
changing
inventory
and
distribution systems or customizing products
(adopted from Hallen et al, 1991).
*Conceptualized
as
one
form
of
accommodation with flexibility—adaptation
seen as long-term.

its inventory and distribution; its marketing; its product’s
features; its personnel; its capital equipment and tools.

to which adapted across
different areas.

Supplier Adaptation (3-level scale based on detailed product • Chronbach’s α = 0.729
description by the respondent)
Supplier's adaptation of his product.
Supplier's adaptation of his production process.
Supplier's adaptation of his stockholding.
Relationship-specific adaptations
• Chronbach’s α = 0.87
Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the • Average variance
following statements:
extracted = 0.75
Our business changed our marketing investments especially for • Discriminant validity
the key customer.
shown through CFA—
Our business changed our product's features especially for the key
shared variance between
customer.
flexibility &
Our business changed our capital equipments and operations
relationship -specific
especially for the key customer.
adaptation is .41, lower
Our business changed our inventory and distribution system
than the lowest average
especially for the key customer.
variance extracted (.65)
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Role Conflict
Reference

Definition

Measurement

Original Measurement
Assessment

Kahn et al.
(1964, p.19)

Sent Role Conflict is the “simultaneous
occurrence of two (or more) sets of
pressures such that compliance with one
would make more difficult compliance with
the other”.

Role conflict Index –based on a sum of difference scores in
perceptions from multiple different role senders

Not applicable

Inter-sender
conflict—incongruent
pressures from two or more members of a
role set (one of 3 types of sent role conflict)
Rizzo et
(1970)

al.

King & King (1990) review this and suggest that the index is
problematic because it does not attempt to cluster measures for the
different types of role conflict, and even leaves out intra-sender and
intra-sender conflict.

Role Conflict “is defined in terms of the
dimensions of congruency-incongruency or
in
the
compatibility-incompatibility
requirements of the role, where congruency
or compatibility is judged relative to a set of
standards or conditions which impinge upon
role performance” .

Measured with 8 items, but was not separated into types of role
conflict. These items best represent inter-sender conflict (as
suggested by King & King 1990 critique):

Johnson
&
Graen (1973)

Role Conflict “refers to the extent to which
the expectations of the various members of
the role set are divergent” .

Measured the absolute value of the difference between one person’s
perceptions of the role and another’s perceptions.

Behrman
Perreault,
(1984)

&
Jr.

Role Conflict "is the degree of incongruity
or incompatibility of expectations associated
with the role” (c.f. Miles and Perreault 1976,
p.22)

The overall role conflict a sales rep experiences as measured by
five point Likert-type items which tap various aspects of intersender conflict (5 items), intra-sender conflict (4 items), work
overload (5 items), and person-role conflict (4 items).**Adapted
from Rizzo et al. (1970).

Shenkar
&
Zeira (1992)

Role Conflict “can be defined as a situation
in which the priorities of one system conflict
with the priorities of another system” .

Utilized index from Rizzo et al (1970) scales for role conflict and
role ambiguity, even though state that inter-sender conflict is most
prevalent to this research.

Chronbach’s α = 0.816
(but only 2 items of a
larger scale)

I receive incompatible requests from two or more people.
I do things that are apt to be accepted by one person and not
accepted by others.
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Not applicable

Chronbach’s α = 0.85

Chronbach’s α = 0.889

Chonko
&
Burnett
(1983);
Hartline
&
Ferrell (1996)

Role Conflict stems from disagreement in
role expectations (specifically refer to role
expectations of sales people here).

How much agreement would you say there is between you and your
customer on…
Your performance of field tests for customers.
How much training you should provide customers.
When you should be available to your customers.
The extent to which you should develop personal relations with
your customers.
How you should handle competition in your sales presentations.
How you should present the benefits of your firm’s products to
your customers.
How much maintenance service you should provide your
customers.
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• Chronbach’s α = 0.81
reported by Chonko &
Burnett (1983) in
original study
• Chronbach’s α = 0.83
reported by Hartline &
Ferrell (1996) for
combined 12-item
scale for role conflict
of hotel managers,
employees, and
customers

Relationship Effectiveness
Reference

Definition

Measurement

Original Measurement
Assessment

Ruekert and
Walker
(1987)

Perceived effectiveness of the relationship:
“the perception of personnel who interact with
people in another functional area that their
relationship
is
worthwhile,
equitable,
productive, and satisfying” (Ruekert and
Walker Jr. 1987, p.7) .

1. Prior to the past six months, to what extent have you had
effective working relationships with this other unit?
2. To what extent has this unit carried out its responsibilities and
commitments in regard to you during the past six months?
3. To what extent have you carried out your responsibilities and
commitments in regard to this other unit during the past six
months?
4. To what extent do you feel the relationship between you and this
other unit is productive?
5. To what extent is the time and effort spent in developing and
maintaining the relationship with this other unit worthwhile?
6. Overall, to what extent were you satisfied with the relationship
between your unit and this other unit during the past six months?
(5-point scale ranging from "to no extent" to "great extent")
To what extent has:
a. the partner firm carried out its responsibilities and commitments
with respect to the project?
b. your firm carried out its responsibilities and commitments with
respect to the project?
c. the relationship between your firm and the partner firm been
productive?
d. the time and effort spent in developing and maintaining the
relationship with the partner firm been worthwhile?
e. the relationship between your firm and the partner firm been
satisfactory?

• Chronbach’s α = 0.85;
0.87; 0.91; 0.84 (as
perceived by
manufacturing, R&D,
accounting and nonmarketing personnel
respectively)

Adopted from Van de Ven (1976).

Bucklin and
Sangupta
(1993)

Perceived effectiveness “is defined to be the
extent to which both firms are committed to
the alliance and find it to be productive and
worthwhile” .
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Chronbach’s α = 0.84

Fisher, Maltz
and Jaworski
(1997)

Relationship Effectiveness was examined in
the context of marketing managers’
evaluations of the productivity of their
interactions with their engineering contacts.
Adapted from the work of Reukert and Walker
(1987).

Moore
(1998)

Relationship Effectiveness “is the degree to
which a party in a relationship views the
relationship as being worthwhile, productive,
and satisfying” .

Kahn,
Reizenstein,
and
Rentz
(2004)

Relationship Effectiveness was adapted from
Ruekert
and
Walker’s
(1987)
conceptualization, for compatibility with sales
and distribution personnel.

To what extent (5 pt scale of No Extent – Great Extent)…
• Chronbach’s α = 0.94
Have you had an effective working relationship with the • Confirmatory factor
engineering contact?
analysis used to
Has the engineering contact carried out his/her responsibilities and
confirm convergent
commitments to you?
and discriminant
Do you feel your relationship with the engineering contact is
validity
productive?
Is the time and effort spent developing and maintaining this
relationship worthwhile?
Are you satisfied with your relationship?
• Chronbach’s α not
provided for specific
scales; state that all
above 0.70
• Fit Statistics not
provided for
measurement model
To what extent has this other function carried out its responsibilities
and commitments in regard to you?
Have you carried out your responsibilities and commitments in
regard to the other function?
Do you feel the relationship between you and this other function is
productive?
Is the time and effort spent in developing and maintaining the
relationship with this other function worthwhile?
Are you satisfied with the relationship between your function and
this other function?
Have you had effective working relationships with the other
function?
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• Chronbach’s α = 0.84
• Fit Statistics:
GFI = 0.93; AGFI =
0.89; CFI = 0.92

Affective Commitment
Reference

Definition

Measurement

Original Measurement
Assessment

Buchanan
(1974)

Commitment:
“a
partisan,
affective
attachment to the goals and values of the
organization, to one’s role in relation to the
goals and values, and to the organization for
its own sake, apart from its purely
instrumental worth” .

Dwyer,
Schurr,
and
Oh (1987)

Commitment “refers to an implicit or explicit
pledge of relational continuity between
exchange partners. At this most advanced
phase of buyer-seller interdependence the
exchange partners have achieved a level of
satisfaction from the exchange process that
virtually precludes other primary exchange
partners who could provide similar benefits” .

None

Not applicable

Moorman,
Zaltman and
Desphande
(1992)

Relationship commitment: “an enduring
desire to maintain a valued relationship”

I am committed to my relationship with my researcher
I consider my researcher to be a part of my department
I really care about the fate of my working relationship with my
researcher

Chronbach’s α = 0.78

Allen
and
Meyer (1996;
1990; 1984)

Affective Commitment is conceptualized in
terms of employee’s affective attachment to an
organization.
“Employees with strong affective commitment
remain because they want to, those with strong
continuance commitment because they need
to, and those with strong normative
commitment because they feel they ought to
do so” (Allen and Meyer 1990, p.3).

I enjoy discussing my organization with people outside it
I really feel as if this organization's problems are my own
I think that I could easily become as attached to another
organization as I am to this one (R)
I do not feel like 'part of the family' at my organization (R)
I do not feel 'emotionally attached' to this organization (R)
This organization has a great deal of
personal meaning for me
I do not feel a strong sense of belonging to my organization (R)

Chronbach’s α = 0.87

• Chronbach’s α not
provided for specific
scales; state that all
above 0.70
• Fit Statistics not
provided for
measurement model
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Morgan and
Hunt (1994)

Relationship commitment: “an exchange
partner believing that an ongoing relationship
with another is so important as to warrant
maximum efforts at maintaining it; that is, the
committed party believes the relationship is
worth working on to ensure that it endures
indefinitely” (p.23). (Also taps into an
economic or calculative view of commitment).

The relationship that my firm has with my major supplier
...is something we are very committed to.
...is something my firm intends to maintain indefinitely.
...deserves our firm's maximum effort to maintain. (3 of 7
measures)

Kelly (2004)

Adopt
Allen
&
Meyer’s
(1990)
conceptualization of affective commitment

Adapted from Brown et al. (1995).
We talk up our banner group, to friends and acquaintances, as a
great organization to be connected with.
We feel that our banner group views us as being an important
"team member", rather than just being another retailer.
We are proud to tell others that we are associated with our banner
group.

Gustafsson,
Johnson and
Roos (2005)

Affective commitment is conceptualized as
an “emotional factor that develops through the
degree of reciprocity or personal involvement
that a customer has with a company” .
Adapted from Morgan and Hunt (1994).

I take pleasure in being a customer of the company.
The company is the operator that takes the best care of their
customers.
There is a presence of reciprocity in my relationship with the
company.
I have feelings of trust toward the company.
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Chronbach’s α = 0.895

Chronbach’s α = 0.879

Average variance
extracted = 0.692

Appendix C: Directions and Scenario Manipulations
Email letter:
Dear [_name_],
Make your voice be heard by participating in leading-edge research about relationships between business
customers and suppliers, and how suppliers react to customers’ changing needs.
Participants in a recent Supply Chain Forum at the University of Tennessee indicated that with the everchanging marketplace and the need for supply chains to be flexible and responsive to customers’
changing needs, supply chain relationships may become strained. This research examines interactions
between business customers and their suppliers as they deal with unforeseen market changes. The results
should prove to be useful to both supplier and customer firms. The survey should only take about 10
minutes. Please click the link below to get started on the confidential online survey:
[LINK]
Participation in this questionnaire does not require you to provide information about your business
relationships, but rather to respond to a hypothetical scenario about a buyer-supplier relationship as an
objective third party. In return for your participation in this survey, you will receive a summary of the
survey results. Additionally, you will be entered into a drawing to receive a $50 Amazon gift card. The
email address you provide if you wish to see the survey results will be sent to a separate server, and in no
way linked to your response to the survey
This study is supported and administered by researchers at the University of Tennessee, Department of
Marketing & Logistics. Your participation is completely voluntary and your responses will be kept
strictly confidential and used for scientific research only. None of data collected in this study will be
shared with or sold to any third party. If you have any questions about your rights as a research
participant, you may contact the Office of Research at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville at (865)
974-7697.

Thank you for your time,
Monique Murfield
Ph.D. Candidate, Logistics
Department of Marketing & Logistics
University of Tennessee
murfield@utk.edu
(865) 456-4866
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Introduction (in Qualtrics after click link, before directions and scenario)
Customer-Supplier Relationships & Changing Customer Needs
Participation in this questionnaire does not require you to provide information about your
business relationships, but rather to provide reactions to a scenario about a buyer-supplier
relationship as an objective third party.
Your responses will be kept strictly confidential and be used for scientific research only. There
are no commercial interests involved in this study. None of the data collected in this study will
be shared with or sold to any third party. Your participation is strictly voluntary, and you may
skip any questions or stop answering questions at any time. Your honest reactions to the
questions are truly appreciated.
The questionnaire should take about 10 minutes. Please try to complete the survey in one sitting
and answer the questions to the best of your ability. Continued involvement indicates your
consent to participate in this survey.
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this research. If you have any questions about
your rights as a research participant, you may contact the Office of Research at the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville at (865) 974-7697.
Directions 1 (for Experiment 1):
Imagine that Volunteer Express Company (VEC) is a manufacturer that supplies products to
Customer A. The business interactions of VEC and this customer are described in the scenario to
follow. Assume all scenario descriptions are accurate and trustworthy. After reading the
scenario, please answer each question as if you are a third party observing the situation. As you
answer each question, predict how VEC would respond to Customer A in this type of situation.
Please do not base your answers on how you think VEC should work with this customer, but
rather on how they actually would work with and respond to this customer.
Directions 2 (for Experiment 2):
Imagine that Volunteer Express Company (VEC) is a manufacturer that supplies products to
customer A. The business interactions of VEC and Customer A are described in the scenario to
follow. Assume all scenario descriptions are accurate and trustworthy. After reading the
scenario, please answer each question as if you are a third party observing the situation. As you
answer each question, predict how Customer A would respond to VEC’s actions in this type of
situation. Please do not base your answers on how you think Customer A should work with VEC,
but rather on how they actually would work with and respond to VEC.
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Scenario 1 (Treatment 1:High Adaptation, High Flexibility, High Conflict)
VEC is in an established relationship with customer A, and has a contract set up to service
their typical requirements. VEC is able to accept changes in customer requirements as they arise.
VEC’s operations are set up so that they can change production runs to meet emergent orders,
and can even adjust the inventory that they are holding for specific customers if necessary to
meet the customer’s needs. Overall, VEC is able to respond to many different types of
unforeseen problems and still maintain a smooth operation.
Outside of the typical requirements for Customer A, VEC also has been asked to
accommodate special requests from customer A to invest in additional technology and equipment
specifically for the production of Customer A’s products. Not only has VEC taken this
investment on, but VEC’s top engineers also have invested quite a lot of brain power into
adjusting their production processes and distribution system to provide maximum benefit to
Customer A and accommodate their needs as they change. VEC even has a sales manager
dedicated to Customer A’s account to handle any further unforeseen changes. Although VEC has
the ability to make these changes, and has made significant changes and investments to meet
Customer A’s expectations, they see them as outside of their duties and responsibilities as a
supplier and are not happy about it.
Scenario 2 (Treatment 2: High Adaptation, High Flexibility, Low Conflict)
VEC is in an established relationship with customer A, and has a contract set up to service
their typical requirements. VEC is able to accept changes in customer requirements as they arise.
VEC’s operations are set up so that they can change production runs to meet emergent orders,
and can even adjust the inventory that they are holding for specific customers if necessary to
meet the customer’s needs. Overall, VEC is able to respond to many different types of
unforeseen problems and still maintain a smooth operation.
Outside of the typical requirements for Customer A, VEC also has been asked to
accommodate special requests from customer A to invest in additional technology and equipment
specifically for the production of Customer A’s products. Not only has VEC taken this
investment on, but VEC’s top engineers also have invested quite a lot of brain power into
adjusting their production processes and distribution system to provide maximum benefit to
Customer A and accommodate their needs as they change. VEC even has a sales manager
dedicated to Customer A’s account to handle any further unforeseen changes. VEC likes to take
on these special requests, and doesn’t see it as out of the ordinary, but just as a part of being an
exceptional supplier to Customer A.
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Scenario 3 (Treatment 3: High Adaptation, Low Flexibility, High Conflict)
VEC is in an established relationship with customer A, and has a contract set up to service
their typical requirements. VEC has trouble accepting changes in customer requirements as they
come up. The set up of VEC’s operations does not allow them much freedom to change
production runs, and so they have trouble meeting emergent orders that they were not expecting.
This makes it difficult for VEC to adjust the inventory they are holding specific customers if the
customer’s needs change. Overall, VEC has limited ability to respond to unforeseen
circumstances if they still want to maintain a smooth operation.
Outside of the typical requirements for customer A, VEC also has been asked to
accommodate special requests from customer A to invest in additional technology and equipment
specifically for the production of Customer A’s products. Not only has VEC taken this
investment on, but VEC’s top engineers also have invested quite a lot of brain power into
adjusting their production processes and distribution system to provide maximum benefit to
Customer A and accommodate their needs as they change. VEC even has a sales manager
dedicated to Customer A’s account to handle any further unforeseen changes. Although VEC has
made significant changes and investments to meet Customer A’s expectations, they see them as
outside of their duties and responsibilities as a supplier and are not happy about it.
Scenario 4 (Treatment 4: High Adaptation, Low Flexibility, Low Conflict)
VEC is in an established relationship with customer A, and has a contract set up to service
their typical requirements. VEC has trouble accepting changes in customer requirements as they
come up. The set up of VEC’s operations does not allow them much freedom to change
production runs, and so they have trouble meeting emergent orders that they were not expecting.
This makes it difficult for VEC to adjust the inventory they are holding specific customers if the
customer’s needs change. Overall, VEC has limited ability to respond to unforeseen
circumstances if they still want to maintain a smooth operation.
Outside of the typical requirements for Customer A, VEC also has been asked to
accommodate special requests from customer A to invest in additional technology and equipment
specifically for the production of Customer A’s products. Not only has VEC taken this
investment on, but VEC’s top engineers also have invested quite a lot of brain power into
adjusting their production processes and distribution system to provide maximum benefit to
Customer A and accommodate their needs as they change. VEC even has a sales manager
dedicated to Customer A’s account to handle any further unforeseen changes. VEC doesn’t see
these special requests as out of the ordinary, but just as a part of being an exceptional supplier to
Customer A.
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Scenario 5 (Treatment 5: Low Adaptation, High Flexibility, High Conflict)
VEC is in an established relationship with customer A, and has a contract set up to service
their typical requirements. VEC is able to accept changes in customer requirements as they arise.
VEC’s operations are set up so that they can change production runs to meet emergent orders,
and can even adjust the inventory that they are holding for specific customers if necessary to
meet the customer’s needs. Overall, VEC is able to respond to many different types of
unforeseen problems and still maintain a smooth operation.
Outside of the typical requirements for Customer A, VEC also has been asked to
accommodate special requests from customer A to invest in additional technology and equipment
specifically for the production of Customer A’s products. VEC has figured out a way to meet
Customer A’s requirements for the most part without agreeing to invest in additional technology
specifically for their products. The distribution network and production processes used for
Customer A are fairly standard across VEC’s system and VEC and does not accommodate many
special requests or changes for Customer A. Although VEC has the ability to make these
changes, they see them as outside of their duties and responsibilities as a supplier and are not
happy about Customer A’s requests.

Scenario 6 (Treatment 6: Low Adaptation, High Flexibility, Low Conflict)
VEC is in an established relationship with customer A, and has a contract set up to service
their typical requirements. VEC is able to accept changes in customer requirements as they arise.
VEC’s operations are set up so that they can change production runs to meet emergent orders,
and can even adjust the inventory that they are holding for specific customers if necessary to
meet the customer’s needs. Overall, VEC is able to respond to many different types of
unforeseen problems and still maintain a smooth operation.
Outside of the typical requirements for Customer A, VEC also has been asked to
accommodate special requests from customer A to invest in additional technology and equipment
specifically for the production of Customer A’s products. VEC has figured out a way to meet
Customer A’s requirements for the most part without agreeing to invest in additional technology
specifically for their products. The distribution network and production processes used for
Customer A are fairly standard across VEC’s system and VEC and does not accommodate many
special requests or changes for Customer A. Although VEC has not made many extra
technological investments for Customer A to this point, VEC doesn’t see these requests as out of
the ordinary, but just part of their duty in being an exceptional supplier to Customer A.
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Scenario 7 (Treatment 7: Low Adaptation, Low Flexibility, High Conflict)
VEC is in an established relationship with customer A, and has a contract set up to service
their typical requirements. VEC has trouble accepting changes in customer requirements as they
come up. The set up of VEC’s operations does not allow them much freedom to change
production runs, and so they have trouble meeting emergent orders that they were not expecting.
This makes it difficult for VEC to adjust the inventory they are holding specific customers if the
customer’s needs change. Overall, VEC has limited ability to respond to unforeseen
circumstances if they still want to maintain a smooth operation.
Outside of the typical requirements for Customer A, VEC also has been asked to
accommodate special requests from customer A to invest in additional technology and equipment
specifically for the production of Customer A’s products. VEC has figured out a way to meet
Customer A’s requirements for the most part without agreeing to invest in additional technology
specifically for their products. The distribution network and production processes used for
Customer A are fairly standard across VEC’s system and VEC and does not accommodate many
special requests or changes for Customer A. VEC sees these special requests as outside of their
duties and responsibilities as a supplier and are not happy about Customer A’s requests.

Scenario 8 (Treatment 8: Low Adaptation, Low Flexibility, Low Conflict)
VEC is in an established relationship with customer A, and has a contract set up to service
their typical requirements. VEC has trouble accepting changes in customer requirements as they
come up. The set up of VEC’s operations does not allow them much freedom to change
production runs, and so they have trouble meeting emergent orders that they were not expecting.
This makes it difficult for VEC to adjust the inventory they are holding specific customers if the
customer’s needs change. Overall, VEC has limited ability to respond to unforeseen
circumstances if they still want to maintain a smooth operation.
Outside of the typical requirements for Customer A, VEC also has been asked to
accommodate special requests from customer A to invest in additional technology and equipment
specifically for the production of Customer A’s products. VEC has figured out a way to meet
Customer A’s requirements for the most part without agreeing to invest in additional technology
specifically for their products. The distribution network and production processes used for
Customer A are fairly standard across VEC’s system and VEC and does not accommodate many
special requests or changes for Customer A. VEC doesn’t see these special requests as out of the
ordinary, but just as a part of being a supplier.
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Appendix D: Measurement of Dependent and Manipulation Check Variables
Supplier Flexibility (Adapted from Cannon and Homburg 2001; Noordewier et al. 1990; Oh and
Rhee 2008)
• VEC is capable of handling unforeseen problems.
• VEC handles changes well.
• VEC is able to adjust its inventory to meet its customers’ needs.
• VEC is able to adjust production according to emergent order requirements.
Supplier Adaptation (Adapted from Hallen et al. 1991; Hsieh et al. 2008)
• VEC changes its inventory and distribution system especially for Customer A.
• VEC changes its marketing investments especially for Customer A.
• VEC changes its product’s features especially for Customer A.
• VEC changes its personnel especially for Customer A.
• VEC changes its capital equipment and operations especially for Customer A.
Supplier Role Conflict (Adapted from Chonko and Burnett 1983; Rizzo et al. 1970)
Please indicate the extent of agreement between VEC and Customer A on the following:
• Customer A’s expectations of VEC.
• VEC’s role and responsibilities as a supplier.
Realism Check (Dabholkar 1994)
• The situation described in the scenario was realistic.
• I can imagine two companies in the described situation.
Relationship Effectiveness—supplier’s perspective (Adapted from Bucklin and Sengupta 1993;
Ruekert and Walker Jr. 1987)
• VEC sees the time spent developing and maintaining the relationship with Customer A as
worthwhile.
• VEC is satisfied with their relationship with Customer A.
• VEC sees the relationship with Customer A as productive.
Affective Commitment—supplier’s perspective (Adapted from Allen and Meyer 1996; Allen and
Meyer 1990; Kelly 2004; Morgan and Hunt 1994)
• VEC wishes to maintain the relationship with Customer A for the long term.
• VEC is proud to tell others they work with Customer A.
• VEC is loyal to Customer A.
• VEC considers the people at Customer A as part of their team.
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Supplier’s Willingness to Accommodate in the Future
Please indicate the extent to which VEC would be willing to accommodate Customer A in
the future.
Relationship Effectiveness—buyer’s perspective (Adapted from Bucklin and Sengupta 1993;
Ruekert and Walker Jr. 1987)
• Customer A sees the time spent developing and maintaining the relationship with VEC as
worthwhile.
• Customer A is satisfied with their relationship with VEC.
• Customer A sees the relationship with VEC as productive.
Affective Commitment—buyer’s perspective (Adapted from Allen and Meyer 1996; Allen and
Meyer 1990; Kelly 2004; Morgan and Hunt 1994)
• Customer A is proud to tell others they work with VEC.
• Customer A is loyal to VEC.
• Customer A takes pleasure in being a customer of VEC
• Customer A considers the people at VEC as part of their team.
Buyer’s Expectations for Future Accommodation
Please indicate the extent to which Customer A would expect VEC to accommodate their
special needs in the future. (Much less – Much More)
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Appendix E: Evaluating Trustworthiness of Qualitative Research & Findings
Trustworthiness Criteria
Credibility
The degree to which the
findings are believable, and
are adequate representations
of the data.

Methods of Addressing Criteria in this Research
• Triangulation of findings with artifacts between other data
sources (i.e. company websites) and data from group
interviews
• Summary reports provided to participants for feedback, and
emergent models were modified and expanded accordingly

Transferability
The extent to which findings
from one context will be
applicable in another context

• Theoretical sampling
• Thick descriptions obtained from participants

(Lincoln and
Guba 1985;
McCracken
1988)

Dependability
The extent to which the
findings are unique to a time,
place, or situation; the
consistency of findings

• Will have participants discuss activities and examples
related to a specific project in a certain time/place, with a
specific customer, as well as those they had experienced at
the company over a period of time

(Lincoln and
Guba 1985)

Confirmability
The extent to which the
findings are supported by the
data from participants and
phenomenon; avoiding
research biases

• Preliminary findings were reviewed by a co-researcher who
acted as an auditor
• Emergent models and interpretations were refined and
expanded.

(Lincoln and
Guba 1985;
Miles and
Huberman
1984; Valle et
al. 1989)

Integrity
The quality of the data
collected; the extent
interpretations are influenced
by participant
misinformation

• Researchers built rapport with participants prior to asking
deeper questions; the interviews were professional, nonthreatening and confidential

(Wallendorf and
Belk 1989)

Fit
The extent to which the
findings fit within the area of
study

• Overlapping—previously addressed through means used to
address credibility, confirmability, and dependability
• The researcher asked participants to describe ideas in detail,
and beyond an anecdotal level to describe interactions
important to understanding the phenomenon

(c.f. Flint et al.
2002; Strauss
and Corbin
1990)

Understanding
Degree to which participants
buy into results as
representations of their
reality

• Summary of findings were presented to participants to
ensure they reflected their intended stories and discussions
• Overview of findings was presented to colleagues and
select practitioners for review and feedback

(c.f. Flint et al.
2002; Strauss
and Corbin
1990)

Generality
Extent to which findings
elicit multiple facets of the
phenomenon

• Interviews were of sufficient duration and depth to elicit
multiple complex aspects of the phenomenon

(c.f. Flint et al.
2002; Strauss
and Corbin
1990)

Control
Extent to which participants
influence aspects of theory

• Interviews investigated concepts that involve interaction
between participants and their customers or other supply
chain partners, and each of their corresponding roles in
supplier accommodation processes

(c.f. Flint et al.
2002; Strauss
and Corbin
1990)

Adapted from Flint, Woodruff & Gardial (2002); and Tate et al. (2010)
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